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Executive Summary
AECOM was commissioned by the Environment Agency on behalf of Solihull Metropolitan Borough Council
(SMBC) to undertake an Initial Assessment for a series of locations across the borough which experienced severe
flooding in May 2018. This primarily includes the areas of Dickens Heath, Tidbury Green, Cheswick Green and the
suburban area around the River Cole Corridor. This Initial Assessment has been undertaken in accordance with
the EA’s Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management Appraisal Guidance process (FCERM-AG). For the
purposes of this study, the following flood cells have been defined:

· Cheswick Green
· Dickens Heath
· Tidbury Green
· River Cole Corridor
· Pear Tree Crescent

The FCERM-AG requires an appraisal project to define a baseline that describes the flood risk in the study area.
The definition of a ‘Do Nothing’ baseline is critical as it forms a reference point against which all other options are
compared. Multiple sources of data were supplied by SMBC at the project inception which have been used to
define the baseline in conjunction with the observations made on site on the 8th August 2019.

The baseline definition exercise has been used to develop estimates of the number of residential properties that
are at risk of flooding under a range of annual probabilities. As this project is an Initial Assessment, detailed
hydraulic or hydrological modelling has not been undertaken to refine the uncertainty in the project baseline at this
stage. This approach has been adopted in order to evaluate the case for change prior to making the decision to
invest further resources into data collection (e.g. surveys, hydraulic modelling) in accordance with the guiding
principles of the FCERM-AG.

The baseline definition exercise has been used to develop a probabilistic assessment of the Weighted Annual
Average Damages (WAAD) that can be expected to arise as a result of flooding in any given year. The WAAD
estimates have been applied over a 50-year appraisal period to develop estimates of the total cash damages that
can be expected to occur over this time. The flood damages over the entire appraisal period have then been related
back to Present-Value in accordance with MCM guidelines and are sumarised for each flood cell below.

Flood Cell Residential Damages Intangible Damages Total Present-Value
Damages

Cheswick Green £461,800 £89,400 £614,700

Dickens Heath £2,200,200 £430,100 £2,934,500

Tidbury Green £746,400 £147,000 £996,300

River Cole £363,500 £89,100 £504,700

Pear Tree Crescent £1,040,100 £205,200 £1,389,700

The project baseline has been used in conjunction with the Environment Agency’s Partnership Funding calculator
to estimate the upper limit of Flood Defence Grant-in-Aid (FDGiA) funding that could be theoretically obtained for
projects that protect properties at flood risk within the flood cells. The theoeretical maximum GiA contributions which
could be potentially obtained are summarised in the table below.

Flood Cell Maximum FCERM GiA Contribution

Cheswick Green £73,740

Dickens Heath £40,675

Tidbury Green £101,486

River Cole £114,820

Pear Tree Crescent £184,207
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A long list of potential flood risk management options was developed for the five flood cells. The long list of options
was developed following a review of the site-specific flood mechanisms, site observations, previous
correspondence with residents and catchment knowledge gained from SMBC and the EA. The options long list
categorised all the options under one of five overarching strategic approaches to flood risk management.

A long list workshop was held with SMBC and Environment Agency staff on 2nd September 2019. During this
meeting the long list of options was reviewed against a multi-criteria analysis and a short list was agreed for further
appraisal. At this stage, a Standard of Protection has been estimated for each of the short-listed options in order
to evaluate the benefits that could be feasibly delivered by its implementaton.

Construction cost estimates have been developed for the short-listed options using the SPONS 2019 price
catalogue. A 60% Optimism Bias allowance has been added to the scheme cost estimates to account for the risk
associated with the uncertainty with early stage estimates of project costs in accordance with the recommendations
made in the FCERM-AG. The cost-estimation exercise has also made allowances for whole-life maintenance costs,
survey costs, consents, staff costs and design fees. Option benefits have been assumed based upon the
anticipated damages avoided over the design life of the asset. These estimates have been made with professional
engineering judgement and would require verifying with hydraulic modelling and detailed economic analyses if
taken forward to the next stage of appraisal. The results from this assessment indicate that property-level resilience
measures are the leading economic options across the study area. Key summary statistics for the leading options
are summarised in the table below.

Flood Cell Option Description PV Costs
PV
Damages

PV
Benefits

BCR
FDGiA
Eligibility

Additional
Funding
Required

PF Score

Cheswick
Green

CH3 Property level
resilience £28k £615k £284k 9.87 £23k £5k 81%

Dickens
Heath

DH2 Property level
resilience £14k £2,935k £238k 16.56 £0k £14k 0%

Tidbury
Green

TG2 Property level
resilience £87k £541k £455k 5.26 £48k £39k 56%

River Cole RC11 Property level
resilience £57k £443k £61k 1.07 £3k £54k 4%

Pear Tree
Crescent

PT1 Property level
resilience £122k £1,390k £638k 5.21 £68k £55k 55%

The analysis has concluded that property level resilience options emerge as the leading economic options due to
the relatively low capital costs associated with the procurement and delivery of resilience measures. Whilst the
PLR options return strong benefit cost ratios, the analysis has also concluded the additional local levy funding
would be required to fully fund the delivery of these schemes. It should be noted that a scheme in Dickens Heath
would require significant booster funding as the benefitting properties are not eligible as qualifying Outcome
Measures for FDGiA.

Whilst it may be technically feasible to deliver alternative capital interventions within the flood cells, the economic
analysis indicates that the FDGiA mechanism is unlikely to constitute a significant source of project funding due to
the low levels of qualifying benefits under the current Partnership Funding rules. Significant alternative sources
funding, such as local levy or private sources, would need to be obtained to promote the delivery of alternative,
less cost-effective capital interventions to manage flood risk.

It is recommended that SMBC consults with the relevant stakeholders on the leading options identified by this
feasibility study. As part of this consultation SMBC should engage with residents to determine if there would be
support for the implementation of PLR schemes in the Cheswick Green, Dickens Heath, Tidbury Green and Pear
Tree Crescent flood cells. If it is considered that there is local stakeholder support for the implementation of property
level resilience schemes, then short-form business cases should be developed to secure FDGiA funding to
contribute to the design and implementation of these measures in these areas.

Whilst it may not be possible to fund the delivery of the options through FDGiA and local levy, there may be
opportunities to deliver flood risk management enhancements through partnership working with developers working
across the borough. Whilst planning policy does not require the developer to provide such betterment, it may be
possible for SMBC to engage future developers at the pre-application stage and agree to jointly deliver flood risk
enhancements as part of the masterplanning process.
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1. Introduction
AECOM was commissioned by the Environment Agency (EA) on behalf of Solihull Metropolitan Borough Council
(SMBC) to undertake an Initial Assessment for a series of locations across the borough which experienced severe
flooding in May 2018. This primarily includes the areas of Dickens Heath, Tidbury Green, Cheswick Green and the
suburban area around the River Cole Corridor.

This Initial Assessment has been undertaken in accordance with the EA’s Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk
Management Appraisal Guidance (FCERM-AG) process. The purpose of the Initial Assessment stage is to evaluate
the case for change using existing information and through making informed assumptions about the benefits which
could be potentially delivered. This proportionate approach to establishing scheme feasibility enables the case for
investment to be established before further resources are committed to developing potential options to manage the
problem.

In instances where Flood Defence Grant-in-Aid (FDGiA) is sought to fund the delivery of a flood risk management
scheme it is necessary to develop the business case for change in accordance with the UK government’s 5-case
business model. This typically requires the iterative development of a Strategic Outline Case (SOC), Outline
Business Case (OBC) and finally a Full Business Case (FBC) to refine the detail and robustly establish the case
for change. As an Initial Assessment, one of the key objectives of this study is to evaluate the potential eligibility of
the targeted areas to qualify for FDGiA funding.

Figure 1-1 Scheme Appraisal Process

The aim has been met through following a two-staged approach as outlined in Table 1-1.

Table 1-1: Staged Approach to Developing an Initial Assessment

Activity Activity Objectives

Stage 1:
Problem Definition

· Inception meeting;
· Data gathering
· Site visit to gather further information about the site;
· Problem definition (excluding detailed hydraulic modelling); and,
· Definition of the economic baseline and qualification of potential scheme benefits

Stage 2:
Option Appraisal

· Development of a long list of options;
· Identification of options that do not detrimentally impact the environment, and that provide

betterment where possible;
· Rationalisation of the long list of options to a short list of options;
· Completion of a high-level economic appraisal based on available information to indicate

potential benefit cost ratios so that leading option(s) can be identified; and,
· Provision of sufficient information to inform the development of a Strategic Outline Case, if

it is likely that there is a viable scheme.
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2. Baseline Definition
Introduction
The FCERM-AG requires an appraisal project to define a baseline that describes the risk in the study area. The
definition of a ‘Do Nothing’ baseline is critical as it forms a reference point against which all other options are
compared. The ‘Do Nothing’ scenario defines the absence of any further actions or interventions over the appraisal
period in effect a ‘walkway’ scenario. It is therefore essential that an appropriate baseline is identified, and that the
description of the baseline includes all the issues which are significant in the description of the problem. The focus
should be on the risks and how those risks could change over the timescale of the project. In the context of this
project, this means that the problem should be described in terms of:

· the probability of flooding and erosion;

· how this probability could change and the drivers of change (taking account of climate change)

· the consequences of flooding (positive and negative);

· and how the consequences could change over time and why.

The baseline for this project has been developed following a review of existing information, site observations and
through making several key assumptions that are outlined in the section below.

Data Review
Multiple sources of data were supplied by SMBC at the project inception. The project data register is presented
within Table 2-1 (overleaf). This data has been reviewed to inform the definition of the project baseline.

Site Observations
As part of the scope of this commission AECOM undertook a site visit in conjunction with EA and SMBC staff on
the 8th August 2019. The purpose of this exercise was to assist with defining the flood risk baseline with respect to
the historic flood events that have occurred within the study area.

A record of the observations made during the site visits are presented within Appendix A.

Hydraulic Model Review
As part of the scope of this commission a technical review of the Infoworks ICM model of the Mount Brook has
been undertaken. The technical review is presented within Appendix B. A high-level summary is detailed below.

The hydraulic model represents the fluvial flood risk associated with the Mount Brook and the unnamed ordinary
watercourses in the areas around Cheswick Green and Dickens Heath. It does not explicitly represent the risk of
surface water, sewer or integrated flooding mechanisms, though a discrete representation of the sub-surface
surface water drainage network is included within the Cheswick Green area. The model does not explicitly
represent the hydraulic effects of the sewer network within Dickens Heath. Contributing flows from the Dickens
Heath area have therefore been approximated with a basic Microdrainage model that affords a relatively coarse
and conservative representation of the hydraulic routing in the upper catchment area.  The design hydrology which
is applied to the model has not been calibrated against observed data given the relatively limited recorded data
which is available. It is understood that flow recorders have been deployed in the catchment and that further model
calibration is planned once sufficient event data has been collected to warrant completing this exercise.

The hydraulic model provides a quantifiable representation of the level of fluvial flood risk in the study area which
is suited for current and future development planning. By design the model does not effectively represent the
surface water or integrated flooding mechanisms and it is recommended that future developments consider the
incorporation of a direct to mesh rainfall approach to better quantify the integrated flooding mechanisms known to
be prevalent within the catchment. For the purpose of this study the mapped outputs from this model have been
used in conjunction with the Environment Agency’s Risk of Flooding from Surface Water to develop a more holistic
representation of the combined flooding mechanisms which were observed during the May 2018 event.
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Table 2-1: Project Data Register

Item Author/ Source Date

Aqueduct Road Hydrology/ Hydraulic Investigation Report WSP 2019

Aqueduct Road Meadow LWS & Colebrook Recreation Ground Grassland
Management Plan

SMBC 2018

Aqueduct Road storage basin designs/ calculations Miller Homes 2014

Asset Blockage Sensitivity Testing JBA 2016

Dickens Heath balancing pond flow control survey OnSite 2018

Dickens Heath balancing pond plan survey Grantham Coates Surveys Ltd 2018

Dickens Heath Section 38 Works (drainage plan) Travis Baker 2015

Flood Zone Mapping EA 2019

Fullford Hall Road drainage survey OnSite 2018

Griffin Lane residential development Flood Risk Assessment
Mewies Engineering
Consultants Ltd

2012

Griffin Lane Survey SMBC 2018

Historic correspondence between Redrow Homes, SMBC and the
Environment Agency about the Dickens Heath Balancing Pond

SMBC 1999

Historic flooding photographs and videos Residents Various

Land Registry Searches HM Land Registry 2018

May 2018 Section 19 flood investigation report SMBC 2018

Mount Brook River Modelling / Technical Note WSP 2019

National Receptors Dataset EA 2019

Risk of Flooding from Surface Water Mapping EA 2019

River Cole Flood Alleviation Scheme Feasibility Report: Formans Road,
Sparkhill

Atkins 2009

River Cole Hydraulic Modelling JBA 2009

Solihull Lodge surface water modelling report JBA 2018

Utilities search for Nethercote Gardens Cadent 2019
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Flood Cells
The structure of FCERM scheme appraisal depend on whether solutions form a single project or a series of
independent projects, for example where the defence assets protect individual and independent areas. In such
cases, the FCERM-AG recommends that the project sub-divide the study area into a number of ‘flood cells’. It is
preferable to sub-divide the area into cells that are completely independent but often this is not possible due to the
nature of the area at risk. For the purposes of this study, the following flood cells have been defined:

· Cheswick Green
· Dickens Heath
· Tidbury Green
· River Cole Corridor
· Pear Tree Crescent

River Blythe Catchment
Cheswick Green, Dickens Heath and Tidbury Green flood cells are located within the River Blythe river catchment.
The headwaters of the River Blythe originate in the land south-west of the of the Earlswood lakes, flowing north-
east towards Earlswood where it passes beneath the Stratford-upon-Avon canal that intersects the catchment. The
River Blythe forms a confluence with the Mount Brook in the centre of Cheswick Green. The Mount Brook drains
the land west of Cheswick Green, including Dickens Heath and parts of Tidbury Green. Both watercourses are
classed as main rivers. A map showing the location of the flood cells within the river catchment is presented within
Figure 2-1.

Cheswick Green
Cheswick Green is located at the confluence of the River Blythe and the Mount Brook. Both watercourses have 
main river designation. The River Blythe is designated as a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). In the May 
2018 event floodwater surcharged at the Tanworth Lane culvert and flowed onto Coppice Walk flooding 12 
properties internally. A second flow route via the Coppice Walk culvert caused further flooding on the estate. In 
addition, properties on Willow Drive are at risk of flooding from the Mount Brook overtopping the right bank. The 
Creynolds Lane culvert also acts as a restriction to flow causing water to back up and flood properties on 
Cheswick Way. There is an existing attenuation feature adjacent to Willow Drive which is designed to attenuate 
surface water flows from the new development up to the 1% Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP) event 
including an allowance for the effects of climate change in the future. Mapping showing the risk of flooding from 
surface water in Cheswick Green is presented in Figure 2-2. Further sub-catchment specific details may be 
found within the site observations record presented within Appendix A.

Dickens Heath
Dickens Heath is located south of Shirley in Solihull. Two unnamed ordinary watercourses are present; from the 
west and south from Tidbury Green. During May 2018 it was reported that 22 properties were flooded internally
from both surface water and the ordinary watercourse. The relatively few number of properties at risk combined
with the complex flooding which originated from multiple sources present significant challenges in managing flood
risk. Dickens Heath also experienced flooding from the Stratford upon Avon Canal during the May 2018 event.  The
watercourse is culverted under the Stratford upon Avon Canal which may act as a major restriction to extreme flood
flows. Immediately upstream of this point is where the surface water, sewers and ordinary watercourse drain to
south of Griffin Lane. Mapping showing the risk of flooding from surface water in Dickens Heath is presented in
Figure 2-3.

Tidbury Green
Tidbury Green is located to the south-west of Dickens Heath. The drainage system splits to drain to different
catchments. Land to the east of the village drains into the River Blythe and land to the west of the village drains
into the River Cole. Properties on Norton Lane are at risk from both surface water via the highway and the ordinary
watercourse to the rear of the properties downstream of Fulford Hall Road. During May 2018 26 properties were
reported to have flooded internally. There are several surface water flow paths on Lowbrook Lane and Norton Lane
and to the rear of properties on the western side of Fulford Hall Road. It is understood that the Rumbush Lane
culvert downstream of the village acts as a restriction causing water to back up during high flows. Mapping showing
the risk of flooding from surface water in Tidbury Green is presented in Figure 2-4.
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Figure 2-1 River Blythe
Catchment
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atchment benefits.

Figure 2-2 Cheswick Green
Flood Cell
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Figure 2-3 Dickens Heath Flood
Cell
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Figure 2-4 Tidbury Green Flood
Cell
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River Cole Catchment
The River Cole Corridor and the Pear Tree Crescent flood cells are located within the River Cole river catchment.
The River Cole rises on the lower slopes of Forhill south-west of Birmingham at Hob Hill near Wythall and flows
largely in a north-easterly direction before it ultimately discharges into the River Blythe. In the upper reaches the
river is classified as an ordinary watercourse until it is designated as a Main River at Sparkhill. During May 2018
there were several locations which experienced flooding. Properties on Corley Close, Aqueduct Road, Wiseacre
Croft, and Colebrook Road and extensively on Nethercote Gardens were flooded. Figure 2-5 shows the River Cole
hydrological catchment and the location of the flood cells.

River Cole Corridor
The River Cole rises in Forhill, south of Birmingham and flows through Majors Green before reaching the Solihull
Lodge area. This study focusses on the area upstream of Aqueduct Road to Nethercote Gardens.

The Aqueduct Road and Corley Close area forms part of the upstream extent. In May 2018 19 properties were
reported to have flooded internally. The majority of the flood risk in this area is from out of bank flooding from the
River Cole. There are a number of restrictions along this reach of the River Cole including the Peterbrook Road
culverst and Green Lane bridge, which cause flooding. Corley Close is at flood risk from fluvial flows overwhelming
the right bank and surface water.

Downstream the Colebrook Road and Nethercote Gardens area suffer from both fluvial flood risk and surface water
flooding. Water backs up at the Colebrook Road culvert and flows over the road into properties. Water then also
flows out of the left bank at Nethercote Gardens and into properties. During May 2018 42 properties were reported
to have flooded internally.

Pear Tree Crescent
The Yardley Wood and Pear Tree Crescent area is situated in Solihull Lodge. The surface water network for the
area around Yardley Wood Road, Pear Tree Crescent and Greenslade Road flows in a north easterly direction
towards a culvert which flows under the Stratford upon Avon Canal. Surface water flows down Hytall Road,
Lambscote Close and Greenslade Road onto Yardley Wood Road through properties and into the lower land of
Pear Tree Crescent. The source of flooding is from surface water. In May 2018 24 properties were reported to have
flooded internally.

Project Types
Given the nature of the flood risk problem it is considered that the delivery of options in the respective flood cells
would likely constitute ‘simple change projects’ under the FCERM-AG. This is considered as standalone projects
could feasibly be undertaken without the need for an overarching strategy.
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Figure 2-5 River Cole Catchment
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Figure 2-6 River Cole Flood Cell
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Figure 2-7 Pear Tree Crescent
Flood Cell
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Properties at Risk of Flooding
The baseline definition exercise has been used to develop estimates of the number of residential properties that
are at risk of flooding under a range of annual probabilities. As this project is an initial assessment, detailed
hydraulic or hydrological modelling has not been undertaken to refine the uncertainty in the project baseline at this
stage. This approach has been adopted in order to evaluate the case for change prior to making the decision to
invest further resources into data collection (e.g. surveys, hydraulic modelling) in accordance with the guiding
principles of the FCERM-AG.

As detailed modelling has not been undertaken as part of this project, a conservative approach has been adopted
in the quantification of the number of residential properties which may be at risk of flooding. The number of
properties at risk has been estimated by counting those that are located within the Environment Agency’s Risk of
Flooding from Surface Water outlines. Whilst bespoke fluvial hydraulic models are available for sections of the
River Blythe and River Cole, following a review of the available data and historic flooding mechanisms it was
considered appropriate to base the economic assessment on the surface water mapping as it typically affords a
more holistic representation of the integrated flooding mechanisms. As this strategic assessment of flood risk does
not account for site-specific factors (e.g. the hydraulic effects of local infrastructure and assets), an additional 5m
buffer zone has been applied to each of the flood outlines. Whilst this method provides a relatively representation
of flood risk in the study area, this approach provides a rapid and effective means of evaluating whether there is a
potential economic case for change in the flood cells. This also provides a broad-brush method of quantifying the
anticipated effects of climate change at the initial assessment stage. Further hydraulic modelling would need to be
undertaken to verify these estimates if projects were advanced to the next stage.

The Environment Agency’s National Receptor Database (NRD) GIS point layer has been used to identify the 
residential properties at risk of flooding. It is noted that a significant number of properties in Dickens Heath have 
been constructed within the last 5 years. These specific properties have been manually identified using aerial 
photography in order to inform the assessment of flood damages, though they been excluded from the assessment 
of FDGiA funding eligibility. This is because it is expected that properties constructed since 2011 are not eligible to 
be counted as qualifying benefits for FDGiA funding.

The 100 year and 1000 year Risk of Flooding from Surface Water flood outlines have been used as analogues for
the 75 year and 200 year flood events respectively. This conservative approach is a considered a reasonable
means of evaluating the possible economic case for change in lieu of undertaking detailed modelling at this stage.
This approach also affords an approximation of the potential effects of climate change on future levels of flood risk
across the study area (i.e. an expected increase in the frequency and magnitude of flood events). Whilst this
method is considered suitable for informing this initial assessment, it would need to be further refined by detailed
hydraulic and hydrological modelling if any options are advanced to design. The potential effect of the uncertainty
in the baseline on decision-making has been sensitivity tested and is described further in Section 3. The property
counts for key return periods are presented below in Table 2-2.

Table 2-2: Properties at Risk of Flooding

Return Period

Residential Receptors at Risk of Flooding

Cheswick Green Dickens Heath Tidbury Green River Cole Pear Tree
Crescent

30 Year 4 28 12 0 17

75 Year 8 46 18 12 24

200 Year 30 115 31 101 43

includes properties constructed after 2011
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Flood Damages
Average residential property values, based on sold house prices over the last 12 months, were obtained via Zoopla
and are presented in Table 2-3.

Table 2-3: Flood Cell Property Values

House Type Cheswick Green Dickens Heath Tidbury Green River Cole
Pear Tree
Crescent

Detached £444,000 £557,000 £585,000 £405,000 £405,000

Semi-Detached £294,000 £309,000 £423,000 £299,000 £299,000

Terrace £254,000 £312,000 £276,000 £271,000 £271,000

The estimates presented in Table 2-2 and Table 2-3 have been used to develop a probabilistic assessment of the
Weighted Annual Average Damages (WAAD) that can be expected to arise as a result of flooding in any given year.
Commercial damages have not been considered at this stage as there are so few commercial receptors at risk
within the respective flood cells. This assessment includes an evaluation of the indirect damages resulting from
flooding, i.e. costs relating to the provision of emergency accommodation, vehicle damage and secondary health
effects such as anxiety.

The WAAD estimates have been applied over a 50-year appraisal period to develop estimates of the total cash
damages that could be expected to occur over this time. The flood damages over the entire appraisal period have
then been related back to Present-Value (PV) in accordance with MCM guidelines. A 50-year appraisal period has
been selected as most of the capital interventions being considered within this study are unlikely to have a design
life longer than 50 years. The total PV cash damages for each of the respective flood cells under the ‘Do Nothing’
scenario are presented in Table 2-4 below.

Table 2-4: Baseline Cash Damages

Flood Cell Residential Damages Intangible Damages Total PV Damages

Cheswick Green £461,800 £89,400 £614,700

Dickens Heath £2,200,200 £430,100 £2,934,500

Tidbury Green £746,400 £147,000 £996,300

River Cole £363,500 £89,100 £504,700

Pear Tree Crescent £1,040,100 £205,200 £1,389,700
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Grant-in-Aid Eligibility
The project baseline has been used in conjunction with the Environment Agency’s Partnership Funding calculator
to estimate the upper limit of FDGiA funding that could be theoretically obtained for projects that protect properties
at flood risk within the flood cells. The purpose of this exercise is to gain an initial understanding of the potential
financial case for investment and whether the FDGiA mechanism is likely to be an appropriate funding source for
project delivery. This initial eligibility screening therefore assumes that:

· Flood damages are prevented up to a 200-year Standard of Protection (SoP) (Outcome Measure (OM1)
· There are no properties left at significant or very significant levels of flood risk (OM2)
· There are no coastal erosion benefits (OM3)
· There is no habitat created or improved (OM4)

It should be noted that is highly unlikely that a single intervention would provide such a high SoP in practice and
that some level of residual risk is likely to remain after the implementation of the option. This conservative approach
has been undertaken to evaluate the maximum upper limit of FDGiA funding which could theoretically be obtained.
The results from this screening assessment are presented within Table 2-5 below.

Table 2-5: Maximum Eligibility for FDGiA

Flood Cell
Qualifying

Benefits from
OM1

Qualifying
Benefits from

OM2

Qualifying
Benefits from

OM3

Qualifying
Benefits from

OM4
Total Benefits

Delivered
Maximum

FCERM GiA
Contribution

Cheswick Green £451,729 £162,971 - - £614,700 £73,740

Dickens Heath £198,795 £148,155 - - £346,950 £40,675

Tidbury Green £616,077 £380,223 - - £996,300 £101,486

River Cole Limited by high
Om2 values

£504,700 - - £504,700 £114,820

Pear Tree
Crescent £648,923 £740,777 - - £1,389,700 £184,207

The estimates presented in Table 2-5 indicate that schemes across the study area would be eligible for relatively
low levels of funding via the FDGiA funding mechanism. This is due to the limited number of properties which are
in areas at high risk of frequent flooding; much of the property flooding is not expected to occur until more extreme
flood flows.

In addition to the above, the Dickens Heath flood cell shows particularly limited eligibility for FDGiA. This is partially
due to the effectiveness of the existing infrastructure but also a result of a significant number of the residential
properties in this area having been constructed after 2012. Under the current Partnership Funding rules properties
constructed after this date do not count as qualifying benefits as it is expected that they would have been developed
in low flood risk areas in accordance with the Flood and Water Management Act (2010).

As outlined in Section 1, it is necessary to develop a business case using the 5-case model to secure and release
FDGiA funding for project delivery from central government. Whilst the cost and complexity of developing the
business case will vary significantly depending on the nature of the project being proposed, it can be assumed that
the minimum expenditure required to develop the simplest business case is approximately 5-10% of the overall
scheme value.
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3. Options Appraisal
Options Long List
A long list of potential flood risk management options was developed for the five flood cells. The long list of options 
was developed following a review of the site-specific flood mechanisms, site observations, previous 
correspondence with residents and operational knowledge gained from the SMBC project team. The options long 
list categorised all the options under five overarching strategic approaches to flood risk management as outlined 
in Table 3-1.

Table 3-1: Strategic Approaches to Flood Risk Management

Approach Scale Additional Benefits

Natural Flood
Management

Catchment-wide Ecosystem services, long term sustainability

Flood Storage Sub-catchment Multi-use spaces, green infrastructure

Conveyance
Improvements

River reach Strategic regeneration, green infrastructure and bio-diversity

Permanent
Raised
Defences

Local &
Neighbourhood

Strategic regeneration, improved amenity

Resilience
Neighbourhood &
Property

Local ownership & awareness, Flood Action Groups, Multi-
Agency Flood Plans

The options long list report and associated mapping showing the locations of the options is presented within 
Appendix C. An example of one of the long list maps is presented in Figure 3-1 (overleaf).

Multi-Criteria Analysis
The long list was qualitatively assessed and scored using Multi-Criteria Analysis (MCA) and details are presented 
within Appendix C. The MCA categories considered were as follows:

• Flood Risk – Would it reduce flood risk?

• Technical – Would it be technically achievable and constructible?

• Economic – Would the benefit exceed the costs? Is it affordable?

• Environment – Would it have a positive impact on the natural and built environment?

• Stakeholders – Is the option likely to be supported by affected stakeholders?

• Health and Safety – Could it be delivered safely?
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Figure 3-1 Cheswick Green Long
List
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Options Short List
A workshop was held with SMBC and Environment Agency staff on 2 September 2019. During this meeting the 
long list of options was reviewed against the multi-criteria analysis and a short list was agreed for further appraisal. 
The short-lists for each of the flood cells are presented in Table 3-2 through to Table 3-6 below.

At this stage, a Standard of Protection (SoP) has been estimated for each of the short-listed options in order to 
evaluate the benefits that could be feasibly delivered by the implementation of the option (i.e. the flood damages 
which would be avoided over the design life of the asset). This SoP assumes that the option mitigates flood risk to 
properties up to and including flood events of this return period. A design life has been estimated based on the 
duration that the maintained option will provide flood risk benefits over the 50-year appraisal period. These 
estimates have been made following a review of the flood risk data and professional engineering judgement.

As part of this exercise it has been necessary to estimate the number of residential receptors that would benefit 
from the implementation of the options (specifically the total number of properties moving between flood risk bands). 
This has been undertaken to estimate the benefits which would be delivered by each of the options (i.e. flood 
damages avoided). It should be noted that it would be necessary to refine these preliminary estimates of scheme 
benefits with conceptual design work and hydraulic modelling at the next stage of project appraisal. 

It should also be noted that no option will eliminate all sources of flood risk and that a level of residual risk will 
always remain due to the probability of extreme events exceeding design standards. 

Summary sheets for the short-listed options are presented in Appendix D.

Table 3-2: Cheswick Green Short List

Option Option
Category Description Standard of

Protection
Option

Design Life
Benefitting
Properties

CH1 Flood storage bund upstream of
Tanworth Lane 1:75 50 years 8

CH2 Dwarf flood wall on Tanworth Lane 1:50 50 years 5

CH3 Property Level Resilience 1:25 25 years 4

CH7 Flood storage on the Mount Brook
upstream of Cheswick Green 1:75 50 years 7

Table 3-3: Dickens Heath Short List

Option Option
Category Description Standard of

Protection
Option

Design Life
Benefitting
Properties

DH1 Flood bund adjacent to Dickens
Heath Road 1:75 50 years 12

DH2 Property level resilience at Dickens
Heath / Beech Lane 1:25 25 years 2
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DH3 Dwarf flood wall on Dickens Heath
Road 1:75 50 years 12

DH4 Enhanced flood storage upstream
of Rumbush Lane 1:75 50 years 19

DH5 Trash screen replacement at
Rumbush Lane culverts 1:25 25 years 2

DH6 Embankment on land south of
Griffin Lane 1:75 50 years 14

DH7 Enhancing flood storage basin
south of Griffin Lane 1:75 50 years 14

DH9 Property level resilience at
Mereways 1:25 25 years 12

DH10 Raising western canal bank 1:50 50 years 14

Table 3-4: Tidbury Green Short List

Option Option
Category Description Standard of

Protection
Option

Design Life
Benefitting
Properties

TG1 Flood bund upstream of Norton
Lane 1:75 50 years 1

TG2 Property level resilience on Fulford
Road and Norton Lane 1:25 25 years 12

TG3 Flood wall to the rear of properties
on Norton Lane 1:75 50 years 13

TG5 Flood storage in land upstream of
Rumbush Lane 1:75 50 years 4

Table 3-5: River Cole Corridor Short List

Option Option
Category Description Standard of

Protection
Option

Design Life
Benefitting
Properties

RC1 Flood storage upstream of
Peterbrook Lane 1:75 50 years 12
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RC2 Offline flood storage in recreational
pitches 1:75 50 years 11

RC8 Flood Wall around area upstream of
Colebrook Road 1:75 50 years 29

RC9 Embankment adjacent to
Nethercote Gardens 1:75 50 years 28

RC11 Property Level Resilience 1:50 25 years 6

Table 3-6: Pear Tree Crescent Short List

Option Option
Category Description Standard of

Protection
Option

Design Life
Benefitting
Properties

PT1 Property Level Resilience 1:25 25 years 17

Options Cost Estimation
Construction Costs
Construction cost estimates have been developed for the short-listed options using the SPONS 2019 price 
catalogue. A 60% Optimism Bias allowance has been added to the scheme cost estimates to account for the risk 
associated with the uncertainty with early stage estimates of project costs in accordance with the recommendations 
made in the FCERM-AG. The bill of quantities estimates for construction and labour are presented within Appendix 
E.

The following general assumptions were made in the costing exercise at this stage:

· Unknown ground conditions – it has been assumed the ground conditions are favourable for construction

· Tipping charges have not been accounted for (including contaminated land)

· Site security and site welfare required have been included under "General Site Provisions"

· It has been assumed that embankment & bunds will have a crest width of 2 metres

· It has been assumed that flood walls would have a minimum height of 1 metre above ground level, with a
crest width of 0.3 metres.

· No provision has been made for the clearance of dense vegetation/trees on site.

· It has been assumed that the clearance of site can be undertaken in 1 working day

· It has been assumed that landscape maintenance comprises of 5 full days per year

· Inflation between time of costing and time of construction has not been considered in these costings

·
Property Level Resilience (PLR) will vary per property so a detailed investigation would be required to
develop these costings. However, £5k has been used as a proxy based on the implementation of relatively
standard PLR measures.
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Maintenance Costs
Cost estimates for the maintenance of the options over the design life have been developed. As these estimates
account for future expenditure, the future costs have been related back to Present Value in accordance with
MCM Guidelines.

Design and Appraisal Fees
It has been assumed that design and appraisal fees are equivalent to 15% of the anticipated construction cost.

Survey Fees and Consents
Cost estimates have been made for the procurement of surveys which would be required to support the delivery
of the option. This includes topographic surveys, ground investigation, environmental surveys (e.g. protected
species) and utilities searches. This category also considers the costs of obtaining the required consents (e.g.
environmental permits) which would be required to promote the delivery of the option.

Staff Costs
Cost estimates have been made to account for SBMC staff to manage the procurement and management of the
design and construction contracts. These estimates also include the ongoing management of the asset through
its expected design life. All costs have been related back to Present-Value (PV).

A breakdown of estimated options costs is presented in Table 3-7 below.

Table 3-7: Whole-life Options Cost Estimates

Option ID
Design Fees
£k

Survey and
consents £k

Construction
Costs £k

Whole life
maintenance
costs £k

SMBC staff
costs £k

Optimism
Bias £k

PV Total
Cost
Estimate £k

CH1 46 145 208 25 8 217 649

CH2 49 155 222 12 8 231 677

CH3 3 2 20 0 1 3 29

CH7 112 355 509 12 19 530 1,536

DH1 19 59 84 25 3 88 278

DH2 2 1 10 - <1 <1 14

DH3 26 83 120 12 4 125 370

DH4 13 40 58 12 2 60 185

DH5 13 3 6 9 <1 12 43

DH6 131 415 595 25 22 620 1,808
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DH7 110 350 501 12 18 552 1,543

DH9 9 6 60 - 2 10 87

DH10 48 153 219 12 8 228 668

TG1 68 216 309 25 11 322 946

TG2 9 6 60 0 2 10 87

TG3 208 659 945 12 35 984 2,843

TG5 53 167 239 25 9 249 742

RC1 101 321 460 25 17 479 1,403

RC2 114 360 516 12 19 538 1,559

RC8 208 659 945 12 35 984 2,843

RC9 154 489 700 25 26 729 2,123

RC11 9 6 30 0 2 10 57

PT1 13 9 85 - 2 14 123
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Economic Appraisal
Option benefits have been assumed based upon the anticipated damages avoided over the design life of the asset.
These estimates have been made with professional engineering judgement and would require verifying with
hydraulic modelling and detailed economic analyses at the next stage of appraisal. The resulting benefit: cost ratios
and corresponding raw Partnership Funding scores are summarised in the tables below. The leading economic
option in each flood cell is highlighted with red font.

Table 3-8: Cheswick Green Benefit Cost Assessment

Option PV Costs PV Damages PV Benefits BCR PF Score

CH1 £648k £615k £499k 0.77 8%

CH2 £676k £615k £424k 0.63 5%

CH3 £29k £615k £284k 9.87 81%

Table 3-9: Dickens Heath Benefit Cost Assessment

Option PV Costs PV Damages PV Benefits BCR PF Score

DH1 £277k £2,935k £462k 1.66 0%

DH2 £14k £2,935k £238k 16.56 0%

DH3 £371k £2,935k £462k 1.24 0%

DH4 £186k £2,935k £1,751k 9.40 13%

DH5 £43k £2,935k £238k 5.53 0%

DH6 £1,809k £2,935k £1,640k 0.90 0%

DH7 £1,515k £2,935k £1,640k 1.08 0%

DH9 £86k £2,935k £86k 11.80 0%

DH10 £669k £2,935k £669k 2.35 0%
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Table 3-10: Tidbury Green Benefit Cost Assessment

Option PV Costs PV Damages PV Benefits BCR PF Score

TG1 £946k £813k £183k 0.2 2%

TG2 £87k £541k £455k 5.3 56%

TG3 £2,843k £337k £659k 0.2 3%

TG5 £742k £526k £470k 0.6 6%

Table 3-11: River Cole Benefit Cost Assessment

Option PV Costs PV Damages PV Benefits BCR PF Score

RC1 £1,403k £389k £116k 0.08 2%

RC2 £1,559k £394k £111k 0.07 2%

RC7 £2,844k £428k £77k 0.02 0%

RC8 £2,123k £431k £74k 0.03 0%

RC11 £57k £443 £61k 1.07 4%

Table 3-12: Pear Tree Crescent Benefit Cost Assessment

Option PV Costs PV Damages PV Benefits BCR PF Score

PT1 £122k £1,390k £638k 5.21 55%
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Leading Options
Key summary statistics for each leading option are presented in Table 3-13 below. This table identifies the option
with the highest benefit: cost ratio in each flood cell and the corresponding Partnership Funding score.

Table 3-13: Flood Cell Leading Options

Flood Cell Option Description PV Costs
PV
Damages

PV
Benefits

BCR
GiA
Eligibility

Additional
Funding
Required

PF Score

Cheswick
Green

CH3 Property level
resilience £29k £615k £284k 9.87 £23k £5k 81%

Dickens
Heath

DH2 Property level
resilience £14k £2,935k £238k 16.56 £0k £14k 0%

Tidbury
Green

TG2 Property level
resilience £86k £541k £455k 5.26 £14k £39k 56%

River Cole RC11 Property level
resilience £57k £443k £61k 1.07 £3k £54k 4%

Pear Tree
Crescent

PT1 Property level
resilience £122k £1,390k £638k 5.21 £86k £55k 55%

The results from this assessment indicate that none of the leading options could be expected to be entirely funded
for delivery via the FDGiA funding mechanism. Property level resilience (PLR) options have emerged as the leading
economic options due to the relatively low anticipated capital costs associated with their procurement. Whilst the
PLR options return relatively strong benefit cost ratios, the analysis has concluded the additional booster funding
would be required to fully fund them.

Whilst it may be technically feasible to deliver alternative capital interventions within the flood cells, the economic
analysis indicates that the FDGiA mechanism is unlikely to constitute a significant source of project funding due to
the low levels of qualifying benefits under the current Partnership Funding rules. Significant alternative sources of
local levy funding would therefore need to be obtained to promote the delivery of alternative, less cost-effective
capital interventions.

It should be noted that the assessment of potential option benefits assumes that the option is delivered as a
standalone measure and not in combination with the implementation of other options. This has been undertaken
to identify the leading economic ‘Do Something’ option within each flood cell in accordance with the FCERM-AG.
As many of the short-listed options would benefit the same properties, the benefit estimates cannot be summed
cumulatively to evaluate combinations of options as this approach would effectively double-count the benefits.
Combinations of options have not been assessed at this stage as the overarching objective of the Initial Assessment
is to establish whether there is an economic case to ‘Do Something’.
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4. Recommendations
Capital Delivery
It is recommended that SMBC consults with the relevant stakeholders on the leading options identified by this
feasibility study. As part of this consultation SMBC should engage with residents to determine if there is stakeholder
support for the implementation of PLR schemes in the Cheswick Green, Dickens Heath, Tidbury, River Cole and
Pear Tree Crescent flood cells. If it is considered that there is sufficient local support for the implementation of PLR
then short-form business cases should be developed to secure FDGiA funding to contribute towards design and
construction. The economic analysis has concluded that it would likely be necessary for SMBC to secure local levy
to support the delivery of these options.

It should be noted that this study has considered the independent delivery of the capital options as part of the cost
estimation exercise. If there is widespread support for the implementation of PLR measures across the wider
borough then there may be further cost efficiencies associated with the procurement of combined services which
could reduce the amount of additional local levy funding which is required.

Partnership Working
The scope of this commission has focused on the appraisal of standalone capital projects to manage flood risk.
Whilst it has been concluded that the non-PLR options would be unlikely to qualify for a significant amount of FDGiA
funding and return relatively low scoring benefit-cost ratios, this does not mean that the delivery of these options
would not provide a residual flood risk benefit. Many of the options, particularly flood storage options, would provide
a flood risk benefit across the borough if they could be funded and delivered.

Whilst it may not be possible to fund the delivery of the options through FDGiA and local levy, there may be
opportunities to deliver flood risk management enhancements through partnership working with developers working
across the borough. The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and SMBC local plan requires developer to
ensure that new developments do not exacerbate existing levels of flood risk. This is normally achieved in practice
by attenuating surface water within the site boundaries to the equivalent greenfield runoff rate prior to discharging
this to watercourse. Whilst this approach ensures that the development does not adversely impact on the current
level of flood risk, it does not require the developer to further reduce the level of flood risk relative to the current
situation. Whilst planning policy does not require the developer to provide such betterment, it may be possible for
SMBC to engage future developers at the pre-application stage and agree to jointly deliver enhancements as part
of the masterplanning process.

The following flood storage options may therefore warrant further consideration as part of ongoing liaison with
developers working across the borough:

· CH7 – Flood Storage on the Mount Brook upstream of Cheswick Green

· DH7 – Enhanced Flood Storage downstream of Griffin Lane

· RC1 – Flood Storage upstream of Peterbrook Road
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Introduction
1.1 AECOM were commissioned by the Environment Agency (EA) on behalf of Solihull 

Metropolitan Borough Council (SMBC) to undertake an Initial Assessment for a series of 
locations across the borough which experienced severe flooding in May 2018. This primarily 
includes the areas of Dickens Heath, Tidbury Green, Cheswick Green and the suburban area 
around Nethercote Gardens. 

1.2 As part of the scope of this commission AECOM undertook a site visit in conjunction with EA 
and SMBC staff on the 8th August 2019. The purpose of this exercise was to establish the flood 
risk baseline with respect to the historic flood events for further review and appraisal as part of 
the scope of the Initial Assessment study.

1.3 This document serves to record the key observations made during the site visit and discussions 
which were held with SMBC and EA staff, as recorded by the AECOM representatives. 

1.4 A list of site visit attendees is presented in the table below.

Name Organisation Role

Ed Bradford SMBC Flood Risk Management

Richard James AECOM Project Manager

Jaime Ball AECOM Lead Verifier

Michael Thomas AECOM Senior Engineer

Ian Cook EA Partnerships and Strategic Overview

Pio Chinyere EA Partnerships and Strategic Overview

Giles Matthews-Pipe EA Partnerships and Strategic Overview

Study Area
2.1 The locations and extent of the site visit was led by SMBC staff.  This included areas in the 

River Cole and River Blythe river catchments. A list of the locations which were visited is 
presented in the table below.

Location River Catchment Time of Visit

Dickens Heath River Blythe 09:00 – 11.00

Tidbury Green River Blythe 11.00 – 11.30

Nethercote Gardens
Colebrook Road
Aqueduct Road

River Cole 11.30 – 13.00

Pear Tree Crescent River Cole 14.00 – 14.30

Cheswick Green River Blythe 14.45 – 16.00

2.2 Mapping showing the geography of the respective river catchments and the corresponding 
flood cells are presented in Figure 1 and Figure 2 overleaf. 
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Dickens Heath
3.1 Dickens Heath is a village and civil parish located approximately three miles from Solihull Town 

Centre. The village is located at OS NGR SP 11180 76381. A significant area of the village was 
affected by surface water, sewer and ordinary watercourse flooding during the May 2018 event.

3.2 An location map showing the local watercourses, risk of surface water mapping and a record of 
the receptors affected by the 2018 flooding is presented at the end of this section.

Dickens Heath Road to Rumbush Lane 
3.3 A single, unnamed ordinary watercourse originates in the land upstream of Dickens Heath 

Road at OS NGR SP 10669 76148. This drains a small sub-catchment that is approximately 
0.5km2 between the east of Tidbury Green and the west of Dickens Heath.

3.4 In the upper reaches of the urban area the watercourse originates from a 300mm diameter 
plastic pipe which passes beneath Cleobury Lane near the junction with Dickens Heath Road at 
OS NGR SP 10725 76089. 

3.5 During the May 2018 flood event the intensity of the extreme rainfall resulted in the generation 
of overland flows from the upper catchment. It is understood that these flows passed over the 
highway and routed along the pedestrian footpath which is adjacent to the properties present 
on Dickens Heath Road.  This resulted in internal flooding of properties on Dickens Heath Road 
and Beech Lane.

3.6 Based on observations made on the site visit it was considered that it may be possible to 
mitigate the risk of flooding from this source by raising the kerb height adjacent to the highway 
or through creating a dwarf wall along Dickens Heath Road to deflect surface water flows. 
Localised storage measures in the upper catchment area may also attenuate extreme flood 
flows prior to reaching the residential property at this location. It was apparent that property 
threshold levels are not significantly higher than the highway in this area.

3.7 Photographs 1 shows the location of the overland flowpath and Photograph 2 shows the 
location of where the watercourse originates from beneath Cleobury Lane.

Photograph 1: Dickens Heath Road surface water
flowpath

Photograph 2: Cleobury Lane piped crossing

3.8 Photographs supplied by SMBC confirm the flooding mechanism that occurred during the May 
2018 flood event. These photographs are presented overleaf.
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Photograph 3: Supplied photograph showing the mechanism of floodwater being routed along the pedestrian
footpath at the properties adjacent to Dickens Heath Road

Photograph 4: Supplied photograph showing the overland flows discharging into the unnamed ordinary watercourse
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3.9 It is evident from the site visit that the unnamed watercourse has been heavily modified as part
of ongoing recent residential development within Dickens Heath. The watercourse has been
integrated with multiple Sustainable urban Drainage Systems (SuDS) including attenuation
ponds and reed beds. During the dry weather conditions experienced on the site visit it was
evident that the watercourse conveys nominal flows during these conditions.

3.10 The unnamed watercourse passes beneath two substantial bridge crossings at Beech Lane
and Six Acre Drive before it passes into a attenuation pond upstream of Rumbush Lane. The
pond outlet is controlled by a two stage pre-cast concrete structure and flows subsequently
discharge beneath the road bridge beneath Rumbush Lane. It was apparent from the site visit
that the control feature was not tied in with the adjacent high ground and that there may be an
opportunity to further improve the volume of storage afforded by the attenuation pond at this
location. The photographs below highlight key hydraulic features in this area.

Photograph 5: Pre-cast box culvert beneath Beech
Lane

Photograph 6: Modified channel next to Beech Lane

Photograph 7: Attenuation pond located upstream of
Rumbush Lane

Photograph 8: Two-stage outlet control at the
attenuation pond

3.11 It is understood that during the flood event fire services were dispatched to the area to pump
surface water from the Beech Lane area into the unnamed ordinary watercourse. These
photographs indicate that the channel had sufficient capacity to accommodate the additional
floodwater, though the capacity of the attenuation pond located downstream was exceeded.

3.12 SMBC have supplied photographs of the May 2018 flood event which show that the pond outlet
control was outflanked and the Rumbush Lane culverts surcharged. These photographs are
presented overleaf.
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Photograph 9: Supplied photograph showing the pumping of surface water from Beech Lane into the unnamed
ordinary watercourse

Photograph 10: Supplied photograph showing elevated water levels within the attenuation pond upstream of
Rumbush Lane
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Photograph 11: Supplied photograph of the outlet control structure being outflanked during the May 2018 flooding

Photograph 12: Supplied photograph of the Rumbush Lane highway flooding during the May 2018 event
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3.13 The inlets and outlets to the Rumbush Lane culverts are covered by trash and barrier screens.
Photographs of the May 2018 flood event confirm that the screens were obstructed by
vegetation and debris which would have reduced flood flow conveyance beneath the highway.

Photograph 13: Headwall over Rumbush Lane
culvert with damaged section on the left bank

Photograph 14: Barrier screens at Rumbush Lane
Culvert Outlets

Photograph 15: Supplied photograph of scour next
to the Rumbush Lane headwall after the May 2018

flooding

Photograph 16: Supplied photograph of blocked
culverts following the May 2018 flooding

Rumbush Lane to Griffin Lane Area
3.14 Downstream of Rumbush Lane, the unnamed ordinary watercourse is spanned by a further

access bridge at Kiln Lane prior to entering into a wooded area located south of Aldershaws.

3.15 From here the watercourse drains through a small pond before reaching a large, vegetated
attenuation pond located at OS NGR SP 11329 75925. Survey drawings supplied by SMBC
contractors estimate that this pond has a storage capacity of approximately 10,000m3.
Anecdotal observations supplied by residents and SMBC staff indicate that that the water level
within the pond does not vary significantly throughout the year.

3.16 The outlet of the attenuation pond drains beneath the Stratford upon Avon canal at OS NGR SP
11391 75997. The inlet to the culvert beneath the canal is protected with a modern trash screen
and telemetry that is routinely monitored by SMBC operational staff for blockages. It was not
possible to access the culvert inlet to make visual observations of its capacity or condition.
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Photograph 17: Looking upstream at the unnamed
watercourse passing through the wooded section

upstream of the attenuation pond

Photograph 18: Heavy vegetation present in the
large attenuation pond upstream of the Stratford-

upon-Avon Canal

Photograph 19: Trash screen at the inlet to the
culvert beneath the Stratford-upon-Avon Canal

Photograph 20: Telemetry which monitors the
accumulation of debris at the trash screen

3.17 It is understood that there is a local perception that the culvert beneath the Stratford-upon-Avon
canal may act as a throttle during higher flows which caused a backwater effect. This
backwater effect may have contributed to the flooding of property on Griffin Lane and in the
area around Mereways.

3.18 Surface water from the Griffin Lane residential development discharges to a surface water
attenuation basin located at OS NGR SP 11350 76011. This SuDS feature was dry at the time
of the site visit and the outlet was heavily vegetated. This storage feature discharges to the
culvert underneath the canal, and is not designed as an infiltration feature.

Photograph 21: Surface water SuDS detention basin
in the land adjacent to Griffin Lane

Photograph 22: Surface water outlet into the SuDS
detention basin
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3.19 It was not possible to observe the watercourse outlet on the downstream face of the canal due
to the steep topography and heavy vegetation in this area. It was apparent that the water was
stagnant at the time of the site visit. The watercourse subsequently passes beneath a footpath
access bridge located at OS NGR SP 11426 76028 via a large span concrete culvert. Removal
of this culvert may increase flood flow conveyance in this area.

Stratford-upon-Avon Canal
3.20 During the May 2018 flooding the Stratford-upon-Avon canal exceeded its capacity and resulted

in property and highway flooding of Griffin Lane and the Mereways areas. It is understood that
the assets at the Earlswood Lake Engine Pool contributed to a significant discharge of water
into the Canal feeder stream. Photographs 23 and 24 demonstrate this flooding mechanism in
the area around Mereways and the properties at Waters Edge.

Photograph 23: Supplied photograph of the May
2018 flood event. This shows the entire western

bank as being submerged by the flooding.

Photograph 24: Supplied photograph of the May
2018 flood event. This shows the entire western

bank as being submerged by the flooding

3.21 Low points along the western edge of the canal bank were observed during the site visit. During
the site visits it was considered that it may be possible to mitigate the flood risk in this area
through raising a small section of the western bank to prevent excess volume from flooding the
property at this area (as highlighted in Photograph 25. A subsequent review of the flood event
photographs indicates that it would have been necessary to raise the entire bank to have
prevented the floodwater from exceeding the capacity of the culvert.

Photograph 25: Stratford-upon-Avon Canal Photograph 26: Low point  on the western bank
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Tidbury Green
4.1 Tidbury Green is a small village located to the south-west of Dickens Heath. The hydrological 

catchment in this area is divided into two with water from the eastern catchment draining 
towards the River Blythe via Dickens Heath and the western side draining towards the River 
Cole. Figure 1-3 (presented overleaf) highlights the key watercourses, risk of surface water 
mapping and a record of the receptors affected by the 2018 flood event.

4.2 Most of the properties at risk of flooding in this area are located on Fulford Hall Road, Norton 
Lane and Rumbush Lane. During the May 2018 event it was reported that 26 properties were 
flooded internally. Properties on Fulford Hall Road were flooded from both the front and the rear 
from both fluvial and pluvial sources.

4.3 It is understood that the majority of properties on Norton Lane were affected by surface water 
runoff from the fields to the south-west and from the highway. There is an unnamed ordinary 
watercourse present behind the properties which drains from Fulford Hall Road and flows in a 
south-easterly direction towards a culvert beneath Rumbush Lane. As the flooding resulted 
from the extreme intensity of rainfall it may be that the only cost effective mitigation option in 
this flood cell is the implementation of properly level resilience measures.

4.4 The mapping presented overleaf does not highlight the Tidbury Heights new build estate that is 
currently in construction. Following a review of the planning documentation it is understood that 
surface water from the scheme is attenuated on site through the provision of above ground 
storage, swales and other SuDS integrated into the site masterplan.

4.5 There are several other surface water flow paths present in this area. There is a surface water 
flow path down Lowbrook Lane and Norton Lane, before flowing into the River Cole. Another 
flow path is shown originating to the east of Rumbush Farm, flowing in a north-easterly across 
Norton Lane towards the unnamed ordinary watercourse.

Photograph 27: Supplied photograph of the rear property flooding that occurred at Tidbury Green during
the May 2018 event
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River Cole Corridor
5.1 The River Cole rises on the lower slopes of Forhill south-west of Birmingham at Hob Hill near 

Wythall and flows largely in a north-easterly direction before it ultimately discharges into the 
River Blythe. In the upper reaches the river is classified as an ordinary watercourse until it is 
designated as a Main River at Sparkhill. During May 2018 there were several locations which 
experienced flooding. Properties on Corley Close, Aqueduct Road, Wiseacre Croft, and 
Colebrook Road and extensively on Nethercote Gardens were flooded. 

Area Properties Reported to 
Flood Internally

Properties Reported 
to Flood Externally Source

Aqueduct Road & 
Corley Close 19 7 Surface water, sewers & 

River Cole
Colebrook Road & 
Nethercote 
Gardens

42 1 River Cole, surface 
water and sewers

Yardley Wood & 
Pear Tree 
Crescent

24 4 Surface water and 
sewers

Aqueduct Road Area
5.2 The River Cole originates in the land south of Drakes Cross. It drains a catchment area of 

approximately 14.5km2 to the point it meets the Stratford-upon-Avon Canal. The watercourse is 
joined by the Peterbrook tributary which originates to the west from around the Hollywood area 
which has a catchment area of 6km2. 

5.3 The confluence of the two watercourses is effectively beneath Peterbrook Road, where a 
significant number of masonry pipes convey river flows beneath the highway to the outlet that 
passes through the Aqueduct Road highway tunnel beneath the canal. This is located at the 
junction of Aqueduct Road and Peterbrook Road at OS NGR SP 10181 78082

5.4 It is understood that the highway frequently floods in this area due to river flows exceeding the 
capacity of the pipes which convey water beneath the junction. As the junction is situated at a 
low-point floodwater ponds in the highway and results in disruption to traffic. Whilst this flooding 
may result in localised disruption to transport, it likely affords a flood risk betterment to the 
urban area downstream as flood flows will be attenuated by this mechanism.

5.5 It was apparent from the site observations and a review of the historic photographs that it would 
be necessary to replace the existing pipe system beneath the highway with formal culverts with 
increased capacity. Whilst this may alleviate the flooding disruption at the junction, it would 
likely elevate the level of flood risk downstream due to the enhanced flood flow conveyance.

5.6 An alternative option to mitigate flood risk in this area could be to implement a flood storage 
area in the land upstream of the highway junction in the Shirley Quarry. This will require further 
consideration as part of the development of the appraisal due to the number of anticipated 
constraints. For example, the quarry has been used as a landfill site and that this could result in 
contamination of the watercourse and contravention of the Water Framework Directive.

5.7 Football pitches are located on the right bank of the River Cole in the land immediately 
downstream of the tunnel beneath the Stratford-upon-Avon canal. This could be potentially 
utilised to develop a flood storage area, though this would result in increased disruption to other 
stakeholders. 

5.8 Photographs 28 through to 31 highlight key hydraulic controls and photograph 32 shows the 
historic flooding of the highway in this area.
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Photograph 28: Bespoke culvert arrangement
beneath the Aqueduct Road junction with

Peterbrook Road

Photograph 29: Multiple pipes convey river flows
from the Cole and the Peterbrook

Photograph 30: Looking north toward the upstream
face of the tunnel beneath the Stratford-upon-Avon

Canal and the River Cole

Photograph 31: The Cole is bounded by a brick wall
at this location which is not a formal flood defence

asset

Photograph 32: Supplied photograph of the highway flooding at Peterbrook Road
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Green Lane to Colebrook Road
5.9 Once through the canal tunnel, the River Cole flows northwards in parallel with Aqueduct Road.

A significant flood storage basin is located next to the Millisom Road residential estate which
has been designed to accommodate fluvial flood flows. It is understood that the surface water
from the Millisom Estate is attenuated via underground storage tanks and discharges to the
Severn Trent foul water sewerage system.

5.10 Based on the site observations it was considered that there was limited opportunity to enhance
the volume of flood storage afforded by the basin due to the presence of services beneath this
feature and significant storage volume already afforded. Based on a review of the supplied
historic photographs (presented overleaf) it is understood that the basin was completely
submerged during the May 2018 flooding and that the flooding reached the residential
properties which are immediately adjacent to the feature.

5.11 It is understood that access to the Mill Lodge Primary School was affected although it was not
reported as being directly affected by the flooding.

5.12 The River Cole was heavily vegetated on both river banks during the site visit and the existing
maintenance regime was not known. Vegetation clearance could potentially improve flood flow
conveyance through this area though the overall flood risk benefit would be minor.

5.13 Photographs 33 through to 36 highlight key features in this sub-area.

Photograph 33: The Miilsoms Road storage basin
retains fluvial flows from the River Cole and does

not receive surface water from the residential estate

Photograph 34: The River Cole corridor is heavily
vegetated in some areas which may reduce flood

flow conveyance

Photograph 35: Looking downstream at the River
Cole from the SMBC owned land upstream of

Colebrook Road

Photograph 36: Giant Hogweed was observed on the
right bank of the River Cole upstream of the Green

Lane Bridge
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Photograph 37: Supplied photograph of flooding of the Millisom Road basin and
adjacent residential properties during May 2018

Photograph 38: Supplied photograph of flooding of the Millisom Road basin and
adjacent residential properties during May 2018
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5.14 A significant green corridor is located in the land between Green Lane and Colebrook Road.
This is the Aqueduct Road Meadow1 and it is a Local Wildlife Site which is owned and
maintained by SMBC. The land is heavily vegetated and likely of high ecological value due to
the variety of species observed in this area.

5.15 It was apparent from the site visit that the Road Meadow likely affords a reasonable degree of
flood storage in its current form. It was considered that the flood storage in the Road Meadow
could be further improved through the construction of a flood storage embankment next to the
Colebrook Road Bridge. This flood storage area could deliver benefits to the Nethercote
Gardens area and potentially further enhance the ecological value of the Meadow site.

Photograph 39: The Road Meadow likely affords a significant amount of flood storage in its existing form

Photograph 40: A flood storage embankment could be constructed at this location

1 As indicated by local signage.
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Nethercote Gardens
5.16 It is understood that the Nethercote Gardens area experienced extensive internal property

flooding during the May 2018 event. It is understood that this originated from the River Cole
exceeding the capacity of the channel and routing towards the residential properties. It was
observed that there was open space between the River Cole and the Nethercote Gardens
highway.

5.17 It was considered that it may be possible to mitigate flood risk to properties through
construction of a flood embankment or wall which runs parallel with the river at this location.
Evidence of utilities and a gas main was observed at this location. Whilst this would not
necessarily preclude the construction of an embankment, it could add to the capital cost of a
scheme due to the need to either divert or reinforce the services around the scheme footprint.

Photograph 41: An embankment could be potentially constructed at this location (crest shown with the dotted line)

Photograph 42: Buried services are present in this area which may form a constraint
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Photograph 43: Supplied video evidence from a local resident shows the extent of the flooding at Nethercote Gardens

Photograph 44: Supplied  photographs of property damage indicate the flood water reached approximately 18” above
the property threshold level
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Pear Tree Crescent
6.1 The site visit briefly undertook a visual inspection of the Pear Tree Crescent and Yardley Wood 

Road sub cell.  It is understood that flood risk in this area resulted from the intensity of the May 
2018 rainfall exceeding the capacity of the local drainage network.

6.2 As the flooding in this area did not originate from a local watercourse it was considered that the 
only potential mitigation measures in this area are either the implementation of property level 
resilience or through extensive capacity improvements of the local surface water sewer system.

Photograph 45: Supplied photograph of the May 2018 flooding at Pear Tree Crescent

Photograph 46: Supplied photograph of the May 2018 flooding originating from the rear of properties at Pear Tree
Crescent backing onto Yardley Wood Road
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Cheswick Green
7.1 Cheswick Green is situated at the confluence of the River Blythe and the Mount Brook. The 

River Blythe is an Environment Agency Main River which flows in a northerly direction from its 
source south of the M42, passing Earlswood Lakes towards Cheswick Green. The Mount Brook 
runs in a southerly direction towards Cheswick Green bringing surface water from Shirley and 
flows from the unnamed ordinary watercourse which drains Dickens Heath.

7.2 It was reported that 12 properties were flooded internally by the May 2018 flood event. The 
property flooding largely occurred on Coppice Walk and on Tanworth Lane. The flooding during 
this event was largely a result of the River Blythe and not the Mount Brook.

7.3 The capacity of the River Blythe channel appears to be relatively limited, constrained and 
heavily vegetated in this location. It is understood that the extreme river flows exceeded the 
capacity of the culvert at the junction beneath Tanworth Lane and resulted in overland flows 
routing through the properties at Coppice Walk. This was likely compounded by highway 
drainage being unable to discharge into the River Blythe.

Photograph 47: Supplied photograph showing the
fluvial flooding at Saxonwood Road

Photograph 48: Supplied photograph showing the
flooding on Coppice Close Walk

7.4 There is a significant new residential estate at the northern extent of Cheswick Green which 
has developed by Bloor Homes at the former Mount Dairy Farm site. 

7.5 The surface water drainage from the new estate appears to be directed into an extensive SuDS 
network between the site’s southern boundary and the Mount Brook. Visual observations of the 
site indicate that the SuDs features likely provide a significant volume of attenuation and water 
quality benefits. There may be opportunity to further enhance these features to accommodate 
additional flood water from the Mount Brook.
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Photograph 49: The Tanworth Lane junction adjacent to
where the River Blythe flows under the road. There may be
potential to use land upstream of culvert for flood storage.

Photograph 50: Rear gardens on Watery Lane have
rising topography which naturally reduces the flood risk

from this source

Photograph 51: Attenuation basins and other SuDS
features adjacent to the Bloor Homes development

Photograph 52: The SuDS features in this area appear
to be interlinked and likely discharge exceedance flows

into the Mount Brook
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Introduction
On 27 May 2018 Solihull experienced a period of high intensity rainfall
resulting in over 300 properties being affected by flooding. This was
the first major event recorded for many parts of the borough with
widespread flooding affecting several communities from various
different sources.

This project follows the Section 19 Flood Investigation which identified
what happened, which properties were affected and the flood risk
mechanisms. The objective of this project is to undertake an initial
assessment of the possible options to reduce flood risk in the
affected communities.

This document is focused on developing a long list of flood risk
management options for reducing flood risk in Cheswick Green,
Dickens Heath, Tidbury Green and along the River Cole Corridor,
in accordance with the Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management
Appraisal Guidance (FCERM–AG).

This document covers the following aspects:

1. Options Appraisal Process
2. Problem Definition
3. Long List Development
4. Multi-Criteria Analysis

Attenuation feature upstream of Rumbush Lane, Dickens Heath



Purpose of this Document
This purpose of this document is to:

• To identify and begin developing a long-list of possible options for
managing flood risk in key locations identified across Solihull, in
line with the FCERM–AG.

• To begin the process of evaluating the long-list of options using a
RAG (Red, Amber, Green) and Multi-Criteria Analysis (MCA)

• To enable Solihull Metropolitan Borough Council and the project
delivery team to commence initial stakeholder engagement on
the emerging long list of flood risk management options.

• To facilitate a long list workshop with the project team where the
options are reviewed in detail and the process of determining a
short list of options to take forward is undertaken.

Unnamed ordinary watercourse trash screen south of Griffin Lane, upstream of the
Stratford-upon-Avon Canal in Dickens Heath



Options Appraisal Process

Define the flood risk
problem

Establish high-level
strategies for reducing

flood risk

Determine the criteria
of how flood risk

management options
will be evaluated

Create a long-list of
potential flood risk

management options

Evaluate the long-list
with the agreed

evaluation criteria

Develop a short-list of
options for further

appraisal

Evaluate the technical
and economic

feasibility of the short-
list with further

detailed information

Identify preferred
option(s) for delivery

Ongoing Stakeholder Engagement

This flowchart identifies the key stages of appraisal and the decision-
making process associated with the delivery of flood risk management
interventions

Current Stage



Defining the Flood Risk Problem
A significant amount of work has been undertaken in recent years to
define the understanding of flood risk in in the key locations across
Solihull.

As part of the scope of this project a separate exercise will be
undertaken to define the baseline through consolidating evidence and
technical information from:

• Section 19 Flood Investigation Reports;
• Anecdotal information following the May 2018 floods;
• Drainage surveys and plans; and,
• Other sources

Tidbury Green, Dickens Heath and Cheswick Green are situated
within the same catchment where the land drains into the River
Blythe. The areas of interest along the River Cole drain to a different
catchment.

Tidbury Green and Dickens Heath in particular experience flooding
from multiple sources of flood risk including; ordinary watercourse,
surface water, sewers and canal flooding.

The mapping presented overleaf shows the catchments of the
different locations which are being appraised. These have been
divided into flood cells in accordance with the FCERM-AG.

The remainder of this document focuses on exploring potential flood
risk management opportunities in the respective flood cells.

View of Griffin Lane Flooding, Dickens Heath

Photograph provided by Solihull Metropolitan Council. Taken 28/05/2018



Flood Risk Management Approaches

Scale Approach Locations Examples Additional Benefits

Natural Flood Management
(NFM) Catchment-wide

Slow the Flow, Blue and Green
Corridors, River Restoration,
Floodplain Connectivity

Ecosystem services, long term
sustainability

Flood Storage Sub-catchment Flood Storage Areas Multi-use spaces, green infrastructure

Conveyance Improvements River reach
Managed Realignment, Bypass
Channels, Highway Drainage
Schemes

Strategic regeneration, green
infrastructure and bio-diversity

New Defences Local & Neighbourhood Flood Walls and Embankments Strategic regeneration, improved
amenity

Property Level Resilience Neighbourhood & Property

Temporary or demountable defences,
Flood Warning Action Plans, Property-
level resilience, redeveloped urban
areas

Local ownership & awareness, Flood
Action Groups, Multi-Agency Flood
Plans

The options long list has categorised all of the possible options under five overarching strategic approaches to flood risk management.



Developing a Long List of Options
The remainder of this document explores the potential Flood Risk Management opportunities in the respective sub-catchment areas (1) . Long-listed
opportunities are presented with their respective Red-Amber-Green classification on the associated mapping (2) . Map label ID’s (e.g. ‘CH1’) relate to a
detailed description of the opportunity and the associated Multi-Criteria Analysis (3) contained within the appendix. The flowchart below illustrates this process.



Evaluating the Long List with Red, Amber, Green
A Red-Amber-Green classification has been applied to the long-listed options that are
presented in this document. The purpose of applying this classification is to:

• Provide a quick, balanced summary of the themes and categories which are considered in
the Multi-Criteria-Analysis. These categories can be broken down into the following broad
areas:

• Flood Risk – Would it reduce flood risk?
• Technical – Would it be technically achievable and constructible?
• Economic – Would the benefit exceed the costs? Is it affordable?
• Social – Would the community support or object to its implementation?
• Environment – Would it have a positive impact on the natural and built environment?
• Health and Safety – Could it be delivered safely?

• Help prioritise efforts and resources in investigating opportunities that are considered likely
to provide the greatest benefits at this stage.

• Assist with the development of a short-list of options following the next stage of appraisal.

This classification is not intended to:

• Definitively ‘rule out’ an opportunity for further consideration. All of the opportunities which
are identified within the long-list will be considered in the development of the short-list.

• Confirm that an opportunity is a deliverable flood risk management scheme. Opportunities
which are considered to be ‘likely’ at this stage may become unfeasible as technical
investigations progress.

Unlikely

Possible

Likely

Likelihood of a long-listed
opportunity being taken
forward to the short-list





Cheswick Green
Cheswick Green is located at the confluence
of the River Blythe and the Mount Brook. The
River Blythe is designated as a Site of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSI).

In May 2018 event floodwater surcharged at
the Tanworth Lane culvert and flowed onto
Coppice Walk flooding 12 properties
internally. A second flow route via the Coppice
Walk culvert caused further flooding on the
estate. In addition to this properties on Willow
Drive are at risk of flooding from the Mount
Brook overtopping the right bank.

The Creynolds Lane culvert also acts as a
restriction to flow causing water to back up
and flood properties on Cheswick Way.

There is an existing attenuation feature
adjacent to Willow Drive which is designed to
attenuate surface water flows from the new
development up to the 1% Annual
Exceedance Probability (AEP) event including
an allowance for the effects of climate change
in the future.

Initial high-level opportunities for flood risk
management measures are highlighted on the
mapping overleaf.

Cheswick Green Park and Village Hall flooded during
May 2018

River Blythe at Cleobury Lane culvert which causes a
restriction to flow

Coppice Close Walk flooded during May 2018

River Blythe flows under the Tanworth Lane. During May
2018 water surcharged at the culvert and flowed onto

Coppice Walk
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Dickens Heath
Dickens Heath is located south of Shirley. Two
unnamed ordinary watercourses are present;
from the west and south from Tidbury Green.
During May 2018 it was reported that 22
properties were flooded internally from both
surface water and the ordinary watercourse.

The relatively few number of properties at risk
combined with the complex flooding which
originated from multiple sources present
significant challenges in managing flood risk.
Dickens Heath also experienced flooding from
the Stratford upon Avon Canal during the May
2018 event.

The watercourse is culverted under the
Stratford upon Avon Canal which may act as a
major restriction to extreme flood flows.
Immediately upstream of this point is where
the surface water, sewers and ordinary
watercourse drain to south of Griffin Lane.

There is an existing attenuation feature
upstream of Rumbush Lane designed to take
surface water flows. There is also a larger
attenuation feature to the south of Griffin Lane
for surface water flows.

Initial high-level opportunities for flood risk
management measures are highlighted on the
mapping overleaf.

Griffin Lane from Waterside Heights during May 2018

Waterside Heights ground floor building adjacent to the
Stratford upon Avon Canal during May 2018

Attenuation pond upstream of Rumbush Lane
overwhelmed during May 2018

View of Marlpit Close adjacent to Cleobury Lane, where
water flowed down from Birchy Leasowes and Birchy

Close
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Tidbury Green
Tidbury Green is located to the south-west of
Dickens Heath. The drainage system splits to
drain to different catchments. Land to the east
of the village drains into the River Blythe and
land to the west side of the village drains into
the River Cole.

Properties on Norton Lane are at risk from
both surface water via the highway and also
the ordinary watercourse to the rear of the
properties downstream of Fulford Hall Road.

During May 2018 26 properties were reported
to have flooded internally. There are several
surface water flow paths on Lowbrook Lane
and Norton Lane and to the rear of properties
on the western side of Fulford Hall Road.

It is thought that the Rumbush Lane culvert
downstream of the village acts as a
restriction causing water to back up during
high flows.  Initial high-level opportunities for
flood risk management measures are
highlighted on the mapping overleaf.

View from 412 Norton Lane looking towards Norton Lane
during May 2018

View of the flooding from the rear of 412 Norton Lane
during May 2018

Aerial view of Norton Lane, Tidbury Green. Red line
indicates where a linear defence could be constructed to

prevent flooding to rear of properties

Flow path from the rear of properties on Norton Lane
during May 2018
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River Cole Corridor
The River Cole rises in Forhill, south of
Birmingham and flows through Majors Green
before reaching the Solihull Lodge area. This
study focusses on the area upstream of
Aqueduct Road to Nethercote Gardens.

The Aqueduct Road and Corley Close area
forms part of the upstream extent. In May
2018 19 properties were reported to have
flooded internally. The majority of the flood risk
associated with this area is from out of bank
flooding from the River Cole. There are a
number of restrictions along this reach of the
River Cole including the Peterbrook Road and
Green Lane culverts, which cause flooding.
Corley Close is at flood risk from fluvial flows
overwhelming the right bank.

Downstream the Colebrook Road and
Nethercote Gardens area suffer from both
fluvial flood risk and surface water flooding.
Water backs up at the Colebrook Road culvert
and flows over the road into properties. Water
then also flows out of the left bank at
Nethercote Gardens and into properties.
During May 2018 42 properties were reported
to have flooded internally.

Initial high-level opportunities for flood risk
management measures are highlighted on the
mapping overleaf.

Properties on Colebrook Road flooding from water
surcharging at the culvert during May 2018

Milisoms Road attenuation feature overwhelmed during
May 2018. This was designed to attenuate the 1% AEP +

30% climate change

View looking upstream from Colebrook Road during May
2018

View of Netherote Gardens during the May 2018 flooding
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Pear Tree Crescent
The Yardley Wood and Pear Tree Crescent
area is situated in north-west Solihull Lodge.

The surface water network for the area around
Yardley Wood Road, Pear Tree Crescent and
Greenslade Road flows in a north easterly
direction towards a culvert which flows under
the Stratford upon Avon Canal.

Surface water flows down Hytall Road,
Lambscote Close and Greenslade Road onto
Yardley Wood Road flowing through properties
and into the lower land of Pear Tree Crescent.

The source of flooding is from surface water.
In May 2018 24 properties were reported to
have flooded internally.

Initial high-level opportunities for flood risk
management measures are highlighted on the
mapping overleaf.

Surface water flows into the localised depression in
ground levels, flooding properties. May 2018 floods.

Surface water flow path into properties on Pear Tree
Crescent from Yardley Wood Road
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CH1 Cheswick
Green Flood Storage Flood storage bund

upstream of B4102
Tanworth Lane
B4102

• Open fields with appropriate level of space for
flood storage.
• Potential for the option to deliver a high SoP but
for a limited number of benefitting properties.
• Environmental enhancements could also be
incorporated into the scheme. Some amenity or
recreational benefits could also be incorporated into
the scheme.

• Privately owned land which appears to be used.
• River is classified as a SSSI.
• Residential property adjacent to River Blythe
immediately upstream of Tanworth Lane.
• This would constitute a relatively expensive solution
to protect a relatively small number of properties so
cost benefit likely to be poor.

2 1 -1 -1 0 1 0 2
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CH2 Cheswick
Green New Defences

Dwarf wall adjacent
to the properties on
the B4102

On the eastern
side of the
B4102 running
parallel with the
road

• A small dwarf wall could deflect exceedance flows
which overtop the Tanworth Lane highway back
towards the River Blythe.
• Technically feasible and buildable.
• Area is accessible from the existing highway.

• Option would not prevent flooding from exceedance
of the channel capacity further downstream.
• Would likely need to be delivered in conjunction with
another option to provide a comprehensive Standard of
Protection

1 1 -1 0 0 0 0 1
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CH3 Cheswick
Green

Property Level
Resilience

PLR to individual
properties on
Coppice Walk

Coppice Walk,
Cheswick Green

• Potentially economically viable solution
considering the low capital costs and number of
properties at risk.
• Existing data indicates a fairly high expected
frequency of flooding so the homes may benefit
from PLR type measures in the mid to low order
events.

• Properties on Coppice Walk flood from both the front
and rear due to several different flow routes.
• Would represent a large PLR scheme and would be
significant uptake to be effective.
• No environmental benefits and located within a SSSI
Impact Zone.
• Option requires residents to implement measures
without benefit of a flood warning.

1 1 1 1 -1 0 -1 2

Li
ke

ly

CH4 Cheswick
Green

Conveyance
Improvements

Increasing the
capacity of the
Creynolds Lane
culvert

Creynolds Lane,
Cheswick Green

• Would improve conveyance and prevent water
backing up during extreme flooding events
• Access into estate could be managed through
other existing routes in a phased approach.

• Huge capital cost for potentially very limited benefits.
• Would cause disruption to a main road and potential
constraints of services being present.
• Not an environmental desirable solution and river is a
SSSI.

-1 -2 -5 -5 -1 -1 -1 -16
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The RAG classification indicates the likelihood of the option being taken forward to short-list for further appraisal. It is not intended to reflect an assessment of the technical feasibility of a scheme at this stage.

MCA Evaluation Summary

Long List of Flood Risk Management Options
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The RAG classification indicates the likelihood of the option being taken forward to short-list for further appraisal. It is not intended to reflect an assessment of the technical feasibility of a scheme at this stage.

MCA Evaluation Summary

Long List of Flood Risk Management Options

CH5a Cheswick
Green

Conveyance
Improvements

Increasing the
capacity of Coppice
Walk culvert to
improve
conveyance

Coppice Walk,
Cheswick Green

• Potential to prevent water backing up and flowing
out of the right bank and onto the road.
• Short length of culvert
• Other access route to Coppice Walk via Cheswick
Way.
• Small number of properties may benefit, although
modelling to confirm.

• Effectiveness of option is dependent on the
dimensions of the B4102 culvert. Survey to confirm
culvert size.
• Headwalls are currently railed so are not much of a
constriction to flow when surcharged.
• Likely constraint of services within the road.
• Costly option with limited flood risk benefits.
• Watercourse is classed as a SSSI.

-2 -1 -2 -2 -1 -1 -1 -10
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CH5b Cheswick
Green

Conveyance
Improvements

Vegetation
clearance and
potential de-silt
within the channel
to improve
conveyance
upstream of the
bridge

River Blythe
next to Water
Lane, Cheswick
Green

• Access to the channel would need to be from the
residential rear gardens.
• Would have marginal flood risk benefits.
• Capital costs would be relatively low assuming just
clearance.

• Watercourse is designated as a SSSI.
• No real flood risk benefits attributable to this.
• Water may still back up at the road bridge and flood
the junction.
• Not an environmentally desirable solution.

0 0 1 -1 0 -1 0 -1
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CH6 Cheswick
Green Flood Storage

Enhancing the
existing terraced
SuDS storage from
the new
development into a
flood storage area
for the Mount
Brook

North of Leese
Drive

• Opportunity to further enhance the amenity and
environmental value of the SuDS features in this
area and to deliver a higher Standard of Protection
downstream.

• The existing SuDS feature already appears to have
been well designed and engineered.
• The environment and habitat in this area is now well
established and further works to excavate this area
would incur significant disruption.
• Likely to be opposed by local stakeholders.
• Relatively steep topography.
• Limited number of properties that would benefit
downstream.

1 1 -2 0 -1 -1 0 -2
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CH7 Cheswick
Green Flood Storage

Flood attenuation
opportunities
through land
allocated for
development to the
west of the B4102
north of Cheswick
Green

Land to the west
of the B4102
north of
Cheswick Green

• The land being allocated for development in this
area presents the opportunity to negoitate terms to
attenuate floods flows as part of the earthworks

• Much of this area lies within Flood Zone 1 so the
developer is not obliged to include betterment.
• Ground conditions are unknown.
• Unable to accurately calculate the volume of storage
required to reduce flood risk to Cheswick Green.

1 0 -1 0 -1 0 0 -1
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The RAG classification indicates the likelihood of the option being taken forward to short-list for further appraisal. It is not intended to reflect an assessment of the technical feasibility of a scheme at this stage.

MCA Evaluation Summary

Long List of Flood Risk Management Options

DH1 Dickens Heath Flood Storage

Construction of a a
small earthen bund
to prevent surface
water flows across
Dickens Heath
Road

Dickens Heath
Road

• Achievable footprint for a small bund adjacent to
the road, would not need to be extensive in terms of
dimensions.
• Alternative could be to raise the existing footpath
depending on the levels needed.
• Flood risk benefits need to be confirmed through
modelling although could benefit all properties in
this flood cell.

• Potential services through this area. Ground
conditions unknown in this area.
• Economically may not be viable given relatively few
number of properties that would benefit.
• Capital costs could be significant given lie of the land
is quite flat and would need to tie into higher ground.
• No LiDAR coverage in this location to check this
potential constraint.
• Located within SSSI Impact Zone

1 1 -1 -1 0 -1 0 -1

Po
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le

DH2 Dickens Heath Property Level
Resilience

PLR measures on
individual
properties to stop
water entering
footprint of building

Dickens Heath
Road

• Suitable solution given the number of properties
and nature/depth of the expected flooding.
• Detached properties so is feasible that it could
work

• Lead time could be short and no warning for surface
water flooding.
• Standard of protection for PLR is limited to 2% AEP.
• Up-take in affluent area on larger houses may not be
100%.
• No environmental benefits and located within a SSSI
Impact Zone.

1 1 1 1 -1 0 -1 2

Li
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DH3 Dickens Heath New Defences

Construction of a
dwarf wall around
the properties to
prevent flows from
the highway
entering the
properties

Dickens Heath
Road

• Depth of flooding understood to be relatively
shallow so small 0.5m flood wall is likely to be
sufficient.
• Alternative to PLR if lead time is short, no
installation required.
• Does not require up-take from residents.

• No obvious location where the wall would tie into on
the eastern side where the ground is more flat.
No LiDAR coverage to check this potential constraint.
• Would only benefit a relatively small number of
properties so may not be economically viable.
• Ground conditions unknown.
• No environmental benefits and located within a SSSI
Impact Zone.

1 0 -1 1 -1 -1 0 -1
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DH4 Dickens Heath Flood Storage

Modifications to the
spill level of the
existing attenuation
pond

Between Beech
Lane and
Rumbush Lane

• Area already being utilised for flood flow
attenuation.
•As built drawings would need to be reviewed to
determine the capacity and effectiveness.
• Potential for further environmental enhancements.
• Access for construction and maintenance through
existing Beech Lane route.

• Following a review of the historic photographs of the
May 2018 flooding it appears that the storage afforded
by the feature was exceeded.
• There is limited space to extend the storage area,
although the control structure should be tied into the
gabion baskets on higher ground.
• Located within a SSSI Impact Zone

1 0 -1 0 1 1 0 2

Li
ke

ly
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The RAG classification indicates the likelihood of the option being taken forward to short-list for further appraisal. It is not intended to reflect an assessment of the technical feasibility of a scheme at this stage.

MCA Evaluation Summary

Long List of Flood Risk Management Options

DH5 Dickens Heath Conveyance
Improvements

Excavating the land
on the right bank of
the watercourse to
improve flood flow
conveyance and
changing the
design of the
culverts to reduce
blockages

Upstream of
Rumbush Lane

• Potential for some localised flood risk benefits but
would require hydraulic modelling to confirm.
• Land is not currently being used for anything.
• Access for construction and maintenance is from
Beech Lane.

• Land is directly adjacent to a Severn Trent Water
pumping station.
• It is possible that there are constraints with services
directly beneath or infringing on this area of land.
• Trash screens need regular clearing otherwise not an
effective measure.
• Located within a SSSI Impact Zone.

0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 -1

Po
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DH6 Dickens Heath New Defences

Construction of a
floodwall to prevent
surface water
backing up from
the pond and fluvial
flows from the
ordinary
watercourse

Griffin Lane
• Would be a localised measure to protect
properties on Griffin Lane which could benefit all the
properties on this road.

• Properties on Mereways may still flood from the
canal and watercourse.
• Flood gates may also be required for driveway
access to properties.
• Ground conditions are unknown in this location.
• Located within a SSSI Impact Zone.

1 -1 -1 1 0 0 0 0

Po
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le

DH7 Dickens Heath Flood Storage

Expanding the
existing attenuation
pond and linking to
the ordinary
watercourse to
attenuate fluvial
flows as well as
surface water

South of Griffin
Lane

• Existing capacity has been surveyed as being
approximately 10,000m³.
• This could potentially be expanded to attenuate
fluvial flows upstream of canal culvert.
• Potential to reduce flood risk to properties on
Griffin Lane and Mereways.
• Potential further opportunities for environmental
and ecosystem services benefits if incorporated.
• Access for construction and maintenance off

• No LiDAR coverage in this location to check ground
levels for suitability.
• Some properties upstream around Dickens Heath
Road and Rumbush Lane would not benefit from
scheme.
• Located within Dickens Heath Country Park which is
designated as a local nature reserve.
• Located within a SSSI Impact Zone.
• Ground conditions unknown for suitability.

1 -1 0 -1 1 1 0 1
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le

DH8 Dickens Heath Conveyance
Improvements

Improving the
conveyance
through the
Stratford-upon-
Avon culvert

Stratford-upon-
Avon Culvert

• Enhancing conveyance of flood flows beneath the
Stratford-upon-Avon canal may result in less
floodwater being attenuated upstream of the canal
and flooding of properties on Griffin Lane.

• The option is likely to incur significant capital costs
and require extensive consultation with the Canals and
Rivers Trust.
• Construction access on the downstream side of the
canal is constrained.
• The option would require regular maintenance to be
effective.
• Properties may still be affected from surface water
flood risk and the canal overtopping.

1 -2 -2 -1 -1 -1 -1 -7
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The RAG classification indicates the likelihood of the option being taken forward to short-list for further appraisal. It is not intended to reflect an assessment of the technical feasibility of a scheme at this stage.

MCA Evaluation Summary

Long List of Flood Risk Management Options

DH9 Dickens Heath Property Level
Resilience

Flood boards to
prevent internal
flooding

Mereways

• Suitable solution given the number of properties
and depth of flooding experienced in May 2018.
• Properties on this canalside would all benefit up to
approximately a 2% AEP event assuming up-take.

• Only suitable for up to 2% AEP events.
• Would require full uptake to be an effective solution.
• No environment benefits and located within a SSSI
Impact Zone.

1 1 1 1 -1 0 -1 2

Li
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ly

DH10 Dickens Heath New Defences

Increasing the
freeboard of the
Stratford upon
Avon Canal within
Dickens Heath

Mereways

• Potential to reduce flood risk from the canal to
Mereways properties. Estimated 4-5 properties.
• To be an effective option needs to be combined
with other options to prevent fluvial and surface
water flooding.

• Unclear how long a stretch of the canal would the
freeboard need to be increased and what potential
implications this could have downstream.
• Without other options properties on Mereways would
still likely flood from water surcharging at the canal
culvert.
• Costly and potentially technically unfeasible option
• Option would have to be led by the Canals & Rivers
Trust.

-1 -2 -2 -5 -5 -1 -1 -17
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TG1 Tidbury Green New Defences

Construction of a
flood bund to
prevent water
flowing onto Norton
Lane and flooding
properties

South Norton
Lane, Tidbury
Green

• Dimensions of bund likely to be small.
• Potential to reduce flood risk to 3-4 properties.

• Bund would have to be situated on privately owned
land.
• Option would not be cost beneficial considering the
few number of properties the option would benefit.
• Potential flood risk from both fluvial and surface water
flooding from the opposite side of Norton Road.
• Ground conditions unknown.

-2 0 -1 -5 -2 0 0 -10
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TG2 Tidbury Green Property Level
Resilience

Flood barriers, air
bricks covers and
non-return valves
to prevent internal
flooding

Fulford Road &
Norton Lane,
Tidbury Green

• Approximately 26 properties were flooded in May
2018 event so could be an achievable scheme to
deliver economically.
• All properties would benefit from the scheme
assuming up-take up to approximately a 2% AEP
event.

• Depth of flooding may mean that PLR measures are
not suitable due to their being risk from surface water
and from the ordinary watercourse.
• A passive PLR solution may need to be implemented.
Up-take may be limited due to nature of area and
affluent properties.
No environmental benefits.
• Lapwing and Redshank species present.

1 1 1 1 -1 0 -1 2
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The RAG classification indicates the likelihood of the option being taken forward to short-list for further appraisal. It is not intended to reflect an assessment of the technical feasibility of a scheme at this stage.

MCA Evaluation Summary

Long List of Flood Risk Management Options

TG3 Tidbury Green New Defences
Small flood wall
constructed to the
rear of properties

Norton Lane,
downstream of
Fulford Hall
Road

• Potential to have benefits to all properties at risk
from ordinary watercourse.
• No space restrictions.
• Can access this land via Redwood Close for
construction and maintenance.

• Potentially multiple landowners which would all need
to buy in to be an effective solution.
• Some properties to the north of Norton Lane may still
be at risk from surface water flooding.
• Ground conditions unknown.
• No environmental benefits. Lapwing & Redshank
species present.
• Deciduous Woodland (Broadleaved) at the southern
end of Norton Lane.

1 1 -1 1 -1 0 0 1
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TG4 Tidbury Green Conveyance
Improvements

Improvements to
the existing
highway drainage
system improve
function and
capacity

Norton Lane
south of
Lowbrook Lane
to Rumbush
Lane

• Flood risk benefits to those properties in particular
situated on Norton Lane which are south of
Lowbrook Lane.
• For properties further downstream on Norton Lane
they experience multiple sources of flood risk and
would therefore require additional measures to
protect them from the ordinary watercourse.

• Would cause temporary disruption to roads and local
residents.
• Potential constraint of services present and no
environmental benefits with this option.
• Without further measures to alleviate flooding from
the ordinary watercourse some properties would still
flooded and the cost benefit of this solution would be
very poor.

1 -1 -2 0 -1 0 0 -3
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TG5 Tidbury Green Flood Storage

Formalise the open
fields upstream of
Rumbush Lane into
a flood storage
area

Land located
between Fulford
Hall Road &
Rumbush Lane

• Potential to have significant flood risk benefits
from ordinary watercourse flood risk.
• Storage area could provide OM4 benefits in form
of wetland habitat.

• No LiDAR coverage in this area to check if ground
levels are suitable.
• Potentially multiple landowners. Ground conditions
unknown.
• Volumes of storage unknown at this stage (modelling
to confirm).
• Depending on volumes potential onerous
maintenance requirements.
• Lapwing & Redshank species present.  

1 1 -2 -2 1 1 -1 -1
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TG6 Tidbury Green Conveyance
Improvements

Increasing the
capacity of the
Rumbush Lane
culvert

Rumbush Lane
• Potential to increase capacity for conveyance.
• Alternative routes for when disruption to road
occurs.

• Modelling needed to confirm if this restriction causes
water to back up and flow out of the bank flooding
properties on Norton Lane.
• Disruption to roads and for local residents.
• Constraints likely from services being present.
• Ground conditions unknown.
• Cost benefit ratio of option likely to be very poor given
capital costs of this option.

1 -2 -2 -1 -1 0 -1 -6
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The RAG classification indicates the likelihood of the option being taken forward to short-list for further appraisal. It is not intended to reflect an assessment of the technical feasibility of a scheme at this stage.

MCA Evaluation Summary

Long List of Flood Risk Management Options

RC1 River Cole
Corridor Flood Storage

Construction of a
storage area
upstream of
Peterbrook Road

Upstream of
Peterbrook
Road

• By further throttling flows upstream of the
Peterbrook culvert this could have flood risk
benefits for the whole of the downstream
catchment.
• The location of the storage area could be
immediately upstream of Peterbrook Rd.
• Option could alleviate frequent highway flooding.
• There are approximately 30-50 properties
downstream which may benefit from option

SMBC reported challenges in this area with use of land
and landowners immediately upstream of Peterbrook
Road.
Further upstream is a disused quarry and landfill site.
Upstream of the quarry is an equestrian site who are
unlikely to want to change the land use.
Deciduous Woodlands designation.
SSSI Impact Zone.

2 -2 0 1 -2 1 0 0
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RC2 River Cole
Corridor Flood Storage

Constructing an
offline storage area
in the recreational
fields (Wake Green
Football Club)
adjacent to
Aqueduct Rd

Wake Green
Juniors FC
adjacent to
Aqueduct Rd

• Recreational sports pitches situated on right bank.
• Upstream of the community at flood risk so could
benefit up more than 60 properties.

• Field is used for football pitches so potential health
and safety risks and disruption whilst construction.
• Level of the fields is higher than the right bank so
would require significant excavation and potentially a
weir in order to get water to spill and then drain.
• Grounds conditions not known for suitability.
• Lapwing species present.

2 -2 -2 1 -1 0 -1 -3
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RC3 River Cole
Corridor Flood Storage

Formalising the
existing attenuation
basin to maximise
flood storage

South of Milisom
Road

• Could provide some flood risk benefits particularly
from surface water flooding to properties on Milisom
Road and Aqueduct Road.
• Potential for further environmental benefits as well
as recreational/educational value for local school.
• Access is via Milisom Road

• CCTV needs to be reviewed on current system.
• Aqueduct Road would still flood from the River Cole.
• System was designed to store 100yr + 30% climate
change for surface water flows.
• During May 2018 this area was completely flooded.
• Not clear if worked accordingly or was impact of
additional fluvial flows from the River Cole.
• Some land to the south which could be cleared and

incorporated into design.

-2 -5 -1 -1 1 1 0 -7
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RC4 River Cole
Corridor New Defences

Construction of a
floodwall to prevent
flow from right
bank into Corley
Close

Corley Close • Flood risk benefits to approximately 12 properties.

• No access into rear of properties from Corley Close.
• Ground conditions unknown for suitability.
• Potential to increase flood risk downstream to
Colebrook Road and Nethercote Gardens.
• Likely poor cost benefit ratio.
• Would require permission from all homeowners on
western side of Corley Close.
• No environmental benefits.

1 -2 -1 -2 -1 0 0 -5
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The RAG classification indicates the likelihood of the option being taken forward to short-list for further appraisal. It is not intended to reflect an assessment of the technical feasibility of a scheme at this stage.

MCA Evaluation Summary

Long List of Flood Risk Management Options

RC5 River Cole
Corridor

Property Level
Resilience

Flood barriers, air
bricks covers and
non-return valves
to prevent internal
flooding

Corley Close

• Potential to reduce flood risk to 6-8 properties.
• Technically simple construction
• Potentially a cost beneficial option depending on
what return period they begin to flood

• Properties are semi-detached so may need up-take
to be an effective solution.
• Can only claim PLR benefits on PF calculator for
'Moderate' risk. Properties appear to only be at risk in
higher return periods. Modelling to confirm.
• No environmental benefits.

0 1 0 1 -1 0 0 1
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RC6 River Cole
Corridor

Conveyance
Improvements

Vegetation
clearance and
potential de-silt
within the channel
to improve
conveyance
through the bridge

Green Lane

• Significant vegetated area on the right bank where
channel has had limited maintenance.
• Could be a low cost to remove this section.
• Flood risk benefits are difficult to ascertain without
blockage modelling.

• Situated on two main roads which may result in
temporary disruption.
• Would need regular maintenance to be effective
measure.
• In increasing conveyance at the bridge may increase
flood risk downstream.

-1 1 1 -1 0 -1 -1 -2
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RC7 River Cole
Corridor Flood Storage

Utilising the park to
create an offline
storage area

Mill Lodge Park

• Open field with appropriate level of space for flood
storage.
• Offline storage meaning that it wouldn’t require as
great volume as online flood storage.
• Would have benefits to downstream community.
• Could incorporate environmental OM4 benefits,
recreational and educational benefits.

• Option appears to be unfeasible due to the levels
being situated much higher than the right bank levels.
• Ground conditions unknown for suitability.
• Unlikely to be a cost effective solution.
• Unable to get water to spill and drain into this area.

1 -2 -2 -2 0 1 0 -4
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RC8 River Cole
Corridor Flood Storage

Construct an online
flood storage area
with impounding
embankment and
control structure

Upstream of
Colebrook Road

• Area already informally acting as flood storage
and could be engineered to maximise capacity.
• Would provide flood risk benefits to properties on
Colebrook Rd and potentially some properties on
Nethercote Gardens (modelling to confirm
numbers).
• Environmental enhancements through OM4
benefits could be incorporated into the scheme.
• Recreational improvements through this park

• Need modelling to confirm what additional volumes
could be stored in this location.
• Depending on the benefits associated with this the
cost benefit ratio could be low.
• Embankment to contain flows needs to be tied into
the road bridge and the existing footpath needs to be
incorporated.
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The RAG classification indicates the likelihood of the option being taken forward to short-list for further appraisal. It is not intended to reflect an assessment of the technical feasibility of a scheme at this stage.

MCA Evaluation Summary

Long List of Flood Risk Management Options

RC9 River Cole
Corridor New Defences

Construction of a
flood embankment
on the left bank
from downstream
of Colebrook Road
through Nethercote
Gardens

Colebrook Road
to north
Nethercote
Gardens

• Sufficient footprint available for a significant bund
to be constructed between the Nethercote Gardens
road and the left bank.
• Potential to reduce flood risk up to 40 properties.
• Access to area off Nethercote Gardens.
• Area is currently overgrown so view of river is
already obstructed.

• Ground conditions not known.
• Potential constraint of gas main situated next to
footpath adjacent to property on edge of Colebrook
Road.
• Other potential services in area.

2 1 0 2 1 0 0 6
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RC10 River Cole
Corridor Flood Storage

Formalising area
within Priory Park
to use to attenuate
flows on Yardley
Wood Brook

Priory Park

• Potential to improve conveyance on the River Cole
by attenuating flows on the Yardley Wood Brook
upstream of the confluence in Priory Park.
• Unable to quantify flood risk benefits without
modelling.
• Potential for further wetland habitat creation and
OM4 benefits.
• Recreational benefits through the parkland.
Access achievable through park

• Located within a nature reserve.
• Potentially very low cost benefit ratio.
• Priory Mill Pond may be designated and therefore a
constraint.
• Deciduous Woodland designation.
• Lapwing species present.

-1 1 -1 -2 2 1 0 0
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RC11 River Cole
Corridor

Property Level
Resilience

Flood barriers, air
bricks covers and
non-return valves
to prevent internal
flooding

Colebrook Road
& Nethercote
Gardens

• Potential to benefit up to 45 properties in the mid
to low return periods.
• No adverse effects on the environment.

• Potentially large PLR scheme and would require full
uptake.
• Properties primarily flood from the River Cole but
some also suffer from surface water flooding to the
rear.
• Longer lead in time for the fluvial flood risk.
• No environmental benefits.
• Measures potentially need to be deployed by
residents.

1 1 1 0 -1 0 -1 1
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PT1 Pear Tree
Crescent

Conveyance
Improvements

Improvements to
the existing
highway drainage
system improve
function and
capacity

Yardley Wood
Road and Pear
Tree Crescent

• Properties flood risk is solely due to surface water
flooding no other sources present in this area.
• Would have the potential to benefit all of the 25
properties at risk.
• Could increase the standard of protection up to a
30 year.

• Only likely to have flood risk benefits in mid to low
return periods.
• No environmental benefits and would result in
disruption for residents locally for to the roads.
• Highway scheme carry higher potential risks for
health & safety during construction.
• Potential constraint of services.
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The RAG classification indicates the likelihood of the option being taken forward to short-list for further appraisal. It is not intended to reflect an assessment of the technical feasibility of a scheme at this stage.

MCA Evaluation Summary

Long List of Flood Risk Management Options

PT2 Pear Tree
Crescent

Property Level
Resilience

Flood barriers, air
bricks covers and
non-return valves
to prevent internal
flooding

Yardley Wood
Road and Pear
Tree Crescent

• Potential to benefit up to 25 properties in the mid
to low return periods.
• No adverse effects on the environment.

• Surface water flood risk so fast reacting and limited
lead in time.
• No benefit of flood warning.
• No environmental benefits.
• Some properties are semi-detached so would require
full up-take to be an effective solution.

1 1 1 1 -1 0 -1 2
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CH1

CH2

CH3

CH4

Other Comments

● May require confined entry working

● Option would likely benefit less than 10
properties
● Option would likely provide a low
Standard of Protection (e.g. a 20 year
return period)
● Option could be implemented as a
passive flood defence without active
intervention requirements

● Construction would incur significant
disruption to highway
● Likely would require diversion of utilities
● Good access for construction and
maintenance

● High initial capital investment > £250k to
modify culvert
● Maintenance costs likely to be minimal
(visual inspections)
● Whole life benefits are likely to be
limited due to number of benefitting
properties
● Benefit cost ratio likely to be low but
may not be eligible for GiA funding.
●

● Would incur significant disruption to the
highway during the construction phase

● River Blythe is classed as a SSSI
● Option would not considerably enhance
existing arrangement as it is not possible
to daylight the culvert due to the highway

● Option could be delivered safely

● Option would likely benefit a maximum
of 10-20 properties
● Option would likely provide a low
Standard of Protection (e.g. a 20 year
return period)
● Property level resilience may require
active control measures to be effective

● Many PLR products are readily available
on the commercial market and can be
implemented by specialist suppliers
● Bespoke solutions likely to be required
given the number of different properties in
the area
● Fairly good cost certainty on the project
due to low risk

● Low overall initial capital investment c.
£5k-10k per property
● Future maintenance costs would be
incurred by the landowner
● Whole life benefits are likely to be
limited due to a short design life and a low
standard of protection
● Benefit cost likely to be strong but may
not be eligible for GiA funding.

● Would require the consent of multiple
homeowners
● Likely to be stakeholder objections to
the implementation of the scheme
● Typically some degree of operation is
required from the homeowner for PLR to
be effective

● PLR schemes typically do not have any
detrimental or positive impact on the
natural environment
● Built heritage or architecture unlikely to
be a constraint as a new build area

● Some H&S considerations as PLR
typically requires the user to operate some
measures (e.g. flood boards or gates)
● Would be preferably to manage the risk
at the source or pathway instead of at the
receptor
● Option can otherwise be delivered safely
by experienced contractors

● Option would likely benefit a maximum
of 10-20 properties
● Option could feasibly provide a
moderate Standard of Protection (e.g. a
50 year return period)
● Option could be implemented as a
passive flood defence without active
intervention requirements

● Small scheme footprint
● Topography suitable for the option
● Good access for construction and
maintenance
● Ground conditions unknown

● Low initial capital investment c. £50k-
100k for design and build
● Future maintenance costs likely to be
minimal (visual inspections)
● Whole life benefits are likely to be
limited due to number of benefitting
properties
● Benefit cost ratio likely to be low but
may not be eligible for GiA funding.
●

● Would require consent of landowners or
land purchase
● Unlikely to be contentious with
stakeholders due to limited visual impact
● Opportunity to enhance visual
appearance of public realm

● Neutral environmental impact

● River Blythe is classed as a SSSI
● Floodplain is Grazing Marsh designation
● Lapwing and Redshank species present
● Potential for option to deliver
environmental enhancements

● Option could be delivered safely
● Storage volume would require further
assessment to check if the option would
fall under the Reservoirs Act

Flood Risk Technical

Scheme Economics

(Costs and Benefits
Delivered)

Stakeholders Environment Health & Safety

● Option would likely benefit a maximum
of 10-20 properties. Storage may provide
residual benefits further downstream.
● Option could feasibly provide a
moderate Standard of Protection (e.g. a
75 year return period)
● Option could be implemented as a
passive flood defence.

● Moderate scheme footprint
● Topography suitable for the option
● Good access for construction and
maintenance
● Ground conditions unknown

● Moderate initial capital investment c.
£100k-200k
● Future maintenance costs likely to be
minimal (visual inspections)
● Whole life benefits are likely to be
limited due to number of benefitting
properties
● Benefit cost ratio likely to be low but
may not be eligible for GiA funding.

● Would require consent of landowners or
land purchase
● Unlikely to be contentious with
stakeholders due to limited visual impact
● Opportunity to enhance visual
appearance of public realm

Multi-Criteria Analysis



ID
Other CommentsFlood Risk Technical

Scheme Economics

(Costs and Benefits
Delivered)

Stakeholders Environment Health & Safety

Multi-Criteria Analysis

CH5a

CH5b

CH6

CH7
● Potential for this option to include
wetland habitat and betterment and could
be made into an attractive feature of any
new development

● Option could be delivered safely
● Depending on the storage volumes
being provided as to whether the option
would fall under the Reservoirs Act

● Option requires modelling to understand
benefits
● Option would only have limited benefits
due to flow path from Tanworth Lane

● Accessible off Water Lane
● High likelihood of services present
which may need diverting
● Feasibility may be dependent on the
size of the culvert upstream at Tanworth
Lane
● Opportunity to increase the culvert
dimensions may be limited due to the road
levels

● Costly scheme particularly if services
have to be diverted
● Benefits are not clear as increasing
conveyance here may result in increased
flooding downstream at the confluence
with the Mount Brook

● Option would cause disruption to
residents on Coppice Walk ● Watercourse is SSSI

● Measures would have to be taken to
ensure during construction public safety
was ensured

● Option could be delivered safely
● Storage volume would require further
assessment to check if the option would
fall under the Reservoirs Act

● Option would only benefit around 20
properties
● Standard of protection dependant on
volume of attenuation provided
● Potential to be a cost-effective option

● Ground conditions unknown
● Ground levels are unknown
● Access for construction and
maintenance is off either the B1402 or via
Dog Kennel Lane
● Feasibility of option will be determined
by how it fits in with the earmarked
development.

● Option has potential to be a cost
effective one as it would be the developer
undertaking the works
● Benefits are only likely to be the
properties on the Mount Brook and at the
confluence with the River Blythe. Likely
that most of the properties on Coppice
Walk would still flood

● Unlikely to be unpopular with
stakeholders as the storage areas would
be situated well upstream of Cheswick
Green

● Option would likely benefit less than 10
properties
● Option would likely provide a moderate
Standard of Protection (e.g. a 50 year
return period)
● Option could be implemented as a
passive flood defence without active
intervention requirements

● Large scheme footprint
● Topography steep and may not be
suitable for the option
● Good access for construction and
maintenance
● Ground conditions unknown

● High initial capital investment  > £250k
● Future maintenance costs likely to be
minimal (visual inspections)
● Whole life benefits are likely to be
limited due to number of benefitting
properties
● Benefit cost ratio likely to be low but
may not be eligible for GiA funding.

● Would require consent of landowners or
land purchase
● Unlikely to be contentious with
stakeholders due to limited visual impact
● Opportunity to enhance visual
appearance of public realm

● River Blythe is classed as a SSSI
● Floodplain is Grazing Marsh designation
● Lapwing and Redshank species present
● Potential for option to deliver
environmental enhancements
●

● Option would likely benefit less than 5
properties
● Option would likely provide a very low
Standard of Protection (e.g. a 5 year
return period)
● Option could be implemented as part of
an enhanced maintenance regime

● Maintenance is technically feasible
● Accessible from public highway

● Low capital investment < £5k per annum
● Maintenance costs likely to be minimal
(visual inspections)
● Whole life benefits are likely to be
limited due to number of benefitting
properties
● Would not be eligible for GiA funding.

● Slight positive affect due to enhanced
visual appearance ● Watercourse is SSSI ● Option could be delivered safely
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Other CommentsFlood Risk Technical

Scheme Economics

(Costs and Benefits
Delivered)

Stakeholders Environment Health & Safety

Multi-Criteria Analysis

DH1

DH2

DH3

DH4

● Option could be delivered safely
● Storage volume would require further
assessment to check if the option would
fall under the Reservoirs Act

● Option would likely benefit less than 10
properties. Storage may provide residual
benefits further downstream.
● Option could feasibly provide a
moderate Standard of Protection (e.g. a
50 year return period)
● Option could be implemented as a
passive flood defence.

● Potential to utilise existing basin
footprint
● Good access for construction and
maintenance
● Ground conditions unknown

● High initial capital investment c. £50k-
100k for design and build
● Future maintenance costs likely to be
minimal (visual inspections)
● Additional benefits are likely to be
limited due to number of benefitting
properties
● Benefit cost ratio likely to be low but
may not be eligible for GiA funding.

● Would require consent of landowners or
land purchase
● Unlikely to be contentious with
stakeholders due to limited visual impact
● Opportunity to enhance visual
appearance of public realm

● SSSI Impact Zone
● Opportunity to further enhance
environmental value

● Option could be delivered safely
● Storage volume would require further
assessment to check if the option would
fall under the Reservoirs Act

● Option would likely benefit less than 10
properties.
● Option could feasibly provide a
moderate Standard of Protection (e.g. a
75 year return period)
● Option could be implemented as a
passive flood defence.

● Moderate scheme footprint
● Topography suitable for the option
● Good access for construction and
maintenance
● Ground conditions unknown

● Moderate initial capital investment c.
£100k-200k
● Future maintenance costs likely to be
minimal (visual inspections)
● Whole life benefits are likely to be
limited due to number of benefitting
properties
● Benefit cost ratio likely to be low but
may not be eligible for GiA funding.

● Would require consent of landowners or
land purchase
● Unlikely to be contentious with
stakeholders due to limited visual impact
● Opportunity to enhance visual
appearance of public realm

● SSSI Impact Zone

● Option could be delivered safely
● Storage volume would require further
assessment to check if the option would
fall under the Reservoirs Act

● Option would likely benefit less than 10
properties
● Option would likely provide a low
Standard of Protection (e.g. a 20 year
return period)
● Property level resilience may require
active control measures to be effective

● Many PLR products are readily available
on the commercial market and can be
implemented by specialist suppliers
● Bespoke solutions likely to be required
given the number of different properties in
the area
● Fairly good cost certainty on the project
due to low risk

● Low overall initial capital investment c.
£5k-10k per property
● Future maintenance costs would be
incurred by the landowner
● Whole life benefits are likely to be
limited due to a short design life and a low
standard of protection
● Benefit cost likely to be strong but may
not be eligible for GiA funding.

● Would require the consent of multiple
homeowners
● Likely to be stakeholder objections to
the implementation of the scheme
● Typically some degree of operation is
required from the homeowner for PLR to
be effective

● PLR schemes typically do not have any
detrimental or positive impact on the
natural environment
● Built heritage or architecture unlikely to
be a constraint as a new build area

● Some H&S considerations as PLR
typically requires the user to operate some
measures (e.g. flood boards or gates)
● Would be preferably to manage the risk
at the source or pathway instead of at the
receptor
● Option can otherwise be delivered safely
by experienced contractors

● Option would likely benefit less than 10
properties. Storage may provide residual
benefits further downstream.
● Option could feasibly provide a
moderate Standard of Protection (e.g. a
75 year return period)
● Option could be implemented as a
passive flood defence.

● Small scheme footprint
● Topography suitable for the option
● Good access for construction and
maintenance
● Ground conditions unknown

● High initial capital investment c. £100k-
200k for design and build
● Future maintenance costs likely to be
minimal (visual inspections)
● Additional benefits are likely to be
limited due to number of benefitting
properties
● Benefit cost ratio likely to be low but
may not be eligible for GiA funding.

● Would require consent of landowners or
land purchase
● Unlikely to be contentious with
stakeholders due to limited visual impact
● Opportunity to enhance visual
appearance of public realm

● Potential for option to deliver
environmental enhancements
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Other CommentsFlood Risk Technical

Scheme Economics

(Costs and Benefits
Delivered)

Stakeholders Environment Health & Safety

Multi-Criteria Analysis

DH5

DH6

DH7

DH8

● Option could be delivered safely
● Storage volume would require further
assessment to check if the option would
fall under the Reservoirs Act

● Option would likely benefit less than 5
properties.
● Option could feasibly provide a low
Standard of Protection (e.g. a 20 year
return period)
● Option could be implemented as a
passive flood defence without active
intervention requirements

● Requires works beneath an active canal
● Topography very steep and constrained
● Poor access for construction and
maintenance
● Ground conditions unknown

● High initial capital investment c. >£500k
● Future maintenance costs likely to be
high
● Scheme benefits are likely to be limited
due to number of benefitting properties
● Benefit cost ratio likely to be low but
may not be eligible for GiA funding.

● Would require consent and extensive
working with Canals and Rivers Trust ● SSSI Impact Zone

● Safe delivery of the option could be
achieved but would be challenging given
the site constraints and working beneath
the canal

● Option would likely benefit between 10-
20 properties. Storage may provide
residual benefits further downstream.
● Option could feasibly provide a
moderate Standard of Protection (e.g. a
50 year return period)
● Option could be implemented as a
passive flood defence.

● Potential to utilise existing basin
footprint
● Moderate access for construction and
maintenance - would likely require tree
felling
● Ground conditions unknown

● High initial capital investment c. >£250k
● Future maintenance costs likely to be
moderate
● Scheme benefits are likely to be limited
due to number of benefitting properties
● Benefit cost ratio likely to be low but
may not be eligible for GiA funding.

● Would require consent of landowners or
land purchase
● Unlikely to be contentious with
stakeholders due to limited visual impact
● Opportunity to enhance visual
appearance of public realm

● SSSI Impact Zone
● Opportunity to further enhance
environmental value

● Option could be delivered safely

● Option would likely benefit between 10-
20 properties. Storage may provide
residual benefits further downstream.
● Option could feasibly provide a
moderate Standard of Protection (e.g. a
50 year return period)
● Option could be implemented as a
passive flood defence.

● Moderate scheme footprint
● Challenging to deliver given number of
driveways and access points - would
require multiple gates
● Topography suitable for the option
● Good access for construction and
maintenance
● Ground conditions unknown

● Moderate initial capital investment c. >
£250k
● Future maintenance costs likely to be
minimal (visual inspections)
● Whole life benefits are likely to be
limited due to number of benefitting
properties
● Benefit cost ratio likely to be low but
may not be eligible for GiA funding.

● Would require consent of landowners or
land purchase
● Unlikely to be contentious with
stakeholders due to limited visual impact
● Opportunity to enhance visual
appearance of public realm

● SSSI Impact Zone ● Option could be delivered safely

● Option would likely benefit less than 5
properties.
● Option could feasibly provide a low
Standard of Protection (e.g. a 20 year
return period)
● Option could be implemented as a
passive flood defence without active
intervention requirements

● Limited additional storage potential
● Good access for construction and
maintenance
● Ground conditions unknown

● Moderate initial capital investment c.
£50k-100k
● Future maintenance costs likely to be
minimal (visual inspections)
● Whole life benefits are likely to be
limited due to number of benefitting
properties
● Benefit cost ratio likely to be low but
may not be eligible for GiA funding.

● Unlikely to be contentious with
stakeholders due to limited visual impact
● Opportunity to enhance visual
appearance of public realm

● SSSI Impact Zone
● Opportunity to further enhance
environmental value - could incorporate
SuDS features
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Other CommentsFlood Risk Technical

Scheme Economics

(Costs and Benefits
Delivered)

Stakeholders Environment Health & Safety

Multi-Criteria Analysis

DH9

DH10

TG1

TG2

● This option would only reduce flood risk
specifically from the canal to
approximately 4 properties on Mereways
● During a flood event similar in nature to
May 2018 then it is likely that properties
would still flood from other sources

● Potential to increase the freeboard level
on left bank of canal
● Concrete slabs currently lie on that side
and levels could be increased
● Not clear how far downstream this would
need to be increased to prevent spilling

● Potentially costly scheme to only protect
4 properties which may still flood from
other sources

● Key stakeholder would be the Canals &
Rivers Trust
● Perhaps better solution is to manage the
water coming down from Earlswood

● No positive or particularly detrimental
impact on the environment
● Phase 1 survey needed to be carried out
prior to construction

● Would be increasing the levels from
adjacent to the towpath and then creating
a greater drop to the canal
● Liaison with Canals & Rivers Trust to
confirm health and safety requirements

● Option would reduce flood risk to around
4 properties
● Standard of protection could be high
depending on the dimensions of the bund

● Need to better understand the
mechanisms of flood risk and the path of
the ordinary watercourse
● Looks to be sufficient footprint for a
flood bund to be constructed
● Ground conditions unknown
● Ground levels unknown due to lack of
LiDAR data available

● Not enough benefits to be a FDGiA
scheme
● Cost of bund is dependent on
dimensions, material to be used and
availability and any compensation costs
will constructing on privately owned land

● Option is to be constructed on privately
owned land. Consultation requried with all
stakeholders
● There is a garden centre in this location
who may wish to contribute towards the
scheme

● Phase 1 habitat survey required
● SSSI Impact Zone
● Lapwing and Redshank species present

● Option coud be delivered safely

● Some H&S considerations as PLR
typically requires the user to operate some
measures (e.g. flood boards or gates)
● Would be preferably to manage the risk
at the source or pathway instead of at the
receptor
● Option can otherwise be delivered safely
by experienced contractors

● Option would likely benefit less than 10
properties
● Option would likely provide a low
Standard of Protection (e.g. a 20 year
return period)
● Property level resilience may require
active control measures to be effective

● Many PLR products are readily available
on the commercial market and can be
implemented by specialist suppliers
● Bespoke solutions likely to be required
given the number of different properties in
the area
● Fairly good cost certainty on the project
due to low risk

● Low overall initial capital investment c.
£5k-10k per property
● Future maintenance costs would be
incurred by the landowner
● Whole life benefits are likely to be
limited due to a short design life and a low
standard of protection
● Benefit cost likely to be strong but may
not be eligible for GiA funding.

● Would require the consent of multiple
homeowners
● Likely to be stakeholder objections to
the implementation of the scheme
● Typically some degree of operation is
required from the homeowner for PLR to
be effective

● PLR schemes typically do not have any
detrimental or positive impact on the
natural environment
● Built heritage or architecture unlikely to
be a constraint as a a new build area

● Some H&S considerations as PLR
typically requires the user to operate some
measures (e.g. flood boards or gates)
● Would be preferably to manage the risk
at the source or pathway instead of at the
receptor
● Option can otherwise be delivered safely
by experienced contractors

● Option would likely benefit between 20-
30 properties
● Option would likely provide a low
Standard of Protection (e.g. a 20 year
return period)
● Property level resilience may require
active control measures to be effective

● Many PLR products are readily available
on the commercial market and can be
implemented by specialist suppliers
● Bespoke solutions likely to be required
given the number of different properties in
the area
● Fairly good cost certainty on the project
due to low risk

● Low overall initial capital investment c.
£5k-10k per property
● Future maintenance costs would be
incurred by the landowner
● Whole life benefits are likely to be
limited due to a short design life and a low
standard of protection
● Benefit cost likely to be strong but may
not be eligible for GiA funding.

● Would require the consent of multiple
homeowners
● Likely to be stakeholder objections to
the implementation of the scheme
● Typically some degree of operation is
required from the homeowner for PLR to
be effective

● PLR schemes typically do not have any
detrimental or positive impact on the
natural environment
● Built heritage or architecture unlikely to
be a constraint as a a new build area
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Other CommentsFlood Risk Technical

Scheme Economics

(Costs and Benefits
Delivered)

Stakeholders Environment Health & Safety

Multi-Criteria Analysis

TG3

TG4

TG5

TG6 ● May require confined entry working

● Option would likely benefit less than 5
properties
● Option would likely provide a low
Standard of Protection (e.g. a 20 year
return period)
● Option could be implemented as a
passive flood defence without active
intervention requirements

● Construction would incur significant
disruption to highway and residents
● Likely would require diversion of utilities
● Good access for construction and
maintenance

● High initial capital investment > £250k to
modify culvert
● Maintenance costs likely to be minimal
(visual inspections)
● Whole life benefits are likely to be
limited due to number of benefitting
properties
● Benefit cost ratio likely to be low but
may not be eligible for GiA funding.
●

● Would incur significant disruption to the
highway and residents during the
construction phase

● River Blythe is classed as a SSSI
● Option would not considerably enhance
existing arrangement as it is not possible
to daylight the culvert due to the highway

● Option could be delivered safely

● Option would likely benefit less than 5
properties. Storage may provide residual
benefits further downstream.
● Option could feasibly provide a
moderate Standard of Protection (e.g. a
75 year return period)
● Option could be implemented as a
passive flood defence.

● Moderate scheme footprint
● Topography suitable for the option
● Good access for construction and
maintenance
● Ground conditions unknown

● Moderate initial capital investment c.
£100k-200k
● Future maintenance costs likely to be
minimal (visual inspections)
● Whole life benefits are likely to be
limited due to number of benefitting
properties
● Benefit cost ratio likely to be low but
may not be eligible for GiA funding.

● Would require consent of landowners or
land purchase
● Unlikely to be contentious with
stakeholders due to limited visual impact
● Opportunity to enhance visual
appearance of public realm

● River Blythe is classed as a SSSI
● Floodplain is Grazing Marsh designation
● Lapwing and Redshank species present
● Potential for option to deliver
environmental enhancements

● Option could be delivered safely
● Storage volume would require further
assessment to check if the option would
fall under the Reservoirs Act

● Option would likely benefit between 20-
30 properties
● Option would likely provide a low
Standard of Protection (e.g. a 30 year
return period)
● Highways drainage improvements would
only mitigate risk of surface water

● Would require significant distruption to
the highway
● Good access for construction and
maintenance
● May require service diversions

● High initial capital investment c. >£250k
● Whole life benefits are likely to be
limited due to number of benefitting
properties
● Benefit cost ratio likely to be low but
may not be eligible for GiA funding.

● Would require partnership working with
STW
● Significant disruption during the
construction phase

Neutral environmental impact

● Option would likely benefit between 20-
30 properties
● Option would likely provide a low
Standard of Protection (e.g. a 75 year
return period). Option would not mitigate
surface water flooding from the highway.
● Property level resilience may require
active control measures to be effective

● Moderate scheme footprint
● Challenging access arrangements
● Topography appears suitable for the
option
● Ground conditions unknown

● High initial capital investment c. >£250k
● Future maintenance costs likely to be
moderate
● Scheme benefits are likely to be limited
due to number of benefitting properties
● Benefit cost ratio likely to be low but
may not be eligible for GiA funding.

● Would require consent of multiple
landowners to be delivered
● Likely to be contentious as preventing
access to riparian corridor

● SSSI Impact Zone ● Option could be delivered safely



ID
Other CommentsFlood Risk Technical

Scheme Economics

(Costs and Benefits
Delivered)

Stakeholders Environment Health & Safety

Multi-Criteria Analysis

RC1

RC2

RC3

RC4

● Option would likely benefit between 30-
50 properties. Storage may provide
residual benefits further downstream.
● Option could feasibly provide a
moderate Standard of Protection (e.g. a
75 year return period)
● Option could be implemented as a
passive flood defence.

● Technically a challenging option as the
ground levels of the fields are situated
quite a lot higher than the watercourse.
Potentially a lot of excavation and
earthworks required.
● Storage area would likely have to an
offline system
● Potentially a weir would have to be
constructed in order to get water to spill
into adjacent fields
● Groud conditions unknown

● Modelling is required to understand how
far downstream a storage area in this
location would benefit
● A large enough storage area has the
potential to benefit lots of the properties
along the River Cole Corridor
● Scheme costs are likely to far outweigh
the benefits due to the complxities
associated with the earthworks

● Fields are recreational and used by the
Wake Green Juniors Football Club

● Phase 1 habitat survey needed
● Lapwing present
● Potential to incorporate some
environmental enhancements

● Implications of creating a flood storage
area on football pitches which are used
● Potentially would fall under the
Reservoirs Act

● Option would likely benefit between 30-
50 properties. Storage may provide
residual benefits further downstream.
● Option could feasibly provide a
moderate Standard of Protection (e.g. a
75 year return period)
● Option could be implemented as a
passive flood defence.

● Large scheme footprint
● Quarry fill reported to be contaminated
● Moderate access for construction and
maintenance - would likely require tree
felling
● Ground conditions unknown

● High initial capital investment > £250k to
develop storage area
● Maintenance costs likely to be moderate
● Whole life benefits are likely to be
moderate due to number of benefitting
properties
● Benefit cost ratio likely to be low but
may not be eligible for GiA funding.
● Could be eligible for GiA

● Would require working effectively with
different landowners and equestrian site.

● SSSI Impact Zone
● Deciduous Woodlands Designation ● May require confined entry working

● Located in close proximity to residential
area so health and safety considerations
during construction and maintenance

● Option would likely benefit 10 properties.
● Option could feasibly provide a high
standard of protection (e.g. 1 in 100 year)
● Option liekly to increase flood risk to
downstream communities at Colebrook
Road and Nethercote Gardens

● Floodwall or bund would have to be
constructed through the rear gardens of
properties
● No access to rear gardens for
construction or maintenance
● Ground conditions unknown

● Option unlikely to be cost beneficial as
would only benefit approximately 10
properties
● Cost of constructing a bund or wall in
this location given the access constraints
is likely to far outweigh the benefits
● Will not be able to deliver a FDGiA
scheme without significant third party
contributions

● Scheme can only be delivered if all
landowners agree to construction and
access
● Stakeholders downstream may oppose
to option as further works likely to be
necessary to offset increased flood risk

● Potentially tree and hedge clearance
necessary
● Phase 1 habitat survey required

●Option could have health and safety
implications as construction would be in
residential rear gardens
● Maintenance would also have the same
issue, particularly with no obvious access

● Option would likely benefit between 30-
50 properties. Storage may provide
residual benefits further downstream.
● Feature already provides storage so
limited potential to provide additional
storage
● Option could be implemented as a
passive flood defence.

● During May 2018 floods whole area was
completely overwhelmed, does not look
feasible to increase this capacity any
further
● Feature is design to take surface water
flows and not fluvvial flows from the River
Cole
● Perhaps an opportunity to try and
contain flows better
● No apparent opportunity to expand this
due to surrounding roads

● Option unlikely to have any real benefits
● Lack of opportunity to increase capacity
of existing basin

● Unclear on who owns and maintains the
existing feature
● Originally built by the developer
● Public unlikely to be against any
changes to existing feature

● Already some evidence of
environmental benefits and habitat
● Unlikely to be a feasible option so no
further opportunities for enhancement



ID
Other CommentsFlood Risk Technical

Scheme Economics

(Costs and Benefits
Delivered)

Stakeholders Environment Health & Safety

Multi-Criteria Analysis

RC5

RC6

RC7

RC8

● Option would likely benefit less than 10
properties
● Option would likely provide a low
Standard of Protection (e.g. a 20 year
return period)
● Property level resilience may require
active control measures to be effective

● Many PLR products are readily available
on the commercial market and can be
implemented by specialist suppliers
● Bespoke solutions likely to be required
given the number of different properties in
the area
● Fairly good cost certainty on the project
due to low risk

● Low overall initial capital investment c.
£5k-10k per property
● Future maintenance costs would be
incurred by the landowner
● Whole life benefits are likely to be
limited due to a short design life and a low
standard of protection
● Benefit cost likely to be strong but may
not be eligible for GiA funding.

● Would require the consent of multiple
homeowners
● Likely to be stakeholder objections to
the implementation of the scheme
● Typically some degree of operation is
required from the homeowner for PLR to
be effective

● PLR schemes typically do not have any
detrimental or positive impact on the
natural environment
● Built heritage or architecture unlikely to
be a constraint as a a new build area

● Some H&S considerations as PLR
typically requires the user to operate some
measures (e.g. flood boards or gates)
● Would be preferably to manage the risk
at the source or pathway instead of at the
receptor
● Option can otherwise be delivered safely
by experienced contractors

● Area is a public footpath and parkland
which is regularly used
● Public would likely have to find an
alternative route during construction of the
bund

● Option would likely benefit between 20-
30 properties. Storage may provide
residual benefits further downstream.
● Option could feasibly provide a low
Standard of Protection (e.g. a 20 year
return period)
● Option could be implemented as a
passive flood defence.

● Option appears to be technically
feasible with sufficient footprint
● Bund needs to tie into existing road
bridge head wall
●Bund likely to be over 1m in height to
contain flows
● Ground conditions unknown
● Potential for services to be located near
to the bund which may have to be
divereted

● Option unlikely to be cost beneficial as it
would only benefit around 5 properties
● Properties in Nethercote Gardens would
still flood from the River Cole downstream
● Whole-life cost could exceed £300k

● Park is used by the public and also for
dog walking
● Footpath needs to be maintained and
incorporated into the design of the
scheme
● Land is owned by the council

● Scheme could incorporate some
environmental enhancements and OM4s
within the parkland
● Phase 1 habitat survey required

● Option could be delivered safely

● Option would likely benefit between 20-
30 properties. Storage may provide
residual benefits further downstream.
● Option could feasibly provide a low
Standard of Protection (e.g. a 20 year
return period)
● Option could be implemented as a
passive flood defence.

● Option does not appear to be feasible
due to the large difference in ground
levels. The park is situated much higher
than the river and opposite bank
● Ground conditions unknown

● Scheme would not be cost beneficial as
to operate this would require massive
earthworks

● Park is believed to be owned by the
council
● Park is used recreationally and for dog
walkers
● Park would have to change dramatically
to be feasible which may attract opposition

● Huge excavation required and
significant earthworks
● Phase 1 habitat survey required

● Potential for health and safety impacts
during construction due ot scale of
earthworks requried

● Option would likely benefit less than 5
properties
● Option would likely provide a very low
Standard of Protection (e.g. a 5 year
return period)
● Option could be implemented as part of
an enhanced maintenance regime

● Maintenance is technically feasible
● Accessible from public highway

● Low capital investment < £5k per annum
● Maintenance costs likely to be minimal
(visual inspections)
● Whole life benefits are likely to be
limited due to number of benefitting
properties
● Would not be eligible for GiA funding.

● Slight positive affect due to enhanced
visual appearance ● Potential negative impact of clearance



ID
Other CommentsFlood Risk Technical

Scheme Economics

(Costs and Benefits
Delivered)

Stakeholders Environment Health & Safety

Multi-Criteria Analysis

RC9

RC10

RC11

PT1

● Built heritage or architecture unlikely to
be an issue
● Phase 1 habitat survey required for
option
● Some vegetation clearance required for
option

● Some H&S considerations as PLR
typically requires the user to operate some
measures (e.g. flood boards or gates)
● Would be preferably to manage the risk
at the source or pathway instead of at the
receptor
● Option can otherwise be delivered safely
by experienced contractors

● Option would likely benefit between 10-
20 properties
● Option would likely provide a low
Standard of Protection (e.g. a 30 year
return period)
● Highways drainage improvements would
only mitigate risk of surface water

● Would require significant distruption to
the highway
● Good access for construction and
maintenance
● May require service diversions

● High initial capital investment c. >£250k
● Whole life benefits are likely to be
limited due to number of benefitting
properties
● Benefit cost ratio likely to be low but
may not be eligible for GiA funding.

● Would require partnership working with
STW
● Significant disruption during the
construction phase

Netural environmental impact ● Option could be delivered safely

● Option would likely benefit less than 10
properties
● Option would likely provide a low
Standard of Protection (e.g. a 20 year
return period)
● Property level resilience may require
active control measures to be effective

● Many PLR products are readily available
on the commercial market and can be
implemented by specialist suppliers
● Bespoke solutions likely to be required
given the number of different properties in
the area
● Fairly good cost certainty on the project
due to low risk

● Low overall initial capital investment c.
£5k-10k per property
● Future maintenance costs would be
incurred by the landowner
● Whole life benefits are likely to be
limited due to a short design life and a low
standard of protection
● Benefit cost likely to be strong but may
not be eligible for GiA funding.

● Would require the consent of multiple
homeowners
● Likely to be stakeholder objections to
the implementation of the scheme
● Typically some degree of operation is
required from the homeowner for PLR to
be effective

● PLR schemes typically do not have any
detrimental or positive impact on the
natural environment
● Built heritage or architecture unlikely to
be a constraint as a a new build area

● Bund is situated on opposite side of
highway so unlikely to be health and
safety concerns
● Option can be delivered safely

● Option unlikely to provide any real flood
risk benefits as the Yardley Wood Brook
discharges downstream of Nethercote
Gardens

● Technically feasible option to deliver
with open parkland
● Ground conditions unknown
● Ground levels unknown

● Option would not be cost effective and
unlikely to attract any FDGiA

● Land ownership unknown
● Park is used by the public so could
attract opposition

● Priory Mill Pond may be designated
● Located within a nature reserve
● Deciduous woodland
● Lapwing species

● Potential for health and safety
considerations working and constructing
within a public place

● Option would likely benefit between 20-
30 properties.
● Option could feasibly provide a
moderate Standard of Protection (e.g. a
75 year return period)
● Option could be implemented as a
passive flood defence.

● Sufficient footprint adjacent to the left
bank to construct a flood bund
● Potential constraint of a gas main
running alongside Nethercote Gardens
● Potential to increase flood risk
downstream to communities
● Ground conditions unknown
● Access for construction and
maintenance from the highway

● Cost of the option will largely be
dependent on whether the gas main is a
constraint
● Option has the potential to reduce fluvial
flood risk to around 40 properties so would
attract moderate amount of FDGiA
● Design of option should be
straighforward

● Unlikely to attract opposition from
residents as the minor disruption or noise
will be for the residents who directly
benefit from the scheme
● Connection to the watercourse could be
improved as part of the design



ID
Other CommentsFlood Risk Technical

Scheme Economics

(Costs and Benefits
Delivered)

Stakeholders Environment Health & Safety

Multi-Criteria Analysis

PT2

● Some H&S considerations as PLR
typically requires the user to operate some
measures (e.g. flood boards or gates)
● Would be preferably to manage the risk
at the source or pathway instead of at the
receptor
● Option can otherwise be delivered safely
by experienced contractors

● Option would likely benefit between 10-
20 properties
● Option would likely provide a low
Standard of Protection (e.g. a 20 year
return period)
● Property level resilience may require
active control measures to be effective

● Many PLR products are readily available
on the commercial market and can be
implemented by specialist suppliers
● Bespoke solutions likely to be required
given the number of different properties in
the area
● Fairly good cost certainty on the project
due to low risk

● Low overall initial capital investment c.
£5k-10k per property
● Future maintenance costs would be
incurred by the landowner
● Whole life benefits are likely to be
limited due to a short design life and a low
standard of protection
● Benefit cost likely to be strong but may
not be eligible for GiA funding.

● Would require the consent of multiple
homeowners
● Likely to be stakeholder objections to
the implementation of the scheme
● Typically some degree of operation is
required from the homeowner for PLR to
be effective

● PLR schemes typically do not have any
detrimental or positive impact on the
natural environment
● Built heritage or architecture unlikely to
be a constraint as a a new build area
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Option CH1: Flood Storage Embankment
Cheswick Green Flood Cell
Easting: 436780 Northing: 309236

This short-listed option consists of a raised earth
embankment set back from the Tanworth Lane highway in
the wooded area. The purpose of this option would be to
intercept peak flows from the River Blythe upstream of
Cheswick Green and to attenuate the flood peak upstream
of the properties on Coppice Walk. This would prevent
high flows from surcharging the capacity of the culvert
beneath Tanworth Lane and potential property flooding
resulting from this source. The option would allow river
flows to pass downstream under normal conditions.

Based on a preliminary review of the site topography the
embankment profile would likely result in approximately
100m in length, 1m high with 1:3 slopes.  The crest width
has been estimated as being  2m wide for the purposes of
initial cost estimation.

A detailed design of this concept would need to be
undertaken before proceeding to construction. Hydraulic
modelling would be required to verify the benefits (flood
damages avoided) by the implementation of the option. It
would be necessary to develop a business case for the
option if Flood Defence Grant-in-Aid funding is sought.

Option Description

Option EconomicsOption Schematic

Pictured above is a preliminary visualisation of what
the flood storage area could look like in the area
upstream of Tanworth Lane.

Delivery Risks

Key delivery
risks

RAG
Status Description Next Steps

Archaeology &
Heritage

No indication of locally listed buildings in the close vicinity
of the option.

Procure a desk based assessment required
to assess potential archaeological risks.

Environment &
Ecology

River classified as SSSI. Potential WFD implications. High
number of affected trees.

Identify any local TPOs and procure an
arboricultural survey if necessary.

Ground
Conditions

Ground conditions unknown and could significantly impact
construction cost estimates.

Procure desk based assessment of ground
conditions and scope an intrusive GI.

Services Rural land, so unlikely to be buried services affected by the
construction of the option.

Procure initial utilities search to identify
potential significant buried services.

Scheme
Benefits

Low number of benefitting properties. BCR indicates
moderate return on investment.

Undertake hydraulic modelling to verify
potential scheme benefits.

Benefit Category Estimate

Standard of protection
(flood events that would be mitigated
by the implementation of the option)

1:75 year

Scheme design life 50 years

Homes protected from flooding 8

Flood damages prevented over
the options design life £500k

Benefit: Cost ratio 0.8

Partnership Funding score 8%

Qualifying Flood Defence Grant-
in-Aid for outcomes delivered £51k

Additional funding contributions
which would be required from
additional 3rd party contributions

£598k

Cost Category Estimate

Design fees £46k

Survey and Consent costs
(e.g. topographic, ecology, ground
investigation)

£145k

Construction costs
(materials and labour) £208k

Whole life maintenance costs
(costs to maintain the asset over its
design life)

£25k

SMBC staff costs
(costs to manage the delivery of the
design and construction contract)

£8k

Optimism Bias
(60% risk allowance to account for
unknowns at this stage of project
appraisal)

£217k

Total Cost Estimate £649k

N

Summary

Pause in favour of
other leading options

The initial feasibility work indicates that the benefits do not outweigh the cost
of delivering the option. However the option would qualify for a limited amount
of FDGiA funding and be met with a £597k shortfall. The option would not
mitigate flooding from the Mount Brook. Further feasibility work should not be
progressed until funding can be found from 3rd parties to promote the option.

Next Steps



Option Description

Option CH2: Flood Wall
Cheswick Green Flood Cell
Easting: 412352 Northing: 275537

This short-listed option consists of a flood wall that would
be constructed parallel with Watery lane and Tanworth
Lane. The purpose of this option would be to intercept and
deflect flood flows from the River Blythe that have
exceeded the capacity of the culvert beneath Tanworth
Lane. The option may also deflect surface water along
Tanworth Lane and redirect this towards the River Blythe.
This mitigation measure would not alleviate surface water
flooding on the Coppice Walk estate or flood flows
originating from the Mount Brook.

The raised wall would likely result in approximately 190m in
length and 0.5m high to deflect the flood flows. The depth
of the foundations would need to be confirmed following
completion of an intrusive ground investigation survey.

Hydraulic modelling would be required to support the
development and detailed design of this concept prior to
construction.  The purpose of this analysis would be to use
the hydraulic model to quantify the baseline damages and
benefits that the option could provide. A business case
would need to be made to secure Flood Defence Grant in
Aid funding to deliver this option.

Option EconomicsOption Schematic

The purpose of the flood wall would be to retain
floodwater from the River Blythe within the highway
and to deflect this back into the watercourse next to
Watery Lane

Delivery Risks

Key delivery
risks

RAG
Status Description Next Steps

Archaeology &
Heritage

No indication of locally listed buildings in the close vicinity
of the option.

Procure a desk based assessment required
to assess potential archaeological risks.

Environment &
Ecology

River classified as SSSI. Potential WFD implications. Procure phase 1 habitat survey required to
identify potential protected species.

Ground
Conditions

Ground conditions unknown and could significantly impact
construction cost estimates.

Procure desk based assessment of ground
conditions and scope an intrusive GI.

Services Due to proximity to property buried services are likely to
be present.

Procure initial utilities search to identify
significant potential buried services.

Scheme
Benefits

Very low number of benefitting properties. BCR indicates
low return on investment.

Undertake hydraulic modelling to verify
potential scheme benefits.

Benefit Category Estimate

Standard of protection
(flood events that would be mitigated
by the implementation of the option)

1:50 year

Scheme design life 50 years

Homes protected from flooding 5

Flood damages prevented over
the options design life £424k

Benefit: Cost ratio 0.6

Partnership Funding score 5%

Qualifying Flood Defence Grant-
in-Aid for outcomes delivered £34k

Additional funding contributions
which would be required from
additional 3rd party contributions

£643k

Cost Category Estimate

Design fees £49k

Survey and Consent costs
(e.g. topographic, ecology, ground
investigation)

£155k

Construction costs
(materials and labour) £222k

Whole life maintenance costs
(costs to maintain the asset over its
design life)

£12k

SMBC staff costs
(costs to manage the delivery of the
design and construction contract)

£8k

Optimism Bias
(60% risk allowance to account for
unknowns at this stage of project
appraisal)

£231k

Total Cost Estimate £677k

N

Summary

Pause in favour of
other leading options

The initial feasibility work indicates that the benefits do not outweigh the cost
of delivering the option. The option would qualify for a minimal amount of
FDGiA funding and be met with a £643k shortfall. The cost of developing a
business case may therefore exceed the funding released via this mechanism.
The option would not mitigate flooding from the Mount Brook.

Next Steps



Identify possible
sources of local levy

Option CH3: Property Level Resilience
Cheswick Green Flood Cell
Easting: 412373 Northing: 275592

This short-listed option consists of bespoke Property
Level Resilience measures for residential properties that
are classed as being at a very significant risk of flooding.
The purpose of this option would be to reduce the impact
of small-scale floods on property interiors.

Property Level Resilience measures can include flood
doors to be closed and locked, raising of electric items
above potential flood levels, non-return valves to prevent
floodwater from backing up and entering properties,
replacing airbricks with bricks capable of creating a seal
against flood water and pumps to reduce the risk of
floodwater impacting property interiors.

This option would need to be developed further in
consultation with homeowners prior to commencing with
the construction. Home surveys would need to be
undertaken to understand which specific measures would
be appropriate for individual properties and would require
buy-in from local residents to be effective in reducing
flood risk.

Option Description

Option EconomicsOption Schematic

Property level resilience can help to reduce the
impact of flooding in areas where it is not possible to
fund and deliver a capital flood risk management
scheme to reduce flood risk. Example of Flood Doors
shown in photograph above.

Delivery Risks

Key delivery
risks

RAG
Status Description Next Steps

Archaeology &
Heritage

Local listed buildings, but not likely to be
impacted by the PLR measures. Procure a PLR survey.

Environment &
Ecology

Watercourse classified as SSSI, but unlikely to
be impacted by the PLR measures.

Undertake a desk based assessment to confirm
limited environmental impact.

Ground
Conditions

Ground conditions unknown but unlikely to
affect implementation of PLR measures. None required.

Services Due to close proximity to property, buried
services unknown, but likely present.

PLR contractor to procure initial utilities search to
identify potential significant buried services.

Scheme
Benefits

Low number of benefitting properties, but BCR
indicates high return on investment.

Confirm cost estimates with surveys. Likely  measures
may need to be in place in advance of a flood event.

Benefit Category Estimate

Standard of protection
(flood events that would be mitigated
by the implementation of the option)

1:25 year

Scheme design life 25 years

Homes protected from flooding 4

Flood damages prevented over
the options design life £285k

Benefit: Cost ratio 9.9

Partnership Funding score 81%

Qualifying Flood Defence Grant-
in-Aid for outcomes delivered £23k

Additional funding contributions
which would be required from
additional 3rd party contributions

£5k

Cost Category Estimate

Design fees £3k

Survey and Consent costs
(e.g. topographic, ecology, ground
investigation, home surveys)

£2k

Construction costs
(materials and labour) £20k

Whole life maintenance costs
(costs to maintain the asset over its
design life)

-

SMBC staff costs
(costs to manage the delivery of the
design and construction contract)

£1k

Optimism Bias
(60% risk allowance to account for
unknowns at this stage of project
appraisal)

£3k

Total Cost Estimate £29k

N

Summary
The feasibility work indicates that the benefits significantly outweigh the cost
of delivering the option. The option benefits are not restricted to flooding from
a single source, but would only reduce the impact of flooding from small floods.
The option would qualify for FDGiA funding but would have a shortfall of £5k
which would require top-up funding from 3rd party contributions.

Next Steps



Option CH7: Flood Storage
Cheswick Green Flood Cell
Easting: 410138 Northing: 277949

This short-listed option consists of increasing available
flood storage by excavation of land in the existing
floodplain. The land identified for potential excavation is
located south on the right bank of the Mount Brook.
Additional floodplain storage in this location would have
the impact of reducing flood levels downstream,
potentially limiting out of bank flooding in localised areas
downstream of the option location. The option would have
no impact on low flows in this area.

Based on a preliminary review of the site topography the
excavation would likely be in the region of 10,000m³ of
earth to provide an equivalent amount of additional
floodplain storage. Re-profiling of the landscape in this
area would be necessary to smooth the existing land to
maintain its current use.

This concept would need to be developed with detailed
design before proceeding to construction. Hydraulic
modelling would be required to verify the benefits (flood
damages avoided) by the implementation of the option. It
would be necessary to develop a business case for the
option if Flood Defence Grant-in-Aid funding is sought.

Option Description

Option EconomicsOption Schematic

Pictured above is a preliminary visualisation of what
the flood storage area could look like in the area
upstream of Dickens Heath Road

Delivery Risks

Key delivery risks RAG
Status Description Next Steps

Archaeology & Heritage No indication of locally listed buildings, in
the close vicinity of the option.

Procure a desk based assessment required
to assess potential archaeological risks.

Environment & Ecology Receiving watercourses classified as SSSI.
Potential WFD implications.

Procure phase 1 habitat survey required to
identify potential protected species.

Ground Conditions Ground conditions unknown and could
impact cost.

Procure desk based assessment of ground
conditions and scope an intrusive GI.

Services Rural land, so unlikely to be buried services
affected by the construction of the option.

Procure initial utilities search to identify
potential buried services.

Scheme Benefits Low number of benefitting properties. BCR
indicates moderate return on investment.

Undertake detailed hydraulic modelling to
verify potential scheme benefits.

Benefit Category Estimate

Standard of protection
(flood events that would be mitigated
by the implementation of the option)

1:75 year

Scheme design life 50 years

Homes protected from flooding 7

Flood damages prevented over
the options design life £451k

Benefit: Cost ratio 0.3

Partnership Funding score 2%

Qualifying Flood Defence Grant-
in-Aid for outcomes delivered £33k

Additional funding contributions
which would be required from
additional 3rd party contributions

£1503k

Cost Category Estimate

Design fees £112k

Survey and Consent costs
(e.g. topographic, ecology, ground
investigation)

£355k

Construction costs
(materials and labour) £509k

Whole life maintenance costs
(costs to maintain the asset over its
design life)

£12k

SMBC staff costs
(costs to manage the delivery of the
design and construction contract)

£19k

Optimism Bias
(risk allowance to account for
unknowns at this stage of project
appraisal)

£530k

Total Cost Estimate £1,536k

N

Summary

Pause in favour of
other leading options

The initial feasibility work indicates that the benefits outweigh the cost of
delivering the option. However the option would qualify for a limited amount of
FDGiA funding and be met with a £1,504k shortfall. The option would not
mitigate flooding from the Mount Brook. Further feasibility work should not be
progressed until funding can be found from 3rd parties to promote the option.

Next Steps



Identify possible
sources of local levy

Option DH1: Flood Storage
Dickens Heath Flood Cell
Easting: 410654 Northing: 276137

This short-listed option consists of a raised earth
embankment set back from Dickens Heath Road. The
purpose of this option would be to intercept surface water
flows originating from the upper catchment and prevent
them from draining onto Dickens Heath Road. This would
prevent high flows from flowing through properties on
Dickens Heath Road and Cleobury Lane.

Based on a preliminary review of the site topography the
embankment profile would likely result in 30m in length,
1m high with 1:3 slopes to intercept surface water.  The
crest width has been estimated as being  2m wide for the
purposes of initial cost estimation.  This concept would
need to be developed with  detailed design before
proceeding to construction. Hydraulic modelling would be
required to verify the benefits (flood damages avoided) by
the implementation of the option.

It would not be possible to fund this option via Flood
Defence Grant-in-Aid as the main area of benefitting
properties has been constructed since 2011. It would
therefore be necessary to fund the delivery of this option
through local levy or other funding sources.

Option Description

Option EconomicsOption Schematic

Pictured above is a preliminary visualisation of what
the flood storage area could look like in the area
upstream of Dickens Heath Road

Delivery Risks

Key delivery risks RAG
Status Description Next Steps

Archaeology & Heritage No indication of locally listed buildings, in
the close vicinity of the option.

Procure a desk based assessment required
to assess potential archaeological risks.

Environment & Ecology Protected species potentially impacted by
the option.

Procure phase 1 habitat survey required to
identify potential protected species.

Ground Conditions Ground conditions unknown and could
impact cost.

Procure desk based assessment of ground
conditions and scope an intrusive GI.

Services Due to location near properties, buried
services unknown, but possibly present.

Procure initial utilities search to identify
potential buried services.

Scheme Benefits Moderate number of benefitting properties.
BCR indicates good return on investment.

Undertake hydraulic modelling to verify
potential scheme benefits.

Benefit Category Estimate

Standard of protection
(flood events that would be mitigated
by the implementation of the option)

1:75 year

Scheme design life 50 years

Homes protected from flooding 12

Flood damages prevented over
the options design life £462k

Benefit: Cost ratio 1.7

Partnership Funding score 0%

Qualifying Flood Defence Grant-
in-Aid for outcomes delivered Not eligible

Additional funding contributions
which would be required from
additional 3rd party contributions

£278k

Cost Category Estimate

Design fees £19k

Survey and Consent costs
(e.g. topographic, ecology, ground
investigation)

£59k

Construction costs
(materials and labour) £84k

Whole life maintenance costs
(costs to maintain the asset over its
design life)

£25k

SMBC staff costs
(costs to manage the delivery of the
design and construction contract)

£3k

Optimism Bias
(60% risk allowance to account for
unknowns at this stage of project
appraisal)

£88k

Total Cost Estimate £278k

N

Summary
The feasibility work indicates that the benefits outweigh the cost of delivering
the option, however due to the benefitting properties being constructed
after 2011 FDGiA cannot be claimed to fund this option. Additional funding
would need to be secured from other local sources before further works could
be undertaken.

Next Steps



Identify possible
sources of local levy

Option DH2: Property Level Resilience
Dickens Heath Flood Cell
Easting: 410976 Northing: 276062

This short-listed option consists of Property Level
Resilience measures to individual properties which are
currently at very significant risk of flooding.  The purpose
of this option would be to prevent small-scale flood events
from causing damage to property interiors.

Property Level Resilience measures could include flood
doors to be closed and locked upon receipt of a flood
warning, raising of electric items above potential flood
levels, non-return valves to prevent floodwater from
backing up and entering properties, replacing airbricks
with bricks capable of creating a seal against flood water
and pumps to reduce the risk of floodwater impacting
property interiors.

This concept would need to be developed further prior to
commencing with the construction.  Investigations would
need to ascertain which specific PLR measures would be
appropriate for individual properties. Additionally a
quantification of the degree of resilience afforded to each
of the properties would be required to understand the
residual flood risk that remains.

Option Description

Option EconomicsOption Schematic

Property level resilience can help to reduce the
impact of flooding in areas where it is not possible to
fund and deliver a capital flood risk management
scheme to reduce flood risk. Example of Flood Doors
shown in photograph above.

Delivery Risks

Key delivery risks RAG
Status Description Next Steps

Archaeology & Heritage No locally listed buildings have been
identified in the vicinity of the area.

Procure a PLR survey to evaluate impact on
built environment and heritage.

Environment & Ecology Environment and ecology unlikely to be
impacted by the PLR measures.

Undertake a desk based assessment to
confirm limited environmental impact.

Ground Conditions Ground conditions unknown but unlikely to
affect implementation of PLR measures. None required.

Services Due to close proximity to property, buried
services unknown, but likely present.

Procure initial utilities search to identify
potential buried services.

Scheme Benefits Low number of benefitting properties, but
BCR indicates high return on investment. Confirm cost estimates with home surveys.

Benefit Category Estimate

Standard of protection
(flood events that would be mitigated
by the implementation of the option)

1:25 year

Scheme design life 25 years

Homes protected from flooding 2

Flood damages prevented over
the options design life £240k

Benefit: Cost ratio 16.5

Partnership Funding score 0%

Qualifying Flood Defence Grant-
in-Aid for outcomes delivered Not eligible

Additional funding contributions
which would be required from
additional 3rd party contributions

£14k

Cost Category Estimate

Design fees £2k

Survey and Consent costs
(e.g. topographic, ecology, ground
investigation)

£1k

Construction costs
(materials and labour) £10k

Whole life maintenance costs
(costs to maintain the asset over its
design life)

£0k

SMBC staff costs
(costs to manage the delivery of the
design and construction contract)

<£1k

Optimism Bias
(60% risk allowance to account for
unknowns at this stage of project
appraisal)

<£1k

Total Cost Estimate £14k

N

Summary
The feasibility work indicates that the benefits outweigh the cost of delivering
the option, however due to the benefitting properties being constructed
after 2011 FDGiA cannot be claimed to fund this option. Additional funding
would need to be secured from other local sources before further works could
be undertaken.

Next Steps



Option Description

Option DH3: Flood Wall
Dickens Heath Flood Cell
Easting: 410719 Northing: 276148

This short-listed option consists of raised walls adjacent to
Dickens Heath Road and Cleobury Lane. The purpose of
this option would be to intercept and deflect surface water
flow routes from the west of Dickens Heath and to keep
floodwater within the highway.

The option would direct surface water flows towards the
culvert outlet on Cleobury Lane as the watercourse
channel in this location has a large capacity. Based on a
preliminary review of the site topography the raised wall
would likely result in a structure 110m in length. This
concept would need to be developed with  detailed design
before proceeding to construction. Hydraulic modelling
would be required to verify the benefits (flood damages
avoided) by the implementation of the option.

It would not be possible to fund this option via Flood
Defence Grant-in-Aid as the main area of benefitting
properties has been constructed since 2011. It would
therefore be necessary to fund the delivery of this option
through local levy or other funding sources.

Option EconomicsOption Schematic

A flood wall would prevent surface water from
entering the estate adjacent to Dickens Heath Road
and would deflect the surface water back into the
watercourse

Delivery Risks

Benefit Category Estimate

Standard of protection
(flood events that would be mitigated
by the implementation of the option)

1:75 year

Scheme design life 50 years

Homes protected from flooding 12

Flood damages prevented over
the options design life £462k

Benefit: Cost ratio 1.2

Partnership Funding score 0%

Qualifying Flood Defence Grant-
in-Aid for outcomes delivered Not eligible

Additional funding contributions
which would be required from
additional 3rd party contributions

£370k

Cost Category Estimate

Design fees £26k

Survey and Consent costs
(e.g. topographic, ecology, ground
investigation)

£83k

Construction costs
(materials and labour) £120k

Whole life maintenance costs
(costs to maintain the asset over its
design life)

£12k

SMBC staff costs
(costs to manage the delivery of the
design and construction contract)

£4k

Optimism Bias
(60% risk allowance to account for
unknowns at this stage of project
appraisal)

£125k

Total Cost Estimate £370k

N

Summary

Pause in favour of
other leading options

The feasibility work indicates that the benefits outweigh the cost of delivering
the option, however due to the benefitting properties being constructed
after 2011 FDGiA cannot be claimed to fund this option. Additional funding
would need to be secured from other local sources before further works could
be undertaken.

Next Steps

Key delivery
risks

RAG
Status Description Next Steps

Archaeology &
Heritage

No indication of locally listed buildings in the close vicinity
of the option.

Procure a desk based assessment required
to assess potential archaeological risks.

Environment &
Ecology

There may be protected species in this area that could be
impacted by the option.

Procure phase 1 habitat survey required to
identify potential protected species.

Ground
Conditions

Ground conditions unknown and could significantly impact
cost.

Procure desk based assessment of ground
conditions and scope an intrusive GI.

Services Due to location near properties, buried services unknown,
but possibly present.

Procure initial utilities search to identify
potentially significant buried services.

Scheme
Benefits

High number of benefitting properties. BCR indicates
moderate return on investment.

Undertake hydraulic modelling to verify
potential scheme benefits.



Option DH4: Increased Flood Storage
Dickens Heath Flood Cell
Easting: 410897 Northing: 276052

This short-listed option consists of increasing the storage
area of the SuDS basin upstream of Rumbush Lane to
provide additional storage for flood events. This option will
provide increased storage by extending the raised control
structure with flood walls and tying in to either side of the
control structure at high ground. By the construction of
these raised walls, the basin will provide additional storage
for high flow events, but low flows would not be impacted.

Based on a preliminary review of the site topography the
combined raised walls would likely extend approximately
45m in length. To tie in with the levels of the existing
control structure, the new flood walls would likely be
required to be around 0.5m high.

This concept would need to be developed with  detailed
design before proceeding to construction. Hydraulic
modelling would be required to verify the benefits (flood
damages avoided) by the implementation of the option. It
would be necessary to develop a business case for the
option if Flood Defence Grant-in-Aid funding is sought.

Option Description

Option EconomicsOption Schematic

Pictured above is a preliminary visualisation of what
the flood storage area could look like in the area west
of Rumbush Lane.

Delivery Risks

Key delivery risks RAG
Status Description Next Steps

Archaeology & Heritage No indication of locally listed buildings, in
the close vicinity of the option.

Procure a desk based assessment required
to assess potential archaeological risks.

Environment & Ecology Protected species potential, but
watercourse not identified as SSSI.

Procure phase 1 habitat survey required to
identify potential protected species.

Ground Conditions Ground conditions unknown and could
significantly impact cost.

Procure desk based assessment of ground
conditions and scope an intrusive GI.

Services Due to location near properties, buried
services unknown, but possibly present.

Procure initial utilities search to identify
potentially significant buried services.

Scheme Benefits High number of benefitting properties. BCR
indicates very good return on investment.

Undertake hydraulic modelling to verify
potential scheme benefits

Benefit Category Estimate

Standard of protection
(flood events that would be mitigated
by the implementation of the option)

1:75 year

Scheme design life 50 years

Homes protected from flooding 19

Flood damages prevented over
the options design life £1750k

Benefit: Cost ratio 9.4

Partnership Funding score 13%

Qualifying Flood Defence Grant-
in-Aid for outcomes delivered £25k

Additional funding contributions
which would be required from
additional 3rd party contributions

£160k

Cost Category Estimate

Design fees £13k

Survey and Consent costs
(e.g. topographic, ecology, ground
investigation)

£40k

Construction costs
(materials and labour) £58k

Whole life maintenance costs
(costs to maintain the asset over its
design life)

£12k

SMBC staff costs
(costs to manage the delivery of the
design and construction contract)

£2k

Optimism Bias
(60% risk allowance to account for
unknowns at this stage of project
appraisal)

£60k

Total Cost Estimate £185k

N

Summary
The feasibility work indicates that the benefits outweigh the cost of delivering
the option, however due to the majority of benefitting properties being
constructed after 2011, only limited  FDGiA can be claimed to fund this
option. Additional funding would need to be secured from other local sources
before further works could be undertaken.

Next Steps

Pause in favour of
other leading options



Option DH5: Trash Screens Replacement
Dickens Heath Flood Cell
Easting: 410920 Northing: 276029

This short-listed option consists of replacing the trash
screens on the culverts beneath Rumbush Lane with
newer screens which would reduce the likelihood of
culvert blockage, and make the screens easier to clear and
maintain, thus reducing the risk of blockage further. In this
location there are two culverts beneath Rumbush Lane
which have trash screens currently located at either end.

This option would increase capacity through the Rumbush
Lane, which would protect properties upstream of
Rumbrush Lane from flooding which could occur due to
flow restrictions.

This concept would need to be developed with  detailed
design before proceeding to construction. An assessment
of the culvert capacity  would be required to verify the
benefits (flood damages avoided) by the implementation of
the option.

Option Description

Option EconomicsOption Schematic

Modern trash screens are designed to maximise the
surface area to ensure that blockages of the screen
do not prevent flood flows from passing through, and
make the screen easier and safer to clean and
maintain.

Delivery Risks

Key delivery risks RAG
Status Description Next Steps

Archaeology & Heritage No indication of locally listed buildings, in
the close vicinity of the option.

Procure a desk based assessment required
to assess potential archaeological risks.

Environment & Ecology Protected species potential, but
watercourse not identified as SSSI.

Procure phase 1 habitat survey required to
identify potential protected species.

Ground Conditions Ground conditions unknown and could
significantly impact cost.

Procure desk based assessment of ground
conditions and scope an intrusive GI.

Services Due to location near properties, buried
services unknown, but possibly present.

Procure initial utilities search to identify
potentially significant buried services.

Scheme Benefits Low number of benefitting properties. BCR
indicates good return on investment.

Undertake hydraulic modelling to verify
potential scheme benefits.

Benefit Category Estimate

Standard of protection
(flood events that would be mitigated
by the implementation of the option)

1:25 year

Scheme design life 25 years

Homes protected from flooding 2

Flood damages prevented over
the options design life £238k

Benefit: Cost ratio 5.5

Partnership Funding score 0%

Qualifying Flood Defence Grant-
in-Aid for outcomes delivered Not eligible

Additional funding contributions
which would be required from
additional 3rd party contributions

£43k

Cost Category Estimate

Design fees £13k

Survey and Consent costs
(e.g. topographic, ecology, ground
investigation)

£3k

Construction costs
(materials and labour) £6k

Whole life maintenance costs
(costs to maintain the asset over its
design life)

£9k

SMBC staff costs
(costs to manage the delivery of the
design and construction contract)

<£1k

Optimism Bias
(60% risk allowance to account for
unknowns at this stage of project
appraisal)

£12k

Total Cost Estimate £43k

Summary
The feasibility work indicates that the benefits outweigh the cost of delivering
the option, however due to the benefitting properties being constructed
after 2011 FDGiA cannot be claimed to fund this option. Additional funding
would need to be secured from other local sources before further works could
be undertaken.

Next Steps

Identify possible
sources of local levy



Option Description

Option DH6: Flood Embankment
Dickens Heath Flood Cell
Easting: 410719 Northing: 276148

This short-listed option consists of a raised embankment
between properties on Griffin Lane and the unnamed
watercourse to the south. The purpose of this option is to
prevent increased water levels in the watercourse from
overtopping the existing banks and flooding properties on
Griffin Lane.

This option would direct flows towards the culvert beneath
the canal, though some raised defences along the left
bank of the canal may be required to tie in the flood wall
and maintain an elevated level.

Based on a preliminary review of the site topography the
raised embankment profile would likely result in 220m in
length, This concept would need to be developed with
detailed design before proceeding to construction.
Hydraulic modelling would be required to verify the
benefits (flood damages avoided) by the implementation of
the option. It would be necessary to develop hydraulic
modelling and detailed design prior to commencing
construction on site.

Option EconomicsOption Schematic

The purpose of the flood embankment would be to
retain floodwater from the watercourse within its
banks and to deflect this back into the watercourse
prior to the canal.

Delivery Risks

Benefit Category Estimate

Standard of protection
(flood events that would be mitigated
by the implementation of the option)

1:75 year

Scheme design life 50 years

Homes protected from flooding 14

Flood damages prevented over
the options design life £1640k

Benefit: Cost ratio 0.9

Partnership Funding score 0%

Qualifying Flood Defence Grant-
in-Aid for outcomes delivered Not eligible

Additional funding contributions
which would be required from
additional 3rd party contributions

£1,808k

Cost Category Estimate

Design fees £131k

Survey and Consent costs
(e.g. topographic, ecology, ground
investigation)

£415k

Construction costs
(materials and labour) £595k

Whole life maintenance costs
(costs to maintain the asset over its
design life)

£25k

SMBC staff costs
(costs to manage the delivery of the
design and construction contract)

£22k

Optimism Bias
(60% risk allowance to account for
unknowns at this stage of project
appraisal)

£620k

Total Cost Estimate £1,808k

N

Summary

Pause in favour of
other leading options

The feasibility work indicates that the benefits outweigh the cost of delivering
the option, however due to the benefitting properties being constructed
after 2011 FDGiA cannot be claimed to fund this option. Additional funding
would need to be secured from other local sources before further works could
be undertaken.

Next Steps

Key delivery risks RAG
Status Description Next Steps

Archaeology & Heritage No indication of locally listed buildings, in
the close vicinity of the option.

Procure a desk based assessment required
to assess potential archaeological risks.

Environment & Ecology Protected species potential, but
watercourse not identified as SSSI.

Procure phase 1 habitat survey required to
identify potential protected species.

Ground Conditions Ground conditions unknown and could
significantly impact cost.

Procure desk based assessment of ground
conditions and scope an intrusive GI.

Services Due to location near properties, buried
services unknown, but possibly present.

Procure initial utilities search to identify
potentially significant buried services.

Scheme Benefits Low number of benefitting properties. BCR
indicates a low return on investment.

Undertake hydraulic modelling to verify
potential scheme benefits.



Option DH7: Increased Flood Storage
Dickens Heath Flood Cell
Easting: 410138 Northing: 277949

This short-listed option consists of an increase in available
flood storage by excavation of land in the existing
floodplain. The land identified for potential excavation is
located south of Griffin Lane and to the west of the canal.
Additional floodplain storage in this location would have
the impact of reducing flood levels downstream,
potentially limiting out of bank flooding in localised areas
downstream of the option location. The option would have
no impact on low flows in this area.

Based on a preliminary review of the site topography the
excavation would likely be in the region of 10,000m³ of
earth. Re-profiling of the landscape in this area would be
necessary to retain the existing land use.

This concept would need to be developed and a detailed
design of this concept would need to be undertaken prior
to proceeding to construction. Hydraulic modelling would
be required to verify the benefits (flood damages avoided)
by the implementation of the option.

Option Description

Option EconomicsOption Schematic

The existing attenuation basin is heavily vegetated
and could be potentially enlarged to accommodate
additional flood flows.

Delivery Risks

Key delivery risks RAG
Status Description Next Steps

Archaeology & Heritage No indication of locally listed buildings, in
the close vicinity of the option.

Procure a desk based assessment required
to assess potential archaeological risks.

Environment & Ecology Protected species potential, but
watercourse not identified as SSSI.

Procure phase 1 habitat survey required to
identify potential protected species.

Ground Conditions Ground conditions unknown and could
significantly impact cost.

Procure desk based assessment of ground
conditions and scope an intrusive GI.

Services Due to location near properties, buried
services unknown, but possibly present.

Procure initial utilities search to identify
significant potential buried services.

Scheme Benefits High number of benefitting properties. BCR
indicates moderate return on investment.

Undertake hydraulic modelling to verify
potential scheme benefits.

Benefit Category Estimate

Standard of protection
(flood events that would be mitigated
by the implementation of the option)

1:75 year

Scheme design life 50 years

Homes protected from flooding 14

Flood damages prevented over
the options design life £1640k

Benefit: Cost ratio 1.1

Partnership Funding score 0%

Qualifying Flood Defence Grant-
in-Aid for outcomes delivered Limited

Additional funding contributions
which would be required from
additional 3rd party contributions

£1,543k

Cost Category Estimate

Design fees £110k

Survey and Consent costs
(e.g. topographic, ecology, ground
investigation)

£350k

Construction costs
(materials and labour) £501k

Whole life maintenance costs
(costs to maintain the asset over its
design life)

£12k

SMBC staff costs
(costs to manage the delivery of the
design and construction contract)

£18k

Optimism Bias
(60% risk allowance to account for
unknowns at this stage of project
appraisal)

£552k

Total Cost Estimate £1,543k

N

Summary

Pause in favour of
other leading options

The feasibility work indicates that the benefits outweigh the cost of delivering
the option, however the FDGiA funding which could be claimed for this
option is limited. Additional funding would need to be secured from other local
sources before further works could be undertaken.

Next Steps



Identify possible
sources of local levy

Option DH9: Property Level Resilience
Dickens Heath Flood Cell
Easting: 411284 Northing: 276063

This short-listed option consists of Property Level
Resilience measures to individual properties which are
currently at very significant risk of flooding.  The purpose
of this option would be to prevent small-scale flood events
from causing damage to property interiors.

Property Level Resilience measures could include flood
doors to be closed and locked following a flood warning,
raising of electric items above potential flood levels, non-
return valves to prevent floodwater from backing up and
entering properties, replacing airbricks with bricks capable
of creating a seal against flood water and pumps to reduce
the risk of floodwater impacting property interiors.

This concept would need to be developed further prior to
commencing with the construction.  Investigations would
need to ascertain which specific PLR measures would be
appropriate for individual properties. Additionally a
quantification of the degree of resilience afforded to each
of the properties would be required to understand the
residual flood risk that remains.

Option Description

Option EconomicsOption Schematic

Property level resilience can help to reduce the
impact of flooding in areas where it is not possible to
fund and deliver a capital flood risk management
scheme to reduce flood risk. Example of Flood Doors
shown in photograph above.

Delivery Risks

Key delivery
risks

RAG
Status Description Next Steps

Archaeology &
Heritage

Local listed buildings, but not likely to be
impacted by the PLR measures. Procure a PLR survey.

Environment &
Ecology

Watercourse classified as SSSI, but unlikely to
be impacted by the PLR measures.

Undertake a desk based assessment to confirm
limited environmental impact.

Ground
Conditions

Ground conditions unknown but unlikely to
affect implementation of PLR measures. None required.

Services Due to close proximity to property, buried
services unknown, but likely present.

PLR contractor to procure initial utilities search to
identify potential significant buried services.

Scheme
Benefits

Low number of benefitting properties, but BCR
indicates high return on investment.

Confirm cost estimates with surveys. Likely  measures
may need to be in place in advance of a flood event.

Benefit Category Estimate

Standard of protection
(flood events that would be mitigated
by the implementation of the option)

1:25 year

Scheme design life 25 years

Homes protected from flooding 12

Flood damages prevented over
the options design life £1,022k

Benefit: Cost ratio 11.8

Partnership Funding score 0%

Qualifying Flood Defence Grant-
in-Aid for outcomes delivered Not eligible

Additional funding contributions
which would be required from
additional 3rd party contributions

£87k

Cost Category Estimate

Design fees £9k

Survey and Consent costs
(e.g. topographic, ecology, ground
investigation)

£6k

Construction costs
(materials and labour) £60k

Whole life maintenance costs
(costs to maintain the asset over its
design life)

£0k

SMBC staff costs
(costs to manage the delivery of the
design and construction contract)

£2k

Optimism Bias
(60% risk allowance to account for
unknowns at this stage of project
appraisal)

£10k

Total Cost Estimate £87k

N

Summary
The feasibility work indicates that the benefits outweigh the cost of delivering
the option, however due to the benefitting properties being constructed
after 2011 FDGiA cannot be claimed to fund this option. Additional funding
would need to be secured from other local sources before further works could
be undertaken.

Next Steps



Option Description

Option DH10: Flood Wall
Dickens Heath Flood Cell
Easting: 411379 Northing: 276036

This short-listed option consists of a raised wall on the left
bank of the North Stratford Canal. This would prevent high
water levels on the canal from impacting properties along
Mereways.

This option would prevent ingress into Mereways from
high water levels in the canal, although if constructed in
isolation, may trap surface water behind the defences,
negatively impacting properties both and Mereways and
on Griffin Lane.

Based on a preliminary review of the site topography the
raised wall would likely result in 200m in length, and up to
1m high. This concept would need to be developed with
detailed design before proceeding to construction.
Hydraulic modelling would be required to verify the
benefits (flood damages avoided) by the implementation of
the option. It would be necessary to develop hydraulic
models and detailed design prior to commencing
construction on site.

Option EconomicsOption Schematic

Pictured above is a preliminary visualisation of what
the raised flood walls could look like adjacent to the
canal

Delivery Risks

Benefit Category Estimate

Standard of protection
(flood events that would be mitigated
by the implementation of the option)

1:50 year

Scheme design life 50 years

Homes protected from flooding 14

Flood damages prevented over
the options design life £1576k

Benefit: Cost ratio 2.4

Partnership Funding score 30%

Qualifying Flood Defence Grant-
in-Aid for outcomes delivered £198k

Additional funding contributions
which would be required from
additional 3rd party contributions

£470k

Cost Category Estimate

Design fees £48k

Survey and Consent costs
(e.g. topographic, ecology, ground
investigation)

£153k

Construction costs
(materials and labour) £219k

Whole life maintenance costs
(costs to maintain the asset over its
design life)

£12k

SMBC staff costs
(costs to manage the delivery of the
design and construction contract)

£8k

Optimism Bias
(60% risk allowance to account for
unknowns at this stage of project
appraisal)

£228k

Total Cost Estimate £668k

N

Summary

Pause in favour of
other leading options

The initial feasibility work indicates that the benefits outweigh the cost of
delivering the option. The option could qualify for a substantial amount of
FDGiA funding and be met with a £470k shortfall. The cost of developing a
business case may therefore exceed the funding released via this mechanism.

Next Steps

Key delivery risks RAG
Status Description Next Steps

Archaeology & Heritage No indication of locally listed buildings, in
the close vicinity of the option.

Procure a desk based assessment required
to assess potential archaeological risks.

Environment & Ecology Protected species potential, but
watercourse not identified as SSSI.

Procure phase 1 habitat survey required to
identify potential protected species.

Ground Conditions Ground conditions unknown and could
significantly impact cost.

Procure desk based assessment of ground
conditions and scope an intrusive GI.

Services Due to location near properties, buried
services unknown, but possibly present.

Procure initial utilities search to identify
potentially significant buried services.

Scheme Benefits High number of benefitting properties. BCR
indicates good return on investment.

Undertake hydraulic modelling to verify
potential scheme benefits.



Option Description

Option TG1: Raised Embankment
Tidbury Green Flood Cell
Easting: 410812 Northing: 274827

This short-listed option consists of a raised earth
embankment set back from the southern side of Norton
Lane. The purpose of this option would be to intercept
surface water flows from farmland south of Norton lane
that flow north to combine with the unnamed
watercourses in Dickens Heath. This option would provide
flood storage in this area to restrict the surface water flow
routes through properties on Norton Lane.

Based on a preliminary review of the site topography the
embankment would likely extend 110m in length, 1m high
with 1:3 slopes.  The crest width has been estimated as
being  2m wide for the purposes of initial cost estimation.

This concept would need to be further developed, and a
detailed design of this concept would be undertaken prior
to  proceeding to construction. Hydraulic modelling would
be required to verify the benefits (flood damages avoided)
by the implementation of the option. It would be necessary
to develop a business case for the option if Flood Defence
Grant-in-Aid funding is sought.

Option EconomicsOption Schematic

Pictured above is a preliminary visualisation of what
the flood storage area could look like in the area
upstream of Norton Lane.

Delivery Risks

Benefit Category Estimate

Standard of protection
(flood events that would be mitigated
by the implementation of the option)

1:75 year

Scheme design life 50 years

Homes protected from flooding 1

Flood damages prevented over
the options design life £183k

Benefit: Cost ratio 0.2

Partnership Funding score 2%

Qualifying Flood Defence Grant-
in-Aid for outcomes delivered £14k

Additional funding contributions
which would be required from
additional 3rd party contributions

£932k

Cost Category Estimate

Design fees £68k

Survey and Consent costs
(e.g. topographic, ecology, ground
investigation)

£216k

Construction costs
(materials and labour) £309k

Whole life maintenance costs
(costs to maintain the asset over its
design life)

£25k

SMBC staff costs
(costs to manage the delivery of the
design and construction contract)

£11k

Optimism Bias
(60% risk allowance to account for
unknowns at this stage of project
appraisal)

£322k

Total Cost Estimate £946k

N

Summary

Pause in favour of
other leading options

The initial feasibility work indicates that the benefits do not outweigh the cost
of delivering the option, due to the very limited number of properties at risk in
this location. The option would qualify for a minimal amount of FDGiA funding
and be met with a £937k shortfall, and further feasibility work for this option
would not be recommended as a priority  option.

Next Steps

Key delivery risks RAG
Status Description Next Steps

Archaeology & Heritage Local listed buildings, but not in vicinity of
the option.

Procure a desk based assessment required
to assess potential archaeological risks.

Environment & Ecology Protected species potential, but
watercourse not identified as SSSI.

Procure phase 1 habitat survey required to
identify potential protected species.

Ground Conditions Ground conditions unknown and could
significantly impact cost.

Procure desk based assessment of ground
conditions and scope an intrusive GI.

Services Due to location within the village, buried
services unknown, but possibly present.

Procure initial utilities search to identify
significant potential buried services.

Scheme Benefits Low number of benefitting properties. BCR
indicates very low return on investment.

Undertake hydraulic modelling to verify
potential scheme benefits.



Identify possible
sources of local levy

Option TG2: Property Level Resilience
Tidbury Green Flood Cell
Easting: 410222 Northing: 275261

This short-listed option consists of Property Level
Resilience measures to individual properties which are
currently at very significant risk of flooding.  The purpose
of this option would be to prevent small-scale flood events
from causing damage to property interiors.

Property Level Resilience measures could include flood
doors to be closed and locked upon receipt of a flood
warning, raising of electric items above potential flood
levels, non-return valves to prevent floodwater from
backing up and entering properties, replacing airbricks
with bricks capable of creating a seal against flood water
and pumps to reduce the risk of floodwater impacting
property interiors.

This concept would need to be developed further prior to
commencing with the construction.  Investigations would
need to ascertain which specific PLR measures would be
appropriate for individual properties. Additionally a
quantification of the degree of resilience afforded to each
of the properties would be required to understand the
residual flood risk that remains.

Option Description

Option EconomicsOption Schematic

Property level resilience can help to reduce the
impact of flooding in areas where it is not possible to
fund and deliver a capital flood risk management
scheme to reduce flood risk. Example of Flood Doors
shown in photograph above.

Delivery Risks

Benefit Category Estimate

Standard of protection
(flood events that would be mitigated
by the implementation of the option)

1:25 year

Scheme design life 25 years

Homes protected from flooding 12

Flood damages prevented over
the options design life £455k

Benefit: Cost ratio 5.3

Partnership Funding score 56%

Qualifying Flood Defence Grant-
in-Aid for outcomes delivered £48k

Additional funding contributions
which would be required from
additional 3rd party contributions

£39k

Cost Category Estimate

Design fees £9k

Survey and Consent costs
(e.g. topographic, ecology, ground
investigation)

£6k

Construction costs
(materials and labour) £60k

Whole life maintenance costs
(costs to maintain the asset over its
design life)

£0k

SMBC staff costs
(costs to manage the delivery of the
design and construction contract)

£2k

Optimism Bias
(60% risk allowance to account for
unknowns at this stage of project
appraisal)

£10k

Total Cost Estimate £87k

N

Summary
The feasibility work indicates that the benefits significantly outweigh the cost
of delivering the option. The option benefits are not restricted to flooding from
a single source, but would only protect properties in low order events. The
option would qualify for FDGiA funding but would have a shortfall of £39k which
would require top-up funding from local sources.

Next Steps

Key delivery
risks

RAG
Status Description Next Steps

Archaeology &
Heritage

Local listed buildings, but not likely to be
impacted by the PLR measures. Procure a PLR survey.

Environment &
Ecology

Watercourse classified as SSSI, but unlikely to
be impacted by the PLR measures.

Undertake a desk based assessment to confirm limited
environmental impact.

Ground
Conditions

Ground conditions unknown but unlikely to
affect implementation of PLR measures. None required.

Services Due to close proximity to property, buried
services unknown, but likely present.

PLR contractor to procure initial utilities search to
identify potential significant buried services.

Scheme
Benefits

Low number of benefitting properties, but BCR
indicates high return on investment.

Confirm cost estimates with surveys. Likely  measures
may need to be in place in advance of a flood event.



Option Description

Option TG3: Flood Wall
Tidbury Green Flood Cell
Easting: 410115 Northing: 275430

This option consists of a raised wall parallel to the
unnamed watercourse behind properties on Norton Lane.
This option would keep flows from exceeding the right
bank of the watercourse and impacting properties along
Norton Lane. This mitigation measure would have no
impacts on the river under normal conditions, and would
allow flow to pass downstream.

The raised wall would likely result in  approximately 190m
in length,  and be constructed 0.5m high.

Hydraulic modelling would be required to support the
development and detailed design of this concept prior to
construction.  A detailed design of this concept would
need to be undertaken before proceeding to construction
of the option.

The purpose of the modelling analysis would be to use the
hydraulic model to quantify the baseline damages and
benefits that the option could provide. To claim any FDGiA
funding for this option,  a business case would have to be
developed in support.

Option EconomicsOption Schematic

The purpose of the flood wall would be to retain
floodwater from the watercourse within its banks and
to deflect this back into the watercourse prior to
Runbush Lane.

Delivery Risks

Key delivery risks RAG
Status Description Next Steps

Archaeology & Heritage Local listed buildings, but not in vicinity of
the option.

Procure a desk based assessment required
to assess potential archaeological risks.

Environment & Ecology Protected species potential, but
watercourse not identified as SSSI.

Procure phase 1 habitat survey required to
identify potential protected species.

Ground Conditions Ground conditions unknown and could
significantly impact cost.

Procure desk based assessment of ground
conditions and scope an intrusive GI.

Services Due to close proximity to property, buried
services unknown, but possibly present.

Procure initial utilities search to identify
potentially significant buried services.

Scheme Benefits Low number of benefitting properties. BCR
indicates low return on investment.

Undertake hydraulic modelling to verify
potential scheme benefits.

Benefit Category Estimate

Standard of protection
(flood events that would be mitigated
by the implementation of the option)

1:50 year

Scheme design life 50 years

Homes protected from flooding 13

Flood damages prevented over
the options design life £659k

Benefit: Cost ratio 0.2

Partnership Funding score 3%

Qualifying Flood Defence Grant-
in-Aid for outcomes delivered £76k

Additional funding contributions
which would be required from
additional 3rd party contributions

£2,767k

Cost Category Estimate

Design fees £208k

Survey and Consent costs
(e.g. topographic, ecology, ground
investigation)

£659k

Construction costs
(materials and labour) £945k

Whole life maintenance costs
(costs to maintain the asset over its
design life)

£12k

SMBC staff costs
(costs to manage the delivery of the
design and construction contract)

£35k

Optimism Bias
(60% risk allowance to account for
unknowns at this stage of project
appraisal)

£984k

Total Cost Estimate £2,843k

N

Summary

Pause in favour of
other leading options

The initial feasibility work indicates that the benefits do not outweigh the cost
of delivering the option. The option would qualify for a minimal amount of
FDGiA funding and be met with a £2,767k shortfall, and further feasibility work
for this option would not be recommended as a priority  option.

Next Steps



Option Description

Option TG5: Flood Storage
Tidbury Green Flood Cell
Easting: 410281 Northing: 275170

This short-listed option consists of a raised earth bund set
back from the western side of Rumbrush Lane. The
purpose of this option would be to intercept peak flows
from the unnamed watercourse upstream of Rumbrush
Lane and to attenuate the flood peak upstream of the
properties on this road. This would prevent high flows from
surcharging the culvert beneath Rumbrush Lane and
flooding properties from this source. The option would
allow flows to pass downstream under normal conditions,
but may increase risk to properties on Norton Lane.

Based on a preliminary review of the site topography the
embankment profile would likely result in approximately
75m  in length, 1m high with 1:3 slopes.  The crest width
has been estimated as being 2m wide for the purposes of
initial cost estimation.

This concept would need to be developed with  detailed
design before proceeding to construction. Hydraulic
modelling would be required to verify the benefits (flood
damages avoided) by the implementation of the option. It
would be necessary to develop a business case for the
option if Flood Defence Grant-in-Aid funding is sought.

Option EconomicsOption Schematic

Pictured above is a preliminary visualisation of what
the flood storage area could look like in the area
upstream of Rumbush Lane.

Delivery Risks

Benefit Category Estimate

Standard of protection
(flood events that would be mitigated
by the implementation of the option)

1:75 year

Scheme design life 50 years

Homes protected from flooding 4

Flood damages prevented over
the options design life £470k

Benefit: Cost ratio 0.6

Partnership Funding score 6%

Qualifying Flood Defence Grant-
in-Aid for outcomes delivered £43k

Additional funding contributions
which would be required from
additional 3rd party contributions

£699k

Cost Category Estimate

Design fees £53k

Survey and Consent costs
(e.g. topographic, ecology, ground
investigation)

£167k

Construction costs
(materials and labour) £239k

Whole life maintenance costs
(costs to maintain the asset over its
design life)

£25k

SMBC staff costs
(costs to manage the delivery of the
design and construction contract)

£9k

Optimism Bias
(60% risk allowance to account for
unknowns at this stage of project
appraisal)

£249k

Total Cost Estimate £742k

N

Summary

Pause in favour of
other leading options

The initial feasibility work indicates that the benefits do not outweigh the cost
of delivering the option. However the option would qualify for a limited amount
of FDGiA funding and be met with a £699k shortfall. Further feasibility work
should not be progressed unless funding can be found from local levy to
promote the option.

Next Steps

Key delivery risks RAG
Status Description Next Steps

Archaeology & Heritage Local listed buildings, but not in vicinity of
the option.

Confirm with  a desk based assessment
considering potential archaeological risks.

Environment & Ecology Protected species potential, but
watercourse not identified as SSSI.

Procure phase 1 habitat survey required to
identify potential protected species.

Ground Conditions Ground conditions unknown and could
significantly impact cost.

Procure desk based assessment of ground
conditions and scope an intrusive GI.

Services Due to location within the village, buried
services unknown, but possibly present.

Procure initial utilities search to identify
significant potential buried services.

Scheme Benefits Low number of benefitting properties. BCR
indicates low return on investment.

Undertake hydraulic modelling to verify
potential scheme benefits.



Option RC1: Flood Storage Embankment
River Cole Flood Cell
Easting: 410138 Northing: 277949

This short-listed option consists of a raised earth
embankment set back from Peterbrook Road on the River
Cole. The purpose of this option would be to intercept
peak flows from the River Cole upstream of properties at
risk in the River Cole corridor. This would prevent high
flows from surcharging the culverts beneath Aqueduct
Road and property flooding from this source. The option
would allow flows to pass downstream under normal
conditions, and would not affect flows from the Peter
Brook.

Based on a preliminary review of the site topography the
embankment would likely extend160m in length, 1m high
with 1:3 slopes.  The crest width has been estimated as
being  2m wide for the purposes of initial cost estimation.

This concept would need to be developed with  detailed
design before proceeding to construction. Hydraulic
modelling would be required to verify the benefits (flood
damages avoided) by the implementation of the option. It
would be necessary to develop a business case for the
option if Flood Defence Grant-in-Aid funding is sought.

Option Description

Option EconomicsOption Schematic

Pictured above is a preliminary visualisation of what
the flood storage area could look like in the area
upstream of Peterbrook Road.

Delivery Risks

Key delivery risks RAG
Status Description Next Steps

Archaeology & Heritage Local listed buildings, but not in vicinity of
the option.

Procure a desk based assessment required
to assess potential archaeological risks.

Environment & Ecology Close proximity to SSSI located upstream
of the option. Potential WFD implications.

Procure phase 1 habitat survey required to
identify potential protected species.

Ground Conditions Ground conditions unknown and could
significantly impact cost.

Procure desk based assessment of ground
conditions and scope an intrusive GI.

Services Potential for buried services which could be
affected by the construction of the option.

Procure initial utilities search to identify
potential significant buried services.

Scheme Benefits Moderate number of benefitting properties.
BCR indicates low return on investment.

Undertake hydraulic modelling to verify
potential scheme benefits.

Benefit Category Estimate

Standard of protection
(flood events that would be mitigated
by the implementation of the option)

1:75 year

Scheme design life 50 years

Homes protected from flooding 12

Flood damages prevented over
the options design life £116k

Benefit: Cost ratio 0.1

Partnership Funding score 2%

Qualifying Flood Defence Grant-
in-Aid for outcomes delivered £27k

Additional funding contributions
which would be required from
additional 3rd party contributions

£1,376k

Cost Category Estimate

Design fees £101k

Survey and Consent costs
(e.g. topographic, ecology, ground
investigation)

£321k

Construction costs
(materials and labour) £460k

Whole life maintenance costs
(costs to maintain the asset over its
design life)

£25k

SMBC staff costs
(costs to manage the delivery of the
design and construction contract)

£17k

Optimism Bias
(60% risk allowance to account for
unknowns at this stage of project
appraisal)

£479k

Total Cost Estimate £1,403k

N

Summary

Pause in favour of
other leading options

The initial feasibility work indicates that the benefits do not outweigh the cost
of delivering the option, due to the very limited number of properties at risk in
this location. The option would qualify for a minimal amount of FDGiA funding
and be met with a £1,376k shortfall, and further feasibility work for this option
would not be recommended as a priority  option.

Next Steps



Option RC2: Increased Flood Storage
River Cole Flood Cell
Easting: 410138 Northing: 277949

This short-listed option consists of an increase in available
flood storage by excavation of land in the existing
floodplain. The land identified for potential excavation is
located on the  right bank of the River Cole downstream of
Peterbrook Road and the canal. Additional floodplain
storage in this location would have the impact of reducing
flood levels downstream, potentially limiting out of bank
flooding in localised areas downstream of the option
location. The option would have no impact on low flows in
the River Cole.

Based on a preliminary review of the site topography the
excavation would likely be in the region of 10,000m³ of
earth. Re-profiling of the landscape in this area would be
necessary to retain the existing use of the land for sports
facilities.

A detailed design of this concept would need to be
undertaken before proceeding to construction. Hydraulic
modelling would be required to verify the benefits (flood
damages avoided) by the implementation of the option. It
would be necessary to develop a business case for the
option if Flood Defence Grant-in-Aid funding is sought.

Option Description

Option EconomicsOption Schematic

Pictured above is a preliminary visualisation of what 
the flood storage area could look like in the area

Delivery Risks

Key delivery risks RAG
Status Description Next Steps

Archaeology & Heritage Local listed buildings, but not in vicinity of
the option.

Procure a desk based assessment required
to assess potential archaeological risks.

Environment & Ecology Close proximity to SSSI located upstream
of the option. Potential WFD implications.

Procure phase 1 habitat survey required to
identify potential protected species.

Ground Conditions Ground conditions unknown and could
significantly impact cost.

Procure desk based assessment of ground
conditions and scope an intrusive GI.

Services Potential for buried services which could be
affected by the construction of the option.

Procure initial utilities search to identify
potential significant buried services.

Scheme Benefits Moderate number of benefitting properties.
BCR indicates low return on investment.

Undertake hydraulic modelling to verify
potential scheme benefits.

Benefit Category Estimate

Standard of protection
(flood events that would be mitigated
by the implementation of the option)

1:75 year

Scheme design life 50 years

Homes protected from flooding 11

Flood damages prevented over
the options design life £111k

Benefit: Cost ratio 0.1

Partnership Funding score 2%

Qualifying Flood Defence Grant-
in-Aid for outcomes delivered £25k

Additional funding contributions
which would be required from
additional 3rd party contributions

£1,534k

Cost Category Estimate

Design fees £114k

Survey and Consent costs
(e.g. topographic, ecology, ground
investigation)

£360k

Construction costs
(materials and labour) £516k

Whole life maintenance costs
(costs to maintain the asset over its
design life)

£12k

SMBC staff costs
(costs to manage the delivery of the
design and construction contract)

£19k

Optimism Bias
(60% risk allowance to account for
unknowns at this stage of project
appraisal)

£538k

Total Cost Estimate £1,559k

N

Summary

Pause in favour of
other leading options

The initial feasibility work indicates that the benefits outweigh the cost of
delivering the option. However the option would qualify for a limited amount of
FDGiA funding and be met with a £1,534k shortfall. Further feasibility work
should not be progressed unless funding can be found from local levy to
promote the option.

Next Steps



Option Description

Option RC8: Flood Wall
River Cole Flood Cell
Easting: 410316 Northing: 278820

This short-listed option consists of raised walls alongside
Colebrook Road on the northern and western boundaries
of the Colebrook Recreation Ground. The purpose of this
option is to increase the storage capacity of the Colebrook
Recreation Ground, to provide flood protection to
properties downstream.

The properties downstream of Colebrook Road are at
moderate risk, so the benefits of this option and hence the
FDGiA claimable are very limited.

Based on a preliminary review of the site topography the
raised wall would likely extend190m in length, This
concept would need to be developed with  detailed design
before proceeding to construction. Hydraulic modelling
would be required to verify the benefits (flood damages
avoided) by the implementation of the option. It would be
necessary to develop a business case for the option if
Flood Defence Grant-in-Aid funding is sought.

Option EconomicsOption Schematic

Pictured above is a preliminary visualisation of what
the flood storage area could look like in the area
upstream of Colebrook Recreational Ground.

Delivery Risks

Benefit Category Estimate

Standard of protection
(flood events that would be mitigated
by the implementation of the option)

1:100 year

Scheme design life 50 years

Homes protected from flooding 29

Flood damages prevented over
the options design life £77k

Benefit: Cost ratio 0.03

Partnership Funding score 0%

Qualifying Flood Defence Grant-
in-Aid for outcomes delivered £4k

Additional funding contributions
which would be required from
additional 3rd party contributions

£2,839k

Cost Category Estimate

Design fees £208k

Survey and Consent costs
(e.g. topographic, ecology, ground
investigation)

£659k

Construction costs
(materials and labour) £945k

Whole life maintenance costs
(costs to maintain the asset over its
design life)

£12k

SMBC staff costs
(costs to manage the delivery of the
design and construction contract)

£35k

Optimism Bias
(60% risk allowance to account for
unknowns at this stage of project
appraisal)

£984k

Total Cost Estimate £2,843k

N

Summary

Pause in favour of
other leading options

The initial feasibility work indicates that the benefits outweigh the cost of
delivering the option. However the option would qualify for a limited amount of
FDGiA funding and be met with a £2,839k shortfall. Further feasibility work
should not be progressed unless funding can be found from local levy to
promote the option.

Next Steps

Key delivery risks RAG
Status Description Next Steps

Archaeology & Heritage Local listed buildings, but not in vicinity of
the option.

Procure a desk based assessment required
to assess potential archaeological risks.

Environment & Ecology Close proximity to SSSI located upstream
of the option. Potential WFD implications.

Procure phase 1 habitat survey required to
identify potential protected species.

Ground Conditions Ground conditions unknown and could
significantly impact cost.

Procure desk based assessment of ground
conditions and scope an intrusive GI.

Services Potential for buried services which could be
affected by the construction of the option.

Procure initial utilities search to identify
potential significant buried services.

Scheme Benefits Moderate number of benefitting properties.
BCR indicates low return on investment.

Undertake hydraulic modelling to verify
potential scheme benefits.



Option Description

Option RC9: Flood Embankment
River Cole Flood Cell
Easting: 410389 Northing: 278962

This short-listed option consists of a raised earth
embankment between properties on Nethercote Gardens
and the River Cole. This option would be designed to
protect properties on Nethercote Gardens from
overtopping by the River Cole in extreme flood events.

Based on a preliminary review of the site topography the
embankment would likely extend 260m in length, 1m high
with 1:3 slopes.  The crest width has been estimated as
being  2m wide for the purposes of initial cost estimation.

The properties on Nethercote Gardens  are at moderate
risk, so the benefits of this option and hence the FDGiA
claimable are very limited.

This concept would need to be developed with  detailed
design before proceeding to construction. Hydraulic
modelling would be required to verify the benefits (flood
damages avoided) by the implementation of the option. It
would be necessary to develop a business case for the
option if Flood Defence Grant-in-Aid funding is sought.

Option EconomicsOption Schematic

The purpose of the flood embankment would be to
retain floodwater from the River Cole within its banks
in the area of Nethercote Gardens.

Delivery Risks

Benefit Category Estimate

Standard of protection
(flood events that would be mitigated
by the implementation of the option)

1:100 year

Scheme design life 50 years

Homes protected from flooding 28

Flood damages prevented over
the options design life £74k

Benefit: Cost ratio 0.03

Partnership Funding score 0%

Qualifying Flood Defence Grant-
in-Aid for outcomes delivered £4k

Additional funding contributions
which would be required from
additional 3rd party contributions

£2,119k

Cost Category Estimate

Design fees £154k

Survey and Consent costs
(e.g. topographic, ecology, ground
investigation)

£489k

Construction costs
(materials and labour) £700k

Whole life maintenance costs
(costs to maintain the asset over its
design life)

£25k

SMBC staff costs
(costs to manage the delivery of the
design and construction contract)

£26k

Optimism Bias
(60% risk allowance to account for
unknowns at this stage of project
appraisal)

£729k

Total Cost Estimate £2,123k

N

Summary

Pause in favour of
other leading options

The initial feasibility work indicates that the benefits outweigh the cost of
delivering the option. However the option would qualify for a limited amount of
FDGiA funding and be met with a £2,119k shortfall. Further feasibility work
should not be progressed unless funding can be found from local levy to
promote the option.

Next Steps

Key delivery risks RAG
Status Description Next Steps

Archaeology & Heritage Local listed buildings, but not in vicinity of
the option.

Procure a desk based assessment required
to assess potential archaeological risks.

Environment & Ecology Close proximity to SSSI located upstream
of the option. Potential WFD implications.

Procure phase 1 habitat survey required to
identify potential protected species.

Ground Conditions Ground conditions unknown and could
significantly impact cost.

Procure desk based assessment of ground
conditions and scope an intrusive GI.

Services Potential for buried services which could be
affected by the construction of the option.

Procure initial utilities search to identify
potential significant buried services.

Scheme Benefits Moderate number of benefitting properties.
BCR indicates low return on investment.

Undertake hydraulic modelling to verify
potential scheme benefits.



Identify possible
sources of local levy

Option PT1: Property Level Resilience
Peartree Crescent Flood Cell
Easting: 409451 Northing: 278962

This short-listed option consists of Property Level
Resilience measures to individual properties which are
currently at very significant risk of flooding.  The purpose
of this option would be to prevent small-scale flood events
from causing damage to property interiors.

Property Level Resilience measures could include flood
doors to be closed and locked upon receipt of a flood
warning, raising of electric items above potential flood
levels, non-return valves to prevent floodwater from
backing up and entering properties, replacing airbricks
with bricks capable of creating a seal against flood water
and pumps to reduce the risk of floodwater impacting
property interiors.

This concept would need to be developed further prior to
commencing with the construction.  Investigations would
need to ascertain which specific PLR measures would be
appropriate for individual properties. Additionally a
quantification of the degree of resilience afforded to each
of the properties would be required to understand the
residual flood risk that remains.

Option Description

Option EconomicsOption Schematic

Delivery Risks

Key delivery risks RAG
Status Description Next Steps

Archaeology & Heritage No indication of locally listed buildings, in
the close vicinity of the option.

Procure a desk based assessment required
to assess potential archaeological risks.

Environment & Ecology Protected species potential, but
watercourse not identified as SSSI.

Procure phase 1 habitat survey required to
identify potential protected species.

Ground Conditions Ground conditions unknown but for PLR,
unlikely to impact costs.

Procure desk based assessment of ground
conditions and scope an intrusive GI.

Services In close proximity to property, buried
services unknown, but likely present.

Procure initial utilities search to identify
potential buried services.

Scheme Benefits High number of benefitting properties, and
BCR indicates high return on investment.

Undertake further investigation to verify
potential scheme benefits.

Benefit Category Estimate

Standard of protection
(flood events that would be mitigated
by the implementation of the option)

1:25 year

Scheme design life 25 years

Homes protected from flooding 17

Flood damages prevented over
the options design life £638k

Benefit: Cost ratio 15.2

Partnership Funding score 55%

Qualifying Flood Defence Grant-
in-Aid for outcomes delivered £68k

Additional funding contributions
which would be required from
additional 3rd party contributions

£55k

Cost Category Estimate

Design fees £13k

Survey and Consent costs
(e.g. topographic, ecology, ground
investigation)

£9k

Construction costs
(materials and labour) £85k

Whole life maintenance costs
(costs to maintain the asset over its
design life)

£0k

SMBC staff costs
(costs to manage the delivery of the
design and construction contract)

£2k

Optimism Bias
(60% risk allowance to account for
unknowns at this stage of project
appraisal)

£14k

Total Cost Estimate £123k

N

Summary
The feasibility work indicates that the benefits significantly outweigh the cost
of delivering the option. The option benefits are not restricted to flooding from
a single source, but would only protect properties in low order events. The
option would qualify for FDGiA funding but would have a shortfall of £55k which
would require top-up funding from local sources.

Next Steps
Property level resilience can help to reduce the
impact of flooding in areas where it is not possible to
fund and deliver a capital flood risk management
scheme to reduce flood risk. Example of Flood Doors
shown in photograph above.
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Summary
Total Capital Costs for each individual item

Cheswick Total Comments
CH1

CH2

CH3

Dickens Heath
DH1

DH2

DH3

DH4 Addition of wall for storage

DH5

DH6

DH7

DH9

DH10

Tidbury Green
TG1

TG2

TG4 Using a flood bund

TG6

Peartree Crescent
PT1

River Cole Corridor
RC1

RC2

RC7

Flood storage bund upstream of
Tanworth Lane

WPP
60576929

P01

Dwarf flood wall on Tanworth Lane

£305,490

£325,426

Property Level Resilience

Flood storage bund adjacent to
Dickens Heath Road

Property level resilience at Dickens
Heath / Beech Lane

Dwarf flood wall on Dickens Heath
Road

Enhanced flood storage upstream of
Rumbush Lane

Property level resilience on Fulford
Hall Road and Norton Lane

Flood wall to the rear of properties on
Norton Lane

Trash screen replacement at
Rumbush Lane culverts

Embankment on land south of Griffin
Lane

Enhancing flood storage basin south
of Griffin Lane

Property level resilience at Griffin
Lane

Raising western canal bank

20 December 2019

£175,784

£85,150

£8,552

To maximise storage and contain
flows

Excavated to provide flood storage
for 10,000m3

Embankment and culvert throttle

£20,000

£123,554

£10,000

Offline flood storage in recreational
pitches

Flood Wall around area upstream of
Colebrook Road

Flood storage in land upstream of
Rumbush Lane

Flood bund upstream of Norton Lane

Flood storage upstream of
Peterbrook Road

Property level resilience on Peartree
Crescent

£60,000

£1,387,989

£351,737

£454,516

£675,460

£758,012

£1,387,989

£60,000

No drainage considered in
landsdcaped area nehinf kerb

Excavated to provide flood storage
for 10,000m3

Based on approximated £5k per
property (not including shortfalls)

Based on approximated £5k per
property (not including shortfalls)

£874,492

£736,354

£60,000

£322,004
(not included within original draft
presentation)

(not included within original draft
presentation)
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RC8

PT1 Property level resilience at
Nethercote Gardens £30,000

Embankment adjacent to Nethercote
Gardens £1,028,552
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Project: Solihull Flood Mitigation Feasibility Study Job No:
Division:

Calculation Title: Solihull BoQ Prepared by: BO Rev' No:
Calculation No: 00001 Checked by: JRD Date:

Risks and assumptions

Cheswick
CH1 Flood storage bund upstream of Tanworth Lane

• No tipping cost has been applied, if tipping cost is applicable then this will increase the cost

CH2 Dwarf flood wall on Tanworth Lane
• Foundation assumed to be L-shaped. Changes in arranegment may affect the cost

•

• Flood wall considered to be constructed of reinforced concrete

CH3 Property Level Resilience
• Approximated cost of the available fund for property level protection

• A PLP survey is required to be undertaken to finalise a more accurate cost per property affected

• Cost may vary per property and a shortfall has not been incorporated (just outline full cost)

Dickens Heath
DH1 Flood storage bund adjacent to Dickens Heath Road

• No tipping cost has been applied, if tipping cost is applicable then this will increase the cost

DH2 Property level resilience at Dickens Heath / Beech Lane
• Approximated cost of the available fund for property level protection

• A PLP survey is required to be undertaken to finalise a more accurate cost per property affected

• Cost may vary per property and a shortfall has not been incorporated (just outline full cost)
DH3 Dwarf flood wall on Dickens Heath Road

• Foundation assumed to be L-shaped

• Proximity to adjacent properties may affect cost and stock-holders

• Flood wall considered to be constructed of reinforced concrete
DH4 Enhanced flood storage upstream of Rumbush Lane

• Foundation assumed to be L-shaped

• Proximity to adjacent properties may affect cost and stock-holders

• Flood wall considered to be constructed of reinforced concrete
DH5 Trash screen replacement at Rumbush Lane culverts

• trash screen dimensions approximated from sit photographs

DH6 Embankment on land south of Griffin Lane
• No tipping cost has been applied, if tipping cost is applicable then this will increase the cost

DH7 Enhancing flood storage basin south of Griffin Lane
• No tipping cost has been applied, if tipping cost is applicable then this will increase the cost

• No specialist works for the preparation of storage area, just excavation of 10,000m3

Proximity to adjacent properties may affect cost and stakeholders. No specific allowance for
compensation has been made

Risks and assumptions that may influence the cost of each of the
options are highlighted below.

60576929
WPP
P01

20 December 2019
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Project: Solihull Flood Mitigation Feasibility Study Job No:
Division:

Calculation Title: Solihull BoQ Prepared by: BO Rev' No:
Calculation No: 00001 Checked by: JRD Date:

DH9 Property level resilience at Mereways

• Approximated cost of the available fund for property level protection

• A PLP survey is required to be undertaken to finalise a more accurate cost per property affected

• Cost may vary per property and a shortfall has not been incorporated (just outline full cost)

DH10 Raising western canal bank

• Foundation assumed to be L-shaped

• Proximity to adjacent properties may affect cost and stock-holders

• Flood wall considered to be constructed of reinforced concrete

Tidbury Green
TG1 Property level resilience on Fulford Road and Norton Lane

• Approximated cost of the available fund for property level protection

• A PLP survey is required to be undertaken to finalise a more accurate cost per property affected

• Cost may vary per property and a shortfall has not been incorporated (just outline full cost)

TG2 Flood wall to the rear of properties on Norton Lane
• Foundation assumed to be L-shaped
• Proximity to adjacent properties may affect cost and stock-holders
• Flood wall considered to be constructed of reinforced concrete

TG4 Flood storage in land upstream of Rumbush Lane
• No tipping cost has been applied, if tipping cost is applicable then this will increase the cost

TG6 Flood bund upstream of Norton Lane
• No tipping cost has been applied, if tipping cost is applicable then this will increase the cost

River Cole Corridor
RC1 Flood storage upstream of Peterbrook Lane

• Assumed width and depths of culvert - culvert to act as throttle and made of precast concrete units
• No modelling undertaken for analysis of appropriate culvert sizing

RC2 Offline flood storage in recreational pitches
• No tipping cost has been applied, if tipping cost is applicable then this will increase the cost

• No works for the preparation of storage area, just excavation of 10,000m3

RC7 Flood wall around area upstream of Colebrook Road
• Foundation assumed to be L-shaped

• Proximity to adjacent properties may affect cost and stock-holders

• Flood wall considered to be constructed of reinforced concrete

RC8 Embankment adjacent to Nethercote Gardens
• No tipping cost has been applied, if tipping cost is applicable then this will increase the cost

60576929
WPP
P01

20 December 2019
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Project: Solihull Flood Mitigation Feasibility Study Job No:
Division:

Calculation Title:Solihull BoQ Prepared by: BO Rev' No:
Calculation No: 00001 Checked by: JRD Date:

Cheswick

Dimensions: Height 1.00 m
Crest width 2.00 m

Length 105.00 m
Slope 1 in 3

ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY UNIT RATE Total REFERENECE
1.00  Construction Works

1.10 Site Preparation/Traffic Control £23,398.01

1.101 Site Supervision 10.00 week £2,000.00 £20,000.00 N/A

1.102 Site clearance 0.13 ha £2,018.66 £254.35 Spons CH 2019 (p367)

1.103 Fence 226.00 m £13.91 £3,143.66 Spons CH 2019 (p372)

1.20 Construction £139,096.86

1.201 Excavation 420.00 m3 £4.60 £1,932.00 Spons CH 2019 (p183)

1.202 Dispose of excavation 420.00 m3 £28.08 £11,793.60 Spons CH 2019 (p186)

1.203 Landfill tax 420.00 m3 £4.24 £1,780.80 Spons CH 2019 (p187)

1.204 Topsoil import 130.73 m3 £30.51 £3,988.42 Spons CH 2019 (p188)

1.205 Fill import 945.00 m3 £35.73 £33,764.85 Spons CH 2019 (p189)

1.206 Compaction 945.00 m3 £76.77 £72,547.65 Spons CH 2019 (p189)

1.207 Seeding 874.08 per 100 m2 £18.56 £162.23 Spons CH 2019 (p495)

1.208 Flow diversion (Pipe) 12.00 m £195.68 £2,348.16 Spons CH 2019 (p240)

1.209 Flow diversion removal 12.00 m £93.06 £1,116.72 Spons CH 2019 (p240)

1.210 Precast Culvert 8.00 m £601.91 £4,815.28 Spons CH 2019 (p473)

1.211 Culvert headwalls 6.00 m2 £560.00 £3,360.00 Spons CH 2019 (p148)

1.212 Culvert Aggrigate 12.00 m2 £11.22 £134.64 Spons CH 2019 (p189)

1.213 Temporary works labour 8.00 hr £56.26 £450.08 Spons CH 2019 (p180)

1.214 Trash screens 1.50 m2 £301.57 £452.36 Internal cost database

1.215 Trash screen installation 8.00 hr £56.26 £450.08 Spons CH 2019 (p180)

2.00 Provisional

2.10 General site costs and contingency £45,498.56

2.101 Contingency Sum % of work 10% £16,249.49 N/A

2.102 General Site Provisions % of work 13% £21,124.33 N/A

2.103 Contractor Overhead/Profit % of work 5% £8,124.74 N/A

3.00 Optimism Bias

2.10 Optimism Bias £97,496.92

2.101 Construction Cost Bias % of work 60% £97,496.92 N/A

4.00 Total Cost

£305,490.36

5.00 Total Maintenance Cost

5.10 Maintenance £50,000.00

5.101 Landscape maintenance 43 hr £23.00 £1,000.00 per year Spons EWL 2018 (p xxvii)

5.102 Lifetime Cost 49 Years £1,000.00 £49,000.00

A throttle positioned mid-way through the embankment (culvert)
Embankment of 1m height with a crest width of 2m and a slope angle of 1 in 3.

60576929
WPP
P01

20 December 2019

CH1 - Flood storage bund upstream of Tanworth Lane.
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Project: Solihull Flood Mitigation Feasibility Study Job No:
Division:

Calculation Title:Solihull BoQ Prepared by: BO Rev' No:
Calculation No: 00001 Checked by: JRD Date:

Cheswick

Dimensions: Height 0.50 m
Wall width 0.30 m

Length 190.00 m
Foundation depth 0.30 m
Foundation width 0.40 m

ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY UNIT RATE Total REFERENECE
1.00  Construction Works

1.10 Site Preparation/Traffic Control £21,953.70

1.101 Site Supervision 8.00 week £2,000.00 £16,000.00 N/A

1.102 Site clearance 0.09 ha £6,233.10 £556.62 Spons CH 2019 (p367)

1.103 Fence 388.00 m £13.91 £5,397.08 Spons CH 2019 (p372)

1.20 Construction £151,145.00

1.201 Construction of retaining wall 190.00 m2 £750.00 £142,500.00 Spons CH 2019 (p148)

1.202 Dispose of excavation 190.00 m3 £28.08 £5,335.20 Spons CH 2019 (p186)

1.203 Landfill tax 190.00 m3 £4.24 £805.60 Spons CH 2019 (p187)

1.204 Finish (granolithic) 190.00 m2 £13.18 £2,504.20 Spons CH 2019 (p216)

2.00 Provisional

2.10 General site costs and contingency £48,467.63

2.101 Contingency Sum % of work 10% £17,309.87 N/A

2.102 General Site Provisions % of work 13% £22,502.83 N/A

2.103 Contractor Overhead/Profit % of work 5% £8,654.93 N/A

3.00 Optimism Bias

2.10 Optimism Bias £103,859.22

2.101 Construction Cost Bias % of work 60% £103,859.22 N/A

4.00 Total Cost

£325,425.55

5.00 Total Maintenance Cost

5.10 Maintenance £25,000.00

5.101 Inspection and repair 1.00 num. £500.00 £500.00 per year Internal cost database

5.102 Lifetime Cost 49 Years £500.00 £24,500.00

Conservative estimate - foundation included in the design of dwarf wall as well as
being adjacent to properties.

60576929
WPP
P01

20 December 2019

CH2 - Dwarf flood wall on Tanworth Lane
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Project: Solihull Flood Mitigation Feasibility Study Job No:
Division:

Calculation Title:Solihull BoQ Prepared by: BO Rev' No:
Calculation No: 00001 Checked by: JRD Date:

Cheswick

Dimensions: Quantity of properties 4 number

ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY UNIT RATE Total REFERENECE
1.00  Construction Works
1.10 Outright Cost £20,000.00
1.101 Cost of PLR 4 num. £5,000.00 £20,000.00 N/A

2.00 Total Cost
£20,000.00

Cost of property level resilience is regarded to the maximum compensation cost
achievable. The quantity to each property is varied with the magnitude of work
A property Level protection survey is recommended to be undertaken

60576929
WPP
P01

20 December 2019

CH3 - Property Level Resilience
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Project: Solihull Flood Mitigation Feasibility Study Job No:
Division:

Calculation Title:Solihull BoQ Prepared by: BO Rev' No:
Calculation No: 00001 Checked by: JRD Date:

Dickens Heath

Dimensions: Storage Area 20,600 m2
Depth 0.50 m

ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY UNIT RATE Total REFERENECE
1.00  Construction Works

1.10 Site Preparation/Traffic Control £28,144.28

1.101 Site Supervision 8.00 week £2,000.00 £16,000.00 N/A

1.102 Site clearance 2.06 ha £2,018.66 £4,158.44 Spons CH 2019 (p367)

1.103 Fence 574.11 m £13.91 £7,985.84 Spons CH 2019 (p372)

1.20 Construction £369,200.00

1.201 Excavation 10000.00 m3 £4.60 £46,000.00 Spons CH 2019 (p183)

1.202 Dispose of excavation 10000.00 m3 £28.08 £280,800.00 Spons CH 2019 (p186)

1.203 Landfill tax 10000.00 m3 £4.24 £42,400.00 Spons CH 2019 (p187)

2.00 Provisional

2.10 General site costs and contingency £111,256.40

2.101 Contingency Sum % of work 10% £39,734.43 N/A

2.102 General Site Provisions % of work 13% £51,654.76 N/A

2.103 Contractor Overhead/Profit % of work 5% £19,867.21 N/A

3.00 Optimism Bias

2.10 Optimism Bias £238,406.57

2.101 Construction Cost Bias % of work 60% £238,406.57 N/A

4.00 Total Cost

£747,007.25

5.00 Total Maintenance Cost

5.10 Maintenance £25,000.00

5.101 Inspection 1.00 num. £500.00 £500.00 per year Internal cost database

5.102 Lifetime Cost 49 Years £500.00 £24,500.00

Basin within area set out from GIS - excavated to provide flood storage for 32,000m3

60576929
WPP
P01

20 December 2019

CH7 - Enhancing flood storage upstream of Cheswick Green
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Project: Solihull Flood Mitigation Feasibility Study Job No:
Division:

Calculation Title:Solihull BoQ Prepared by: BO Rev' No:
Calculation No: 00001 Checked by: JRD Date:

Dickens Heath

Dimensions: Height 1.00 m
Crest width 2.00 m

Length 50.00 m
Slope 1 in 3

ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY UNIT RATE Total REFERENECE
1.00  Construction Works

1.10 Site Preparation/Traffic Control £5,734.68

1.101 Site Supervision 2.00 week £2,000.00 £4,000.00 N/A

1.102 Site clearance 0.06 ha £2,018.66 £121.12 Spons CH 2019 (p367)

1.103 Fence 116.00 m £13.91 £1,613.56 Spons CH 2019 (p372)

1.20 Construction £59,985.50

1.201 Excavation 200.00 m3 £4.60 £920.00 Spons CH 2019 (p183)

1.202 Dispose of excavation 200.00 m3 £28.08 £5,616.00 Spons CH 2019 (p186)

1.203 Landfill tax 200.00 m3 £4.24 £848.00 Spons CH 2019 (p187)

1.204 Topsoil import 62.25 m3 £30.51 £1,899.25 Spons CH 2019 (p188)

1.205 Fill import 450.00 m3 £35.73 £16,078.50 Spons CH 2019 (p189)

1.206 Compaction 450.00 m3 £76.77 £34,546.50 Spons CH 2019 (p189)

1.207 Seeding 416.23 per 100 m2 £18.56 £77.25 Spons CH 2019 (p495)

1.208 Water drainage (Pipe) 16.00 m £97.84 £1,565.44 Spons CH 2019 (p240)

1.209 Pipe scour protection 9.00 m2 £2.70 £24.30 Spons CH 2019 (p193)

2.00 Provisional

2.10 General site costs and contingency £18,401.65

2.101 Contingency Sum % of work 10% £6,572.02 N/A

2.102 General Site Provisions % of work 13% £8,543.62 N/A

2.103 Contractor Overhead/Profit % of work 5% £3,286.01 N/A

3.00 Optimism Bias

2.10 Optimism Bias £39,432.11

2.101 Construction Cost Bias % of work 60% £39,432.11 N/A

4.00 Total Cost

£123,553.94

5.00 Total Maintenance Cost

5.10 Maintenance £50,000.00

5.101 Landscape maintenance 43 hr £23.00 £1,000.00 per year Spons EWL 2018 (p xxvii)

5.102 Lifetime Cost 49 Years £1,000.00 £49,000.00

Embankment of 1m height with a crest width of 2m and a slope angle of 1 in 3.

60576929
WPP
P01

20 December 2019

DH1 - Flood storage bund adjacent to Dickens Heath Road.
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Project: Solihull Flood Mitigation Feasibility Study Job No:
Division:

Calculation Title:Solihull BoQ Prepared by: BO Rev' No:
Calculation No: 00001 Checked by: JRD Date:

Dickens Heath

Dimensions: Quantity of properties 2 number

ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY UNIT RATE Total REFERENECE
1.00  Construction Works
1.10 Outright Cost £10,000.00

1.101 Cost of PLR 2 num. £5,000.00 £10,000.00 N/A

2.00 Total Cost
£10,000.00

Cost of property level resilience is regarded to the maximum compensation cost
achievable. The quantity to each property is varied with the magnitude of work
A property Level protection survey is recommended to be undertaken

60576929
WPP
P01

20 December 2019

DH2 - Property level resilience at Dickens Heath / Beech Lane
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Project: Solihull Flood Mitigation Feasibility Study Job No:
Division:

Calculation Title:Solihull BoQ Prepared by: BO Rev' No:
Calculation No: 00001 Checked by: JRD Date:

Dickens Heath

Dimensions: Height 0.30 m Height required <0.5 metres
Wall width 0.30 m

Length 180.00 m
Foundation depth 0.30 m
Foundation width 0.24 m

ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY UNIT RATE Total REFERENECE
1.00  Construction Works

1.10 Site Preparation/Traffic Control £21,628.25

1.101 Site Supervision 8.00 week £2,000.00 £16,000.00 N/A

1.102 Site clearance 0.08 ha £6,233.10 £509.37 Spons CH 2019 (p367)

1.103 Fence 368.00 m £13.91 £5,118.88 Spons CH 2019 (p372)

1.20 Construction £71,874.00

1.201 Construction of retaining wall 108.00 m2 £620.00 £66,960.00 Spons CH 2019 (p148)

1.202 Dispose of excavation 108.00 m3 £28.08 £3,032.64 Spons CH 2019 (p186)

1.203 Landfill tax 108.00 m3 £4.24 £457.92 Spons CH 2019 (p187)

1.204 Finish (granolithic) 108.00 m2 £13.18 £1,423.44 Spons CH 2019 (p216)

2.00 Provisional

2.10 General site costs and contingency £26,180.63

2.101 Contingency Sum % of work 10% £9,350.22 N/A

2.102 General Site Provisions % of work 13% £12,155.29 N/A

2.103 Contractor Overhead/Profit % of work 5% £4,675.11 N/A

3.00 Optimism Bias

2.10 Optimism Bias £56,101.35

2.101 Construction Cost Bias % of work 60% £56,101.35 N/A

4.00 Total Cost

£175,784.23

5.00 Total Maintenance Cost

5.10 Maintenance £25,000.00

5.101 Inspection 1.00 num. £500.00 £500.00 per year Internal cost database

5.102 Lifetime Cost 49 Years £500.00 £24,500.00

Conservative estimate - foundation included in the design of dwarf wall as well as being
adjacent to properties.

60576929
WPP
P01

20 December 2019

DH3 - Dwarf flood wall on Dickens Heath Road
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Project: Solihull Flood Mitigation Feasibility Study Job No:
Division:

Calculation Title:Solihull BoQ Prepared by: BO Rev' No:
Calculation No: 00001 Checked by: JRD Date:

Dickens Heath

Dimensions: Height 0.50 m Height required <0.5 metres
Wall width 0.30 m

Length 45.00 m
Foundation depth 0.30 m
Foundation width 0.40 m

ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY UNIT RATE Total REFERENECE
1.00  Construction Works

1.10 Site Preparation/Traffic Control £9,495.01

1.101 Site Supervision 4.00 week £2,000.00 £8,000.00 N/A

1.102 Site clearance 0.02 ha £6,233.10 £131.83 Spons CH 2019 (p367)

1.103 Fence 98.00 m £13.91 £1,363.18 Spons CH 2019 (p372)

1.20 Construction £35,797.50

1.201 Construction of retaining wall 45.00 m2 £750.00 £33,750.00 Spons CH 2019 (p148)

1.202 Dispose of excavation 45.00 m3 £28.08 £1,263.60 Spons CH 2019 (p186)

1.203 Landfill tax 45.00 m3 £4.24 £190.80 Spons CH 2019 (p187)

1.204 Finish (granolithic) 45.00 m2 £13.18 £593.10 Spons CH 2019 (p216)

2.00 Provisional

2.10 General site costs and contingency £12,681.90

2.101 Contingency Sum % of work 10% £4,529.25 N/A

2.102 General Site Provisions % of work 13% £5,888.03 N/A

2.103 Contractor Overhead/Profit % of work 5% £2,264.63 N/A

3.00 Optimism Bias

2.10 Optimism Bias £27,175.51

2.101 Construction Cost Bias % of work 60% £27,175.51 N/A

4.00 Total Cost

£85,149.92

5.00 Total Maintenance Cost

5.10 Maintenance £25,000.00

5.101 Inspection 1.00 num. £500.00 £500.00 per year Internal cost database

5.102 Lifetime Cost 49 Years £500.00 £24,500.00

Conservative estimate - foundation included in the design of flood wall as well as
being adjacent to properties.

Enhanced flood storage in the form of flood wall

60576929
WPP
P01

20 December 2019

DH4 - Enhanced flood storage upstream of Rumbush Lane
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Project: Solihull Flood Mitigation Feasibility Study Job No:
Division:

Calculation Title:Solihull BoQ Prepared by: BO Rev' No:
Calculation No: 00001 Checked by: JRD Date:

Dickens Heath

Dimensions: Trash Screen Total 4.00 m2 Check these dimensions
Screen Height 1.00 m
Screen width 1.00 m

Number of screens 4.00

ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY UNIT RATE Total REFERENECE
1.00  Construction Works

1.10 Site Preparation/Traffic Control £2,091.15

1.101 Site Supervision 1.00 week £2,000.00 £2,000.00 N/A

1.102 Site clearance 0.002 ha £6,233.10 £12.47 Spons CH 2019 (p367)

1.103 Fence 5.66 m £13.91 £78.69 Spons CH 2019 (p372)

1.20 Construction £2,457.62

1.201 Removal of existing screens 8.00 hr £56.26 £450.08 Spons CH 2019 (p180)

1.202 disposal of existing screens 2.00 m3 £175.59 £351.18 Spons CH 2019 (p178)

1.203 New trash screens 4.00 m2 £301.57 £1,206.28 Internal cost database

1.204 New screen installation 8.00 hr £56.26 £450.08 Spons CH 2019 (p180)

2.00 Provisional

2.10 General site costs and contingency £1,273.66

2.101 Contingency Sum % of work 10% £454.88 N/A

2.102 General Site Provisions % of work 13% £591.34 N/A

2.103 Contractor Overhead/Profit % of work 5% £227.44 N/A

3.00 Optimism Bias

2.10 Optimism Bias £2,729.26

2.101 Construction Cost Bias % of work 60% £2,729.26 N/A

4.00 Total Cost

£8,551.69

5.00 Total Maintenance Cost

5.10 Maintenance £12,500.00

5.101 Inspection 1.00 num. £500.00 £500.00 per year Internal cost database

5.102 Lifetime Cost 24 Years £500.00 £12,000.00

Replaced with identical screens on the culverts

60576929
WPP
P01

20 December 2019

DH5 - Trash screen replacement at Rumbush Lane culverts
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Project: Solihull Flood Mitigation Feasibility Study Job No:
Division:

Calculation Title:Solihull BoQ Prepared by: BO Rev' No:
Calculation No: 00001 Checked by: JRD Date:

Dickens Heath

Dimensions: Height 1.00 m
Crest width 2.00 m

Length 365.00 m
Slope 1 in 3

ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY UNIT RATE Total REFERENECE
1.00  Construction Works

1.10 Site Preparation/Traffic Control £27,261.03

1.101 Site Supervision 8.00 week £2,000.00 £16,000.00 N/A

1.102 Site clearance 0.44 ha £2,018.66 £884.17 Spons CH 2019 (p367)

1.103 Fence 746.00 m £13.91 £10,376.86 Spons CH 2019 (p372)

1.20 Construction £437,894.15

1.201 Excavation 1460.00 m3 £4.60 £6,716.00 Spons CH 2019 (p183)

1.202 Dispose of excavation 1460.00 m3 £28.08 £40,996.80 Spons CH 2019 (p186)

1.203 Landfill tax 1460.00 m3 £4.24 £6,190.40 Spons CH 2019 (p187)

1.204 Topsoil import 454.43 m3 £30.51 £13,864.51 Spons CH 2019 (p188)

1.205 Fill import 3285.00 m3 £35.73 £117,373.05 Spons CH 2019 (p189)

1.206 Compaction 3285.00 m3 £76.77 £252,189.45 Spons CH 2019 (p189)

1.207 Seeding 3038.46 per 100 m2 £18.56 £563.94 Spons CH 2019 (p495)

2.00 Provisional

2.10 General site costs and contingency £130,243.45

2.101 Contingency Sum % of work 10% £46,515.52 N/A

2.102 General Site Provisions % of work 13% £60,470.17 N/A

2.103 Contractor Overhead/Profit % of work 5% £23,257.76 N/A

3.00 Optimism Bias

2.10 Optimism Bias £279,093.11

2.101 Construction Cost Bias % of work 60% £279,093.11 N/A

4.00 Total Cost

£874,491.74

5.00 Total Maintenance Cost

5.10 Maintenance £50,000.00

5.101 Landscape maintenance 43 hr £23.00 £1,000.00 per year Spons EWL 2018 (p xxvii)

5.102 Lifetime Cost 49 Years £1,000.00 £49,000.00

Embankment of 1m height with a crest width of 2m and a slope angle of 1 in 3.

60576929
WPP
P01

20 December 2019

DH6 - Embankment on land south of Griffin Lane
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Project: Solihull Flood Mitigation Feasibility Study Job No:
Division:

Calculation Title:Solihull BoQ Prepared by: BO Rev' No:
Calculation No: 00001 Checked by: JRD Date:

Dickens Heath

Dimensions: Storage Area 16,500 m2
Depth 0.70 m

ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY UNIT RATE Total REFERENECE
1.00  Construction Works

1.10 Site Preparation/Traffic Control £22,477.88

1.101 Site Supervision 6.00 week £2,000.00 £12,000.00 N/A

1.102 Site clearance 1.65 ha £2,018.66 £3,330.79 Spons CH 2019 (p367)

1.103 Fence 513.81 m £13.91 £7,147.09 Spons CH 2019 (p372)

1.20 Construction £369,200.00

1.201 Excavation 10000.00 m3 £4.60 £46,000.00 Spons CH 2019 (p183)

1.202 Dispose of excavation 10000.00 m3 £28.08 £280,800.00 Spons CH 2019 (p186)

1.203 Landfill tax 10000.00 m3 £4.24 £42,400.00 Spons CH 2019 (p187)

2.00 Provisional

2.10 General site costs and contingency £109,669.81

2.101 Contingency Sum % of work 10% £39,167.79 N/A

2.102 General Site Provisions % of work 13% £50,918.12 N/A

2.103 Contractor Overhead/Profit % of work 5% £19,583.89 N/A

3.00 Optimism Bias

2.10 Optimism Bias £235,006.73

2.101 Construction Cost Bias % of work 60% £235,006.73 N/A

4.00 Total Cost

£736,354.41

5.00 Total Maintenance Cost

5.10 Maintenance £25,000.00

5.101 Inspection 1.00 num. £500.00 £500.00 per year Internal cost database

5.102 Lifetime Cost 49 Years £500.00 £24,500.00

Basin within area set out from GIS - excavated to provide flood storage for 10,000m3

60576929
WPP
P01

20 December 2019

DH7 - Enhancing flood storage basin south of Griffin Lane
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Project: Solihull Flood Mitigation Feasibility Study Job No:
Division:

Calculation Title:Solihull BoQ Prepared by: BO Rev' No:
Calculation No: 00001 Checked by: JRD Date:

Dickens Heath

Dimensions: Quantity of properties 12 number

ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY UNIT RATE Total REFERENECE
1.00  Construction Works
1.10 Outright Cost £60,000.00

1.101 Cost of PLR 12 num. £5,000.00 £60,000.00 N/A

2.00 Total Cost
£60,000.00

Cost of property level resilience is regarded to the maximum compensation cost
achievable. The quantity to each property is varied with the magnitude of work
A property Level protection survey is recommended to be undertaken

60576929
WPP
P01

20 December 2019

DH9 - Property level resilience at Griffin Lane
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Project: Solihull Flood Mitigation Feasibility Study Job No:
Division:

Calculation Title:Solihull BoQ Prepared by: BO Rev' No:
Calculation No: 00001 Checked by: JRD Date:

Dickens Heath

Dimentions: Height 1.00 m
Wall width 0.30 m

Length 195.00 m
Foundation depth 0.30 m
Foundation width 0.80 m

ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY UNIT RATE Total REFERENECE
1.00  Construction Works

1.10 Site Preperation/Traffic Control £16,156.06

1.101 Site Supervision 5.00 week £2,000.00 £10,000.00 N/A

1.102 Site clearance 0.10 ha £6,233.10 £619.88 Spons CH 2019 (p367)

1.103 Fence 398.00 m £13.91 £5,536.18 Spons CH 2019 (p372)

1.20 Construction £155,122.50

1.201 Construction of retaining wall 195.00 m2 £750.00 £146,250.00 Spons CH 2019 (p148)

1.202 Dispose of excavation 195.00 m3 £28.08 £5,475.60 Spons CH 2019 (p186)

1.203 Landfill tax 195.00 m3 £4.24 £826.80 Spons CH 2019 (p187)

1.204 Finish (granolithic) 195.00 m2 £13.18 £2,570.10 Spons CH 2019 (p216)

2.00 Provisional

2.10 General site costs and contingency £47,958.00

2.101 Contingency Sum % of work 10% £17,127.86 N/A

2.102 General Site Provisions % of work 13% £22,266.21 N/A

2.103 Contractor Overhead/Profit % of work 5% £8,563.93 N/A

3.00 Optimism Bias

2.10 Optimism Bias £102,767.14

2.101 Construction Cost Bias % of work 60% £102,767.14 N/A

4.00 Total Cost

£322,003.70

5.00 Total Maintenance Cost

5.10 Maintenance £25,000.00

5.101 Inspection 1.00 num. £500.00 £500.00 per year Internal cost database

5.102 Lifetime Cost 49 Years £500.00 £24,500.00

Conservative estimate - foundation included in the design of the flood wall as well as
being adjacent to properties. Two separate walls costed together

60576929
WPP
P01

20 December 2019

DH10 - Raising western canal bank
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Project: Solihull Flood Mitigation Feasibility Study Job No:
Division:

Calculation Title:Solihull BoQ Prepared by: BO Rev' No:
Calculation No: 00001 Checked by: JRD Date:

Tidbury Green

Dimensions: Quantity of properties 12 number

ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY UNIT RATE Total REFERENECE
1.00  Construction Works
1.10 Outright Cost £60,000

1.101 Cost of PLR 12 num. £5,000.00 £60,000 N/A

2.00 Total Cost
£60,000.00

Cost of property level resilience is regarded to the maximum compensation cost
achievable. The quantity to each property is varied with the magnitude of work
A property Level protection survey is recommended to be undertaken

60576929
WPP
P01

20 December 2019

TG1 - Property level resilience on Fulford Hall Road and Norton Lane
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Project: Solihull Flood Mitigation Feasibility Study Job No:
Division:

Calculation Title:Solihull BoQ Prepared by: BO Rev' No:
Calculation No: 00001 Checked by: JRD Date:

Tidbury Green

Dimensions: Height 0.50 m
Wall width 0.30 m

Length 845.00 m
Foundation depth 0.30 m
Foundation width 0.40 m

ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY UNIT RATE Total REFERENECE
1.00  Construction Works

1.10 Site Preparation/Traffic Control £66,094.66

1.101 Site Supervision 20.00 week £2,000.00 £40,000.00 N/A

1.102 Site clearance 0.40 ha £6,233.10 £2,475.48 Spons CH 2019 (p367)

1.103 Fence 1698.00 m £13.91 £23,619.18 Spons CH 2019 (p372)

1.20 Construction £672,197.50

1.201 Construction of retaining wall 845.00 m2 £750.00 £633,750.00 Spons CH 2019 (p148)

1.202 Dispose of excavation 845.00 m3 £28.08 £23,727.60 Spons CH 2019 (p186)

1.203 Landfill tax 845.00 m3 £4.24 £3,582.80 Spons CH 2019 (p187)

1.204 Finish (granolithic) 845.00 m2 £13.18 £11,137.10 Spons CH 2019 (p216)

2.00 Provisional

2.10 General site costs and contingency £206,721.80

2.101 Contingency Sum % of work 10% £73,829.22 N/A

2.102 General Site Provisions % of work 13% £95,977.98 N/A

2.103 Contractor Overhead/Profit % of work 5% £36,914.61 N/A

3.00 Optimism Bias

2.10 Optimism Bias £442,975.29

2.101 Construction Cost Bias % of work 60% £442,975.29 N/A

4.00 Total Cost

£1,387,989.25

5.00 Total Maintenance Cost

5.10 Maintenance £25,000.00

5.101 Inspection 1.00 num. £500.00 £500.00 per year Internal cost database

5.102 Lifetime Cost 49 Years £500.00 £24,500.00

Conservative estimate - foundation included in the design of the flood wall as well as
being adjacent to properties.

60576929
WPP
P01

20 December 2019

TG2 - Flood wall to the rear of properties on Norton Lane
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Project: Solihull Flood Mitigation Feasibility Study Job No:
Division:

Calculation Title:Solihull BoQ Prepared by: BO Rev' No:
Calculation No: 00001 Checked by: JRD Date:

Tidbury Green

Dimensions: Height 1.00 m
Crest width 2.00 m

Length 125.00 m
Slope 1 in 3

ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY UNIT RATE Total REFERENECE
1.00  Construction Works

1.10 Site Preparation/Traffic Control £24,002.86

1.101 Site Supervision 10.00 week £2,000.00 £20,000.00 N/A

1.102 Site clearance 0.15 ha £2,018.66 £302.80 Spons CH 2019 (p367)

1.103 Fence 266.00 m £13.91 £3,700.06 Spons CH 2019 (p372)

1.20 Construction £163,091.06

1.201 Excavation 500.00 m3 £4.60 £2,300.00 Spons CH 2019 (p183)

1.202 Dispose of excavation 500.00 m3 £28.08 £14,040.00 Spons CH 2019 (p186)

1.203 Landfill tax 500.00 m3 £4.24 £2,120.00 Spons CH 2019 (p187)

1.204 Topsoil import 155.63 m3 £30.51 £4,748.12 Spons CH 2019 (p188)

1.205 Fill import 1125.00 m3 £35.73 £40,196.25 Spons CH 2019 (p189)

1.206 Compaction 1125.00 m3 £76.77 £86,366.25 Spons CH 2019 (p189)

1.207 Seeding 1040.57 per 100 m2 £18.56 £193.13 Spons CH 2019 (p495)

1.208 Flow diversion (Pipe) 12.00 m £195.68 £2,348.16 Spons CH 2019 (p240)

1.209 Flow diversion removal 12.00 m £93.06 £1,116.72 Spons CH 2019 (p240)

1.210 Precast Culvert 8.00 m £601.91 £4,815.28 Spons CH 2019 (p473)

1.211 Culvert headwalls 6.00 m2 £560.00 £3,360.00 Spons CH 2019 (p148)

1.212 Culvert Aggregate 12.00 m2 £11.22 £134.64 Spons CH 2019 (p189)

1.213 Temporary works labour 8.00 hr £56.26 £450.08 Spons CH 2019 (p180)

1.214 Trash screens 1.50 m2 £301.57 £452.36 Internal cost database

1.215 Trash screen installation 8.00 hr £56.26 £450.08 Spons CH 2019 (p180)

2.00 Provisional

2.10 General site costs and contingency £52,386.30

2.101 Contingency Sum % of work 10% £18,709.39 N/A

2.102 General Site Provisions % of work 13% £24,322.21 N/A

2.103 Contractor Overhead/Profit % of work 5% £9,354.70 N/A

3.00 Optimism Bias

2.10 Optimism Bias £112,256.35

2.101 Construction Cost Bias % of work 60% £112,256.35 N/A

4.00 Total Cost

£351,736.57

5.00 Total Maintenance Cost

5.10 Maintenance £50,000.00

5.101 Landscape maintenance 43 hr £23.00 £1,000.00 per year Spons EWL 2018 (p xxvii)

5.102 Lifetime Cost 49 Years £1,000.00 £49,000.00

Enhanced flood storage in the form of a flood storage bund
A throttle positioned mid-way through the embankment (culvert)
Embankment of 1m height with a crest width of 2m and a slope angle of 1 in 3.

60576929
WPP
P01

20 December 2019

TG4 - Flood storage in land upstream of Rumbush Lane
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Project: Solihull Flood Mitigation Feasibility Study Job No:
Division:

Calculation Title:Solihull BoQ Prepared by: BO Rev' No:
Calculation No: 00001 Checked by: JRD Date:

Tidbury Green

Dimensions: Height 1.00 m
Crest width 2.00 m

Length 185.00 m
Slope 1 in 3

ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY UNIT RATE Total REFERENECE
1.00  Construction Works

1.10 Site Preparation/Traffic Control £19,817.40

1.101 Site Supervision 7.00 week £2,000.00 £14,000.00 N/A

1.102 Site clearance 0.22 ha £2,018.66 £448.14 Spons CH 2019 (p367)

1.103 Fence 386.00 m £13.91 £5,369.26 Spons CH 2019 (p372)

1.20 Construction £221,946.35

1.201 Excavation 740.00 m3 £4.60 £3,404.00 Spons CH 2019 (p183)

1.202 Dispose of excavation 740.00 m3 £28.08 £20,779.20 Spons CH 2019 (p186)

1.203 Landfill tax 740.00 m3 £4.24 £3,137.60 Spons CH 2019 (p187)

1.204 Topsoil import 230.33 m3 £30.51 £7,027.22 Spons CH 2019 (p188)

1.205 Fill import 1665.00 m3 £35.73 £59,490.45 Spons CH 2019 (p189)

1.206 Compaction 1665.00 m3 £76.77 £127,822.05 Spons CH 2019 (p189)

1.207 Seeding 1540.04 per 100 m2 £18.56 £285.83 Spons CH 2019 (p495)

2.00 Provisional

2.10 General site costs and contingency £67,693.85

2.101 Contingency Sum % of work 10% £24,176.38 N/A

2.102 General Site Provisions % of work 13% £31,429.29 N/A

2.103 Contractor Overhead/Profit % of work 5% £12,088.19 N/A

3.00 Optimism Bias

2.10 Optimism Bias £145,058.25

2.101 Construction Cost Bias % of work 60% £145,058.25 N/A

4.00 Total Cost

£454,515.85

5.00 Total Maintenance Cost

5.10 Maintenance £50,000.00

5.101 Landscape maintenance 43 hr £23.00 £1,000.00 per year Spons EWL 2018 (p xxvii)

5.102 Lifetime Cost 49 Years £1,000.00 £49,000.00

Embankment of 1m height with a crest width of 2m and a slope angle of 1 in 3.

60576929
WPP
P01

20 December 2019

TG6 - Flood bund upstream of Norton Lane
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Project: Solihull Flood Mitigation Feasibility Study Job No:
Division:

Calculation Title:Solihull BoQ Prepared by: BO Rev' No:
Calculation No: 00001 Checked by: JRD Date:

River Cole Corridor

Dimensions: Height 1.00 m
Crest width 2.00 m

Length 265.00 m
Slope 1 in 3

ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY UNIT RATE Total REFERENECE
1.00  Construction Works

1.10 Site Preparation/Traffic Control £28,236.79

1.101 Site Supervision 10.00 week £2,000.00 £20,000.00 N/A

1.102 Site clearance 0.32 ha £2,018.66 £641.93 Spons CH 2019 (p367)

1.103 Fence 546.00 m £13.91 £7,594.86 Spons CH 2019 (p372)

1.20 Construction £331,050.46

1.201 Excavation 1060.00 m3 £4.60 £4,876.00 Spons CH 2019 (p183)

1.202 Dispose of excavation 1060.00 m3 £28.08 £29,764.80 Spons CH 2019 (p186)

1.203 Landfill tax 1060.00 m3 £4.24 £4,494.40 Spons CH 2019 (p187)

1.204 Topsoil import 329.93 m3 £30.51 £10,066.01 Spons CH 2019 (p188)

1.205 Fill import 2385.00 m3 £35.73 £85,216.05 Spons CH 2019 (p189)

1.206 Compaction 2385.00 m3 £76.77 £183,096.45 Spons CH 2019 (p189)

1.207 Seeding 2206.01 per 100 m2 £18.56 £409.43 Spons CH 2019 (p495)

1.208 Flow diversion (Pipe) 12.00 m £195.68 £2,348.16 Spons CH 2019 (p240)

1.209 Flow diversion removal 12.00 m £93.06 £1,116.72 Spons CH 2019 (p240)

1.210 Precast Culvert 8.00 m £601.91 £4,815.28 Spons CH 2019 (p473)

1.211 Culvert headwalls 6.00 m2 £560.00 £3,360.00 Spons CH 2019 (p148)

1.212 Culvert Aggrigate 12.00 m2 £11.22 £134.64 Spons CH 2019 (p189)

1.213 Temporary works labour 8.00 hr £56.26 £450.08 Spons CH 2019 (p180)

1.214 Trash screens 1.50 m2 £301.57 £452.36 Internal cost database

1.215 Trash screen installation 8.00 hr £56.26 £450.08 Spons CH 2019 (p180)

2.00 Provisional

2.10 General site costs and contingency £100,600.43

2.101 Contingency Sum % of work 10% £35,928.73 N/A

2.102 General Site Provisions % of work 13% £46,707.34 N/A

2.103 Contractor Overhead/Profit % of work 5% £17,964.36 N/A

3.00 Optimism Bias

2.10 Optimism Bias £215,572.35

2.101 Construction Cost Bias % of work 60% £215,572.35 N/A

4.00 Total Cost

£675,460.04

5.00 Total Maintenance Cost

5.10 Maintenance £50,000.00

5.101 Landscape maintenance 43 hr £23.00 £1,000.00 per year Spons EWL 2018 (p xxvii)

5.102 Lifetime Cost 49 Years £1,000.00 £49,000.00

A throttle positioned mid-way through the embankment (culvert)
Embankment of 1m height with a crest width of 2m and a slope angle of 1 in 3.

60576929
WPP
P01

20 December 2019

RC1 - Flood storage upstream of Peterbrook Road
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Project: Solihull Flood Mitigation Feasibility Study Job No:
Division:

Calculation Title:Solihull BoQ Prepared by: BO Rev' No:
Calculation No: 00001 Checked by: JRD Date:

River Cole Corridor

Dimensions: Storage Area 36,500 m2
Depth 0.30 m

ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY UNIT RATE Total REFERENECE
1.00  Construction Works

1.10 Site Preparation/Traffic Control £33,998.12

1.101 Site Supervision 8.00 week £2,000.00 £16,000.00 N/A

1.102 Site clearance 3.65 ha £2,018.66 £7,368.11 Spons CH 2019 (p367)

1.103 Fence 764.20 m £13.91 £10,630.01 Spons CH 2019 (p372)

1.20 Construction £369,200.00

1.201 Excavation 10000.00 m3 £4.60 £46,000.00 Spons CH 2019 (p183)

1.202 Dispose of excavation 10000.00 m3 £28.08 £280,800.00 Spons CH 2019 (p186)

1.203 Landfill tax 10000.00 m3 £4.24 £42,400.00 Spons CH 2019 (p187)

2.00 Provisional

2.10 General site costs and contingency £112,895.47

2.101 Contingency Sum % of work 10% £40,319.81 N/A

2.102 General Site Provisions % of work 13% £52,415.76 N/A

2.103 Contractor Overhead/Profit % of work 5% £20,159.91 N/A

3.00 Optimism Bias

2.10 Optimism Bias £241,918.87

2.101 Construction Cost Bias % of work 60% £241,918.87 N/A

4.00 Total Cost

£758,012.46

5.00 Total Maintenance Cost

5.10 Maintenance £25,000.00

5.101 Inspection 1.00 num. £500.00 £500.00 per year Internal cost database

5.102 Lifetime Cost 49 Years £500.00 £24,500.00

Basin within area set out from GIS - excavated to provide flood storage for 10,000m3

60576929
WPP
P01

20 December 2019

RC2 - Offline flood storage in recreational pitches
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Project: Solihull Flood Mitigation Feasibility Study Job No:
Division:

Calculation Title:Solihull BoQ Prepared by: BO Rev' No:
Calculation No: 00001 Checked by: JRD Date:

River Cole Corridor

Dimensions: Height 0.50 m
Wall width 0.30 m

Length 845.00 m
Foundation depth 0.30 m
Foundation width 0.40 m

ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY UNIT RATE Total REFERENECE
1.00  Construction Works

1.10 Site Preparation/Traffic Control £66,094.66

1.101 Site Supervision 20.00 week £2,000.00 £40,000.00 N/A

1.102 Site clearance 0.40 ha £6,233.10 £2,475.48 Spons CH 2019 (p367)

1.103 Fence 1698.00 m £13.91 £23,619.18 Spons CH 2019 (p372)

1.20 Construction £672,197.50

1.201 Construction of retaining wall 845.00 m2 £750.00 £633,750.00 Spons CH 2019 (p148)

1.202 Dispose of excavation 845.00 m3 £28.08 £23,727.60 Spons CH 2019 (p186)

1.203 Landfill tax 845.00 m3 £4.24 £3,582.80 Spons CH 2019 (p187)

1.204 Finish (granolithic) 845.00 m2 £13.18 £11,137.10 Spons CH 2019 (p216)

2.00 Provisional

2.10 General site costs and contingency £206,721.80

2.101 Contingency Sum % of work 10% £73,829.22 N/A

2.102 General Site Provisions % of work 13% £95,977.98 N/A

2.103 Contractor Overhead/Profit % of work 5% £36,914.61 N/A

3.00 Optimism Bias

2.10 Optimism Bias £442,975.29

2.101 Construction Cost Bias % of work 60% £442,975.29 N/A

4.00 Total Cost

£1,387,989.25

5.00 Total Maintenance Cost

5.10 Maintenance £25,000.00

5.101 Inspection 1.00 num. £500.00 £500.00 per year Internal cost database

5.102 Lifetime Cost 49 Years £500.00 £24,500.00

Conservative estimate - foundation included in the design of the flood wall as well as
being adjacent to properties.

60576929
WPP
P01

20 December 2019

RC7 - Flood wall within River Cole Flood Cell
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Project: Solihull Flood Mitigation Feasibility Study Job No:
Division:

Calculation Title:Solihull BoQ Prepared by: BO Rev' No:
Calculation No: 00001 Checked by: JRD Date:

River Cole Corridor

Dimensions: Height 1.00 m
Crest width 2.00 m

Length 430.00 m
Slope 1 in 3

ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY UNIT RATE Total REFERENECE
1.00  Construction Works

1.10 Site Preparation/Traffic Control £31,226.79

1.101 Site Supervision 9.00 week £2,000.00 £18,000.00 N/A

1.102 Site clearance 0.52 ha £2,018.66 £1,041.63 Spons CH 2019 (p367)

1.103 Fence 876.00 m £13.91 £12,185.16 Spons CH 2019 (p372)

1.20 Construction £515,875.29

1.201 Excavation 1720.00 m3 £4.60 £7,912.00 Spons CH 2019 (p183)

1.202 Dispose of excavation 1720.00 m3 £28.08 £48,297.60 Spons CH 2019 (p186)

1.203 Landfill tax 1720.00 m3 £4.24 £7,292.80 Spons CH 2019 (p187)

1.204 Topsoil import 535.35 m3 £30.51 £16,333.53 Spons CH 2019 (p188)

1.205 Fill import 3870.00 m3 £35.73 £138,275.10 Spons CH 2019 (p189)

1.206 Compaction 3870.00 m3 £76.77 £297,099.90 Spons CH 2019 (p189)

1.207 Seeding 3579.56 per 100 m2 £18.56 £664.37 Spons CH 2019 (p495)

2.00 Provisional

2.10 General site costs and contingency £153,188.58

2.101 Contingency Sum % of work 10% £54,710.21 N/A

2.102 General Site Provisions % of work 13% £71,123.27 N/A

2.103 Contractor Overhead/Profit % of work 5% £27,355.10 N/A

3.00 Optimism Bias

2.10 Optimism Bias £328,261.25

2.101 Construction Cost Bias % of work 60% £328,261.25 N/A

4.00 Total Cost

£1,028,551.92

5.00 Total Maintenance Cost

5.10 Maintenance £50,000.00

5.101 Landscape maintenance 43 hr £23.00 £1,000.00 per year Spons EWL 2018 (p xxvii)

5.102 Lifetime Cost 49 Years £1,000.00 £49,000.00

Embankment of 1m height with a crest width of 2m and a slope angle of 1 in 3.

60576929
WPP
P01

20 December 2019

RC8 - Embankment adjacent to Nethercote Gardens
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Project: Solihull Flood Mitigation Feasibility Study Job No:
Division:

Calculation Title:Solihull BoQ Prepared by: BO Rev' No:
Calculation No: 00001 Checked by: JRD Date:

Tidbury Green

Dimensions: Quantity of properties 17 number

ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY UNIT RATE Total REFERENECE
1.00  Construction Works
1.10 Outright Cost £30,000

1.101 Cost of PLR 6 num. £5,000.00 £30,000 N/A

2.00 Total Cost
£30,000.00

Cost of property level resilience is regarded to the maximum compensation cost
achievable. The quantity to each property is varied with the magnitude of work
A property Level protection survey is recommended to be undertaken

60576929
WPP
P01

20 December 2019

PT1 - Property level resilience at Nethergote Gardens
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Project: Solihull Flood Mitigation Feasibility Study Job No:
Division:

Calculation Title:Solihull BoQ Prepared by: BO Rev' No:
Calculation No: 00001 Checked by: JRD Date:

Tidbury Green

Dimensions: Quantity of properties 17 number

ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY UNIT RATE Total REFERENECE
1.00  Construction Works
1.10 Outright Cost £60,000

1.101 Cost of PLR 12 num. £5,000.00 £60,000 N/A

2.00 Total Cost
£60,000.00

Cost of property level resilience is regarded to the maximum compensation cost
achievable. The quantity to each property is varied with the magnitude of work
A property Level protection survey is recommended to be undertaken

60576929
WPP
P01

20 December 2019

PT1 - Property level resilience on Pear Tree Crescent
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